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Current titles are marked with a ★

**Rock - Pop**

**CD 7812876 CLASSIC DIAMONDS:** Neil Diamond with the London Symphony Orchestra. Presents the collaboration of two greats, Neil Diamond and the London Symphony Orchestra on 14 tracks. Includes Beautiful Noise; Hello Again; I'm a Believer; Song Song Blue; September Mom; American Holly Holly; You Don't Bring Me Flowers; Play Me; Love on the Rocks; Heartlight; I've Been This Way Before; and Sweet Caroline. Capital Records.

$5.95

**CD 7844069 THE ROLLING STONES:** On Air. This collection of 18 tracks offers a unique insight into the formative days of this group, performing their songs live on the BBC's Light Programme, including: Come On; Roll Over Beethoven; The Spider and the Fly; Mercy, Mercy; Around and Around; Fannie Mae; Route 66; Mona; and more. Polydor.

$5.95

**CD 7913710 STARS OF ROCKABILLY:** This 60-track, three-CD set includes Go Go Go by Roy Orbison; We Wanna Boogie by Sonny Burgess; Race with the Devil by Gene Vincent; Honky Tonk by Johnny Horton; Jeannie Jeannie by Eddie Cochran; Rock Your Baby by Wanda Jackson; more. Union Square. $5.95

**CD 7955681 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE:** The Box Set Series. This 44-track, four-CD set includes J's No secret; Blues from an Airplane; Crown of Creation; If Gnasy Heart; Good Shepherd; Feel So Good; Trial by Fire; Summer of Love; The Last Wall of the Castle; more. Sony Music.

$14.95

**CD 7833834 MILLION SELLERS HOT RADIO HITS OF THE 60'S:** Collects 20 tracks including My Guy by Mary Wells; If I Had a Hammer by Trini Lopez; Keep on Dancing by The Gentrys; What Becomes of the Brokenhearted by Jimmy Ruffin; Build Me Up Buttercup by The Foundations; Good Morning Starshine by Oliver; and more. Medley.

$5.95

**CD 4884841 GOLDEN #1 HITS OF THE 50'S & 60'S: 40 Songs.** Two CDs combine two decades of great music, artists and hits on 40 tracks that include The Wayward Wind by Gogi Grant; The Purple People Eater by Sheb Wooley; Soldier Boy by the Shirelles; The Battle of New Orleans by Johnny Horton; Johnny Angel by Shelley Fabares; I Can't Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; and more. Imperitone. $9.95

**CD 7944241 THE LOVE ALBUM.** This 60-track, four-CD set includes I Will Always Love You by Whitney Houston; Million Reasons by Lady Gaga; Say You Won't Go by James Arthur; You & I by One Direction; Always on My Mind by Elvis Presley; and more. Sony Music.

$9.95

**CD 7953653 THE LEGENDARY STORY OF SUN RECORDS.** This 60-track, two-CD set includes Mystery Train by Little Junior's Blue Flames; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Guess Things Happen That Way by Johnny Cash; and more. Union Square Music. $6.95

**CD 4884817 DOO WOP'S GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs.** Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There's a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; I Only Have Eyes for You by The Flamingos; Little Darlin' by The Diamonds; Blue Moon by The Merryaires; 16 Candles by The Crests; Royals; and more. Imperitone.

$3.95

**CD 7956649 BRITISH BEAT BEFORE THE BEATLES, 1955-1962.** This 90-track, three-CD set includes (We’re Gonna) Rock Around the Clock by Deep River Boys; Ain't That a Shame by The Southlanders; Teenage Love by The Five Chestnutts; No More by Vince Eager; Walk Don't Run by The John Barry Seven; and more. EMI Records Limited.

$7.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order.

* means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable sales amount:

If you are shipping this order to one of the following states please add sales tax:

- AL 8%
- AZ 5.6%  
- CA 7.25%  
- CO 2.9%  
- CT 6.35%  
- DC 6%  
- FL 6%  
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- HI 4.45%  
- ID 4%  
- IL 4.75%  
- IN 6.5%  
- IA 4.5%  
- KY 6.5%  
- LA 4.5%  
- ME 5.5%  
- MI 6.25%  
- MN 6.5%  
- MS 6.75%  
- MO 4.5%  
- MA 5.1%  
- NC 7.25%  
- NE 5.5%  
- NH 4%  
- NJ 6.85%  
- NM 4.95%  
- NY 8.85%  
- NV 7.75%  
- OH 5.75%  
- OK 4.5%  
- OR 6.5%  
- PA 6%  
- RI 7.75%  
- SC 6.5%  
- SD 4.5%  
- TN 7%  
- TX 6.25%  
- UT 6%  
- VT 6%  
- WA 6.5%  
- WI 5.5%  
- WV 6%  
- WY 4%  

Scan to get the total tax rate including local taxes.

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax.
and Gloria Estefan; and more. Sony Music.

**CD 7913184 JIM HENDRIX: The Ultra Rare Tracks.** These 12 tracks are all studio demos recorded between 1967 and 1970. Songs include *Astro Man Jam; Calling the Devil’s Chair; Angel; God Save the Queen; Cherokee; Mr. Bad Luck; Jungle Jam; Heavy Jam; and more.* Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7855175 GERRY AND THE PACEMAKERS: Live at the BBC.** Collects 22 songs from the British beat group, including *Ferry Cross the Mersey; Dizzy Miss Lizzy; Slippin’ and Slidin’; I’ll Be There; You'll Never Walk Alone;* and more. 20 tracks. Zyx City. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 7856198 K.D. LANG: Summertime in the Wendy.** Collects 20 tracks recorded from live TV broadcasts from 1988-1993. Songs include *Lucy in My Eyes; Don’t Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes; Save Me; The Minstrel’s Love; Riding the Rails; Trail of Broken Hearts;* and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $9.95.

**CD 7989660 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS: Wisconsin ’69.** On May 23rd, 1969, Frank Zappa and the Mothers performed a live concert at Wisconsin University in Appleton, Wisconsin. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including *Some Ball et Music; Uncle Meat; Eye of Apyrnoto; Translucent Boogie; Help, I’m a Rock;* and more. Yard Stick Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 7913055 THE BEST OF JOHNNY MATIS: Mystic 101.** This 101-track, four-CD set includes *Changes Are; It’s Not For Me To Say; The Best of Everything; Mystic; Small World; A Certain Smile; Come to Me; Sweet Thursday; Why Not In the Hole; The Love Nest; Moments Like This;* and more. AP Music. $9.95

**CD 7807044 7OS DANCEFLOOR: The Ultimate Collection.** You’ll feel like hitting the dance floor with this fabulous 100-track, four-CD collection! Includes Dining Queen by ABBA; *I Feel Love by Donna Summer; Shake Your Grove Thing by Peaches and Herb, Papa Was a Rollin’ Stone* by the Temptations; *Tears of a Clown* by Smokey Robinson & The Miracles; and more. Universal Music. $39.95

**CD 7913926 I’M SORRY: The Best of Brenda Lee.** This 101-track, four-CD set includes *One Step at a Time; I Want to Be Wanted; Speak to Me Pretty; Just Another Lie; All Alone I Am; Send Me Some Lovin’; It’s a Lonesome Old Town;* and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 7913926 I’M SORRY: The Best of Brenda Lee.** This 101-track, four-CD set includes *One Step at a Time; I Want to Be Wanted; Speak to Me Pretty; Just Another Lie; All Alone I Am; Send Me Some Lovin’; It’s a Lonesome Old Town;* and more. Twenty-one tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 7944414 THE #1 80S LOVE ALBUM.** This 57-track, three-CD set includes *Save All My Love For You by Whitney Houston; Say You Love Me Goodbye by Soft Cell; and more.* Decca. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 795669X ROLLING STONES: Tattoo You.** This 20-track, two-CD set includes the multi-platinum album and the lost and found rarities, a CD set includes the multi-platinum album and the lost and found rarities, a CD and more. Decca Records. $11.95

**CD 7804236 ELVIS PRESLEY: The Best Days.** This 90-clip, eight-track audio and visual broadcast recordings by Elvis Presley in the 1970s. Songs include *Blue Suede Shoes; Hound Dog; See See Rider; Johnny B Goode; Heartbreak Hotel; Can’t Help Falling In Love; All Shook Up; I Got A Woman; more.* Include multiple complexion.

**CD 7944425 MUSIC TO WATCH GIRLS BY.** This 75-track, three-CD set includes Music to Watch Girls By by Andy Williams; The Good Life by Tony Bennett; Perhaps; Perhaps; perhaps. Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7994443 IT TAKES TWO: The Duets Album.** This 60-track, three-CD set includes *It Takes Two; (Live) by Brothers Johnson; (Live) by Rose Royce; (Live) by *NSYNC; and more.* Sony Music. $9.95

**CD 7858175 EURYTHMICS: Good To You; Weeps; Your Love; Waters’ Bars by ABBA; All My Love For You by Whitney Houston; This 57-track, three-CD set includes *Save All My Love For You by Whitney Houston; Say You Love Me Goodbye by Soft Cell; and more.* Decca. Pub. at $19.99.
**Rock - Pop**

★ **CD 7913192** LED ZEPPELIN: Inner City Blues. On January 22nd, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at Southampton University in England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Rock and Roll; Black Dog; Stairway to Heaven; Heartbreaker; How Many More Times; Misty Mountains Rising; The Wind Cries Mary; Pub. at $14.95

★ **CD 7870779** PUNK & NEW WAVE: The Ultimate Collection. A unique collection that delivers 100 tracks on five CDs. Includes The Modern World by the Jam; Bon Jovi’s Burning by the Ruts; Sweet Suburbia by the Skids; Identity by the Stranglers; Take Me I’m Yours by Square; Is She Really Going Out With Him by Joe Jackson; Smash It Up by The Damned; and more. Union Square Music. Price: $9.95

★ **CD 7866584** THE BEACH BOYS: Feel Flows. A collection based on the landmark albums of 1966 and 1971, respectively. This 10-track, five-CD set includes The Boys Are Back in Town by Thin Lizzy; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; Wheels of Steel by Saxon; Iron Fist by Motorhead; Crazy Crazy Nights by Kiss; Just Like Jesse James by Cher; and more. Union Square Music. Price: $9.95

★ **CD 7956584** THE BEACH BOYS: Feel Flows. A collection based on the landmark albums of 1966 and 1971, respectively. This 10-track, five-CD set includes The Boys Are Back in Town by Thin Lizzy; Sweet Home Alabama by Lynyrd Skynyrd; Wheels of Steel by Saxon; Iron Fist by Motorhead; Crazy Crazy Nights by Kiss; Just Like Jesse James by Cher; and more. Union Square Music. Price: $9.95

★ **CD 7866585** GREATEST EVER: Love Songs. This 60-track, three-CD set includes Drive by The Cars; Fields of Gold by Eva Cassidy; If Tomorrow Never Comes by Ronan Keating; Dedicated to the One I Love by The Mamas & The Papas; Sandy by John Travolta; and more. Son. Sun Square Music. Price: $5.95

★ **CD 7981843** RICHARD THOMPSON: The Folk City Broadcast. Collects 19 tracks recorded from live FM broadcasts from September 1982 from Gerdes Folk City, in New York City. Songs include Heleny Pakey; Walking on a Wire; Strange Altar; How Many Times Do You Have to Fall; Flowers of the Sun; and more. Leftfield Media. Price: $7.95

★ **CD 1975064** THE BEACH BOYS: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set features the group in various live settings during different eras of their splendid career. Sixty-seven tracks, including California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Help Me Rhonda; Surfin USA; Aren’t You Girl?; California Girls; Surfin USA; and more. Elektra. Price: $11.95

★ **CD 796370X** STARS OF THE 50S. This 60-track, three-CD set includes C’mon Everybody by Eddie Cochran; Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & His Comets; Good Golly Miss Molly by Little Richard; Sweet Little Sixteen by Chuck Berry; Travelin’ Light by Cliff Richard & the Shadows; Smile by Nat King Cole; and more. Union Square Music. Price: $9.95

★ **CD 7865430** WARREN ZEVON: Things to Do in Cleveland. On January 5th, 1992, Warren Zevon performed at the Empire Concert Club in Cleveland, Ohio. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including I’ll Sleep When I’m Dead; Long Time Raving; A Dangerous Man; All Night Long; Envy; and more. Zip City. Price: $6.95

★ **CD 4884957** THE SIXIESTS: Best of Hard to Find Hits. Two CDs presents the hits that made the 60s such a unique decade on 40 tracks that include songs like The One Who Really Loves You by The Osmonds; Walking on a Ceiling by Brenda Lee; Lovers Who Wander by Dion; These Arms of Mine by Otis Redding; Please Stay by The Drifters; Brothers; and more. Impenent. Price: $9.95

★ **CD 7865066** THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirty three tracks collect audio excerpts from unforgettable TV appearances, including performances on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Door favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild Child; and more. Sonic Birthday. Pub. at $14.99

★ **CD 7779259** ADELE: 30. This is the first new music from Adele since the release of her third studio album 25 in November 2021. Collects 12 tracks including Easy on Me; Can I Get It; I Drink Wine; Hold On; Woman Like Me; and more. Columbia. Price: $7.95

★ **CD 7945655** PINK FLOYD: Atomik Sauerm. On November 28th, 1970, Pink Floyd performed at Saarrlandhalle in Saarbrucken, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects six tracks including Comforting Sound Monitor; Fat Old Sun; Blues; The Scare Of A Lifetime; A Saucerful of Secrets; and A Saucerful of Secrets. Pub. at $9.95

★ **CD 7905459** ESSENTIAL EVERTY BROTHERS. One of the greatest duos ever to pick up the guitar, the Everlys take center stage in this 50-track collection. Includes such time-tested tunes as All I Have to Do Is Dream; Wake Up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; Devoted to You; Poor Jenny; Love Hurts; and more. Price: $7.95

★ **CD 7913257** THE ROLLING STONES: Montreal 1990. December 14th, 1990, The Rolling Stones performed at Place Olympique in Montreal, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Start Me Up; Fire; Rock and a Hard Place; and more. Price: $14.95

★ **CD 7956606** THE BEST OF JOE COCKER: 20th Century Masters. No collection is complete without these Joe Cocker classics: Feelin’ Alright; With A Little Help from My Friends; Delta Lady; She Came in Through the Bathroom Window; Cry Me a River (Live); The Letter (Live); High Time We Went; You Are So Beautiful; and more. Eleven tracks. Universal Music. Price: $3.95

★ **CD 7981947** PRINCE IN THE 80S: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set compiles rare radio broadcasts from the 1990s. Collects 52 tracks including Take Me With U; Purple Rain, When Does Cry; Kiss; She’s A Man In My Hair; Raspberry Beret; Sign 'O' The Times; and more. Collects 18 tracks including Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

★ **CD 7945566** BUCKINGHAM NICKS: The Coffee Plant Demos. Collects 22 tracks including Without You; Norma; That’s Alright; Carbie; of Sugar; Ladybug; Castaway; Smile At You; Secret Love; Storms; After the Glitter Fades; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

★ **CD 7945563** LED ZEPPELIN: I’m With You. On May 19th, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at Tarrant County Convention Center in Fort Worth, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Rock and Roll; Celebration; Black Dog; Over the Hills and Far Away; Misty Mountain Top; Stairway to Heaven; and more. Two CDs. Price: $14.95

★ **CD 7864973** BLONDIE: Rapture in Toronto. Collects multiple live performances by Blondie. These were recorded from live FM broadcasts when the band was touring Rapture: Island of Lost Souls; Danceaway; In the Flesh; Man Overboard; Love at the Pier; and more. Zip City. Price: $6.95

★ **CD 1974971** ADELE: 25. Features eleven tracks from the popular singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your New Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Remedy; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea; Love in the Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and Sweetest Devotion. XL Recording. Price: $3.95

★ **CD 7743022** TEN YEARS AFTER. In May 1969 Broadcasts. Collects 10 tracks from the British rock band, including I May Be Wrong, but I Won’t Be Wrong Always; Good Morning Little Schoolgirl; I’m Going Home, Spoonful! Hobbit; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99
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** CD 778094X SOUNDGARDEN: Beyond This Mortal Coil. This 16-track CD was recorded from multiple live performances by Soundgarden. Songs include Burden in My Hand; Black Hole Sun; Mailman; Kyle Petty; Fell on Black Days; Outshined; Come Together; and more. Gold Fish. $6.95

** CD 784633X BOBBY DYL: LEGENDARY Broadcasts 1969-1984. From the Johnny Cash Show to the Grammy Awards Ceremony to Saturday Night Live, 13 audio recordings capture some of Dylan's better televised appearances. Includes tracks like I Throw It All Away; Girl from the North Country; Gotta Serve Somebody; Don't Start Me Talkin’; Jokerman, and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

** CD 7865301 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Gap Year Broadcast. Performing live in Cleveland on April 7th, 1976, the Boss delivers 13 tracks from his early years. Springsteen is all the verve of a young rocker for Tenth Avenue Freeze-Out; Spirit in the Night; It's My Life; Thunder Road; She's the One; Born to Run; Quarter to Three; and more. Two CDs. Siron Boom. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

** CD 7864060 SPIRIT: At Ebbett's Field 1974. On October 30th, 1974, Spirit performed at Ebbett's Field in Denver, Colorado. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Nature's Way; All Along the Watchtower; Salvation; Better Run; Sunrise; Mantra League; and more. Ship Funk. $7.95

** CD 786535X RAMONES: The Cretin Hop. In February, 1979, the Ramones performed at The Second Chance Saloon. This performance was recorded from a live broadcast. Collects 33 tracks including Rockaway Beach; I Don't Want You; Bad Brains; Needles and Pins; Leader of the Class; Commando, and more. Smokin'. $6.95

** CD 7814356 70S: The Ultimate Collection. This 100-track, five-CD set includes I Want You Back by the Jackson 5; People Get Ready; We're a World by Status Quo; Cats for Squeeze; I Will Survive by Gloria Gaynor; We Got The Funk by Positive Force; and more. Union Square Music. $9.95

** CD 7865052 FLEETWOOD MAC: The Warehouse Tapes. Features one of the band's legendary early recordings, at the Warehouse in New Orleans, Louisiana on January 30, 1970. Songs include Before the Beginning; It Takes Time; Stranger Blues; Only You; and more. Ten CDs. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

** CD 7789965 JACKSON BROWNE: Montreux Jazz 1982. On July 18th, 1982, Jackson Browne performed at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas, Nevada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Somebody's Baby; Fountain of Sorrow; Knock on Any Door; Running on Empty; Hollywood Rooms; Late for the Show; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

** CD 7850093 PINK FLOYD: The Sound of Philadelphia. On March 15th, 1973, Pink Floyd performed at Spectrum Theatre in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Speak to Me; Breathe; On the Run; Time; Good Gig in the Trees; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928

**Limited Quantity CD** 7905386 the best of dr. John. Thirty live great performances on two CDs, including Zou Zou Man; Bald Headed; Lover for You; in the Night; Danger Zone; New Orleans; The Ear is on Strike, What Comes Around; and many. Neu York; Music. $14.95

CD 7744323 the byrds: Straight for the Sun. Roger McGuinn, Clarence White, Skip Battin and Gene Parsons bring their definitive 60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering up highlights of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Black Mountain Rag; M. Tambourine Man; Pretty Boy Floyd; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7944233 len goodman's ballroom bananza. This 57-tracks, three CDs includes Come Dance with Me by Peggy Lee; 9 to 5 by Dolly Parton. In the Mood by Glenn Miller & his Orchestra; The Longest Time by Billy Joel; Time of the Season by the Zombies; and more. Sony Music. $9.95

CD 7855269 metallica: in the city of brotherly love. On November 23rd, 1998, Metallica performed at Electric Factory in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Blackened; The Small Hours; The Prince; Stone Cold Crazy; Turn the Page; So What; and more. Golden Rain. $6.95

★ CD 7850085 led zeppelin: oxford blues. On January 7th, 1973, Led Zeppelin performed at New Theatre in Oxford, England. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Rock and Roll; Over the Hills and Far Away; Black Dog; Misty Mountain Top; Dazed and Confused; Stairway Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ PINK FLOYD: A SaY Goodbye to Hollywood. On September 22nd, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Hollywood Bowl in Los Angeles, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Breathe; On the Run; The Great Gig in the Sky; Money, Us and Them; and more. Two CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ CD 7913222 the police: Sting's Birthday Bash. On October 1st, 1983, The Police performed at Camp Municipal Narcis Sala in Barcelona, Spain. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Message in a Bottle; Walking on the Moon; Invisible Sun; Don't Stand So Close; and more. Supra. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 7895092 eric clapton: After Midnight in Dublin. On January 31st, 1981, Eric Clapton performed at RDS Simmonscourt in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Time; Early in the Morning; Selting Me Up; After Midnight; Wonderful Saturday Night; and more Chords. and more. Atmomatic. $7.95

★ CD 7862444 boozé: The Party. Atmomatic Records’ historical anniversary album celebrates 90 years of freedom to drink. Collects 30 tracks including They Called It Babia; the Joint by Chuck Murphy; Moonshine by Whitley Pullen; Pour Me a Glass of Wine by Lee Finn; Requiu Twirl by The Champs; Red Wine by Five by Five; and more. Cafe Society. $9.95

★ CD 7856532 santana: the golden child. One of the greatest guitarists of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded at Michigan’s Ypsilanti Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman; Yuppies; Oye Como Va; Incendio; Love Me or Leave Me; and more. Sun Records. $6.95

★ CD 4966061 roy orbinson with the royal philharmonic orchestra: a love so beautiful. This CD features elegant arrangements of Orbinson’s best original vocal performances with a world-class membership of London’s most beloved orchestra. Songs include Oh, Pretty Woman; In Dreams; Running Scared; It’s Over; Crying; You Got It; and more. Seventeen tracks. Sony Music. $6.95

★ CD 1959808 the jimmy hendrix experience: east & west. Captures two Hendrix performances that remain as potent and compelling today as they did in 1968. Selections on 13 tracks include Killing Floor; Red House; Catfish Blues; Dear Mr. Fantasy; Fire; Foxy Lady; Hey Joe; Sunshine of Your Love/Hey Joe; My Trip; and Count Down. Please Crawt Out Your Window. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7968809 patti smith: cbgb’s. Two CDs present her classic 1979 New York broadcast on 19 tracks. Selections include Land; Horses/Land of a Thousand Dances/Ma’s Redondo; Fire of Unknown Origin; Poppies; All Along the Watchtower; So You Want to Be a Rock and Roll Star; Twist and Shout; and more. Leftfield Media. $7.95

CD 7981554 the who: transmission impossible. Recorded from four live FM broadcasts in 1969 and 1970. Twenty-six tracks, including My Sunday Feeling; Nothing Is Easy; Fat Man; Magic Bus; One; A Song for Jeffrey; Tito and the Latin Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Two CDs. Eat to the Beat. $9.95

CD 7981392 america: universal amphitheatre, la. 1978. On July 4th, 1978, America performed at the Universal Amphitheatre in Los Angeles, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Safe at Home; Down in the Churchyard; Time Between; High Fashion Queen; Follow Me Through; Blue Morning; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. $7.95

★ CD 7363056 the best of doo wop. Fifty tracks capture the Doo Wop sound in this 2 CD collection. Includes 16 tracks by The Crests; Eddie My Love by The Teen Queens; A Story Untold by The Nutmegs; There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Capris; The Great Pretender by The Platters; Honey Love by The Drifters; In the Still of the Night by The Five Satins; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. $14.95

★ CD 7912722 destination desert: 32 oriental rock ’n ‘roll treasures. Collects 32 tracks including Rockin’ in Bagdad by Jerry Reed; Caravan Rock by the Fabulous Furs; Aladdin’s Lamp by Furry Husky; King Tut Rock by the Socialites; Princess of Persia by Billy Grammer; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

CD 7865244 marianne faithfull: vive la france. Features live performances by Marianne recorded for TV and Radio Broadcast at a number of the French capital’s venues. Recorded between 1965 and 2011, this album illustrates her staggering music career. Seventeen tracks, including The Stations; On the Road; King at Night; The White Angel; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7865422 tom waits: my father’s place. This superb live recording from late 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Let Me Lie on the Coral; No More Way; Joe Love; I’m Not a Stranger; California; Here I Come; Muriel; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

CD 7865147 grateful dead: pirates of the deep south. An obscure event and a rare recording, this brief performance from March 1971 at a pthreaded arrangement of some of the best live Dent; Dania, Florida, is a legendary. Collects 13 tracks including Morning Dew; Mama Tried; Good Lovin’; Don’t Ease Me In; Cold Rain and Snow; High Time; Dark Star; Me and My Uncle; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95
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**Rock - Pop**

★ **CD 8042292** BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 5: Let's Rock & Roll! Collects 28 tracks including Kansas City Dog by Little Cameron; Don't Be Cruel by Thee Midnite; Saturday Night Fish Fry by Blue Dots; Rock 'n' Roll Baby by Mercy Baby; New Hound Dog by Frank Motley; Pretty Plaid Skirt by Mel Smith; and more. 22 CDs. $13.99

★ **CD 7968512** ELTON JOHN: The Lost Sessions. Collects 16 songs from the music icon. Tracks 1-9 are from BBC sessions in May 1970 and tracks 10-16 were recorded at WABC Studios in New York City on November 17, 1970. Songs include: Your Song; Border Song; Lady Samantha; My Father's Gun; Amoreena; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.95

★ **CD 7865287** PATTI SMITH: Home for the Holiday. On November 22nd, 1998, Patti Smith performed at the Riviera Theatre in Chicago, Illinois. This performance was recorded from four live FM broadcasts. Collects 15 tracks including Dancing Barefoot; Redondo Beach; Don't Say Nothing; Gone; and more. Leftfield Media. $6.95

★ **CD 7988679** GENESIS: Selling England in Montreal. On April 21st, 1974, Genesis performed at Centre Sportif De L'universite de Monreal in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Watcher of the Skies; Story of Britannia, The Cinema Show; Horizons; The Musical Box; and more. Two CDs. Unicorn. Pub. at $19.95

★ **CD 7961597** LOU REED: The Live Archive. Presents three live recordings, on 3 CDs, of Lou Reed's sold-out concerts in 1976 and 1977. A distinctive style is heard on thirty-eight tracks. Songs include: Sweet Jane; I Believe In Love; USA Says; A Sheltered Life; The Kids; Closer To Home; Roman Holiday; Juliette. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

★ **CD 7966847** GENE CLARK & FRIENDS: Live at the Three T's. From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Three T's, Evansville, Indiana, May of 1965 are four these fourteen tracks including It's All Right; New Baby Blue; Just an Arrow; Honest I Do; The Rumor; The Shape I'm In; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

★ **CD 7966851** ANTHRAX: Thrash in Texas. On July 11th, 1987, Anthrax performed at the Arcadia Theatre in Dallas, Texas. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Among the Living; Caught in a Mesh; I Am the Law; Madhouse; Living After Midnight; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $19.99

★ **CD 7956703** ROY ORBISON: Cry Softly Lonely One. Collects 11 tracks including: Communication Breakdown; Cry Softly Lonely One; It Takes One (To Know One); That's a No No; Time to Cry; Only Alive; and more. Universal Music.

★ **CD 7928157** THE RHYTHM OF THE RAIN. Collects 30 tracks including Drip Drop by Dion; Just Walking in the Rain by Johnnie Ray; Alligator by The Moments; and more. Bear Family Records.

★ **CD 7945847** NEIL YOUNG & CRAZY HORSE: Nagoya Nights. Collects two performances by Neil Young & Crazy Horse in 1976 from Japan. These performances were recorded from five FM broadcasts. Collects 27 songs including: Cowgirl My Mind; After the Gold Rush; The Losing End; Drive Back; Too Far Gone; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Two CDs. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

★ **CD 7968655** HOLE: Grease Your Hips. Holes perform live in California, one on November 9th, 1994 and the other on November 9th, 1994. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 19 tracks including Sugar coma; Beautiful Son; Miss America; I Love You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Good Ship Funke.

**Name Wrong Again;** Unrequited to the Nth Degree; Dead Stunk; Sometimes I Forget; and more. All Access.

★ **CD 7917851** COODER: Broadcast from the Planet. In 1974, Ry Cooder performed at The Record Plant in California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Police Dog Blues; If Walls Could Talk; Vigilante Man; I'm a Pigman; and more. All Access.

★ **CD 7981538** HUSKER DU: Minneapolis Moonstomp. On August 28th, 1985, Husker Du performed at First Avenue in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Flip Your Wig; Makes No Sense at All; If I Tell You; Powerline; Books about UFOs; and more. Sonic Boom.

★ **CD 79149X** CHICAGO: The Kentucky Derby Freedom Live. In 1974, Chicago entertainers in 13 tracks, including Call on Me; Saturday in the Park; Beginnings; Life Saver; To Be Free; (I've Been) Searchin' for So Long; Feeling Stronger Everyday; and more. All Access.

★ **CD 7901327** PINK FLOYD: The Tokyo Moon. On March 6th, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Tokyo-Taiikukan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including: In the Midnight Hour; Smell the Psychology; In the Midnight Hour; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $13.95

★ **CD 1975080** GRATITUDE DEAD: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1986, 1980, and 1991. Songs include: High Heeled Shoes; Smokey Mountain; Smokestack Lightning; In the Midnight Hour; New Minglewood Blues; Sugar Magnolia; Hell in a Bucket; The Other One; Forever Young; Touch of Grey; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

★ **CD 7986515** ARSHEM: Japan. Performing live from a FM broadcast at the Cosmo Dome, Tokyo, Japan, November 28, 2011. Twenty-six songs, including Draw the Line; Love in an Elevator; Livin' on the Edge; Jamie's Got a Gun; and more. One Hour. 21 Tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.99

★ **CD 7986752** LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: Late Night Calls. On November 1st, 1972, Loudon Wainwright III performed at WMMS Studio in Cleveland, Ohio. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Drinking at the Bar; I Am the Way (New York Town); School Days; Dead Skunk; Motel Blues; Twist and Shout; and more. Good Ship Funke.

★ **CD 7986841** TONY PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: London Calling. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England, in March of 1980. Nineteen tracks, including Shadow of a Doubt; Anything That's Rock 'n' Roll; Footled Again; Even the Losers; Heartbreak; and Gold Fish. Pub. at $15.95

**Puppy Love** by Paul Anka; and more. MCMPS.

**FOR FOUR BY FOUR: Teen Idols.** This 120-track, four-CD set collects four tracks from the 1950s-60s. Songs include: Jailhouse Rock; All Shook Up by Elvis Presley; Just Ask Your Heart; Ded Dinah by Frankie Avalon; Poor Little Fool; Twist and Shout by The Beatles; and more. Good Ship Funke.

**LOUDON WAINWRIGHT III: Live at the Cactus Cafe.** On May 11th, 1990, Loudon Wainwright III performed at The Cactus Cafe in Austin, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including People in Love; I'm Alright; They Spelled My Name Wrong Again; Unrequited to the Nth Degree; Dead Stunk; Sometimes I Forget; and more. All Access.

**TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: London Calling.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at Hammersmith Odeon, London, England, in March of 1980. Nineteen tracks, including Shadow of a Doubt; Anything That's Rock 'n' Roll; Footled Again; Even the Losers; Heartbreak; and Gold Fish. Pub. at $15.95

**CHICAGO: The Kentucky Derby Freedom Live.** In 1974, Chicago entertainers in 13 tracks, including Call on Me; Saturday in the Park; Beginnings; Life Saver; To Be Free; (I've Been) Searchin' for So Long; Feeling Stronger Everyday; and more. All Access.

**Pink Floyd: The Tokyo Moon.** On March 6th, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Tokyo-Taiikukan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including: In the Midnight Hour; Smell the Psychology; In the Midnight Hour; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $13.95

**C.B. SEDERBERG: Gathering of the Kings.** The four-CD set collects twenty live FM broadcasts of 1966-77, including three live FM broadcasts in 1966, 1980, and 1981. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including: Speak to Me; Breathe (in the Air) Time; Money; Us and Them; Comfort and Joy; that Ax; Eugene; Saturday Night; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $13.95

**PINK FLOYD: The Tokyo Moon.** On March 6th, 1972, Pink Floyd performed at Tokyo-Taiikukan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including: In the Midnight Hour; Smell the Psychology; In the Midnight Hour; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $13.95

**DION: It's the Way (New York Town); School Days; Dead Skunk; Travelin' Man; and more.** All Access.

**ROCK - POP**

★ **CD 9782157** THE RHYTHM OF THE RAIN. Collects 30 tracks including Drip Drop by Dion; Just Walking in the Rain by Johnnie Ray; Alligator by The Moments; and more. Bear Family Records.

★ **CD 9786855** HOLE: Grease Your Hips. Holes perform live in California, one on November 9th, 1994 and the other on November 9th, 1994. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 19 tracks including Sugar coma; Beautiful Son; Miss America; I Love You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Good Ship Funke.

**Breakdown; and more.**

and enter the item number in the search box.
CD 777287 THE GIRLS: 100 Hits. This 100-track, five-CD set includes hits such as "Leif Outside Alone by Anastacia, "Nothing’s Real But Love" by Richey Ferguson; "Mechanical" by Christina Aguilera; "Come Into My Life" by Joyce Sims; "Respectable" by Mel & Kim; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

CD 769779 HALLOWEEN NUGGETS: Haunted Underground Classics. The ultimate Halloween soundtrack: 54 rock roll soundtracking witches, ghosts, teenagers, monster houses, devils, witches, and zombies. Collects 21 tracks including "I Was a Teenage Monster" by the Keytones; "Vampire by Bobby Bare; "Black Magic by Jericho Jones; "Strolling After Dark" by the Shades; "More" by RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99.

CD 2927043 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection comprises almost all the A and B sides released by Richard during the first and most important decade of his career. A thoroughly entertaining overview of his early career, it features all 21 chart entries he had in the U.S. and UK during that time, as well as some lesser-known material. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 1975129 THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible. This three CD, 65 track set combines live FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1982. Recorded around the world, Songs include Little Queenie; Cadillac; You Really Got Me; Good Luck Charm; Give My Love to Rose; Mr. Pleasant; Autumn Almanac; and more. Includes multiple versions of many of his hits. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 4976983 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: Woodstock ’68. On August 18th, 1969, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at Max Yasgur’s Farm in Bethel, New York. This performance was recorded as a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Blackbird; Helplessly Hoping; Gunnever; Marrakehs Express; Wonderrand; and more. Unicomp. Pub. at $15.95.


CD 7912827 BURN ON THE BAYOU. A heavy underground tribute to Creedence Clearwater Revival. Collects 32 tracks including Fortune Son by Bone Church; Suite O’by Cities of Mars; Bad Moon Rising by High Priestess; Heard It Through the Grapevine by Kind; Graveyard Train by Thunder Horse; and more. Two CDs. Rippin’. Pub. at $18.99.

CD 7903051 21ST CENTURY SCHIZOID BAND: Live in Japan. On November 6th, 2002, the 21st Century Schizoid Band performed at the popular Kousenkin Hall in Tokyo, Japan. This was Schizoid’s second night performing there. Collects 12 tracks including "A Man, a City; Cathfist; Let There Be Light" by Robert Fripp; "The Dongola"; "The Plains of the Road; and more. Includes a DVD of the performances with two additional songs. Cleopatra Records. Pub. at $19.99


CD 791315X DEEP PURPLE: Springfield 1976. On January 26th, 1976, Deep Purple performed at Springfield Civic Center in Springfield, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including "Lady Love; Love Child; Lady; In Rock ’n’ Roll; Drifter; Stormbringer; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95.

CD 7886228 LOU REED: Hassled in April. Collects two performances from April 1978 by Lou Reed. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 10 tracks including "Some Good Times; Some Kind of Love; Leave Me Alone; Walk on the Wild Side; Coney Island Baby; and more. Smokin’. $6.95

CD 7800820 KISS: Jersey City 1976. On July 10th, 1976, KISS performed at Roosevelt Stadium in Jersey City, New Jersey. This collection includes tracks including "The Night Time World; Shout It Out Loud; Nothing to Lose; God of Thunder; Flamming Youth; Black Diamond; Rock ’n Roll All Night; and more. TGG. Pub. at $11.95.

CD 4982266 THE BEATLES: Rock ’n Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966. An amazing collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances from around the world, you’ll enjoy their first radio interview and a CD of outakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hits, such as Yesterday; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; I Want to Hold Your Hand; and more. MCPS. $29.95

CD 8042229 TONY BENNET: Live 1962. Recorded in concert for a radio broadcast on November 12th, 1962. Collects 12 tracks including Where or When; ’I’ll Remember April; Lazy Afternoon; ’There’ll Be Some Changes Made; What Happens; Time Will Tell; God Bless the Child; and more. Top Pick. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 7968790 MADONNA: Bits n’ Bobs. Collects rare broadcast performances from 1984 through 1995. Fifteen songs include Like a Virgin; Holiday; Into the Groove; Causing a Commotion; Bad Girl; Bye Bye Baby; Lucky Star; and more. Zip City. $7.95

CD 7968791 JETHRO TULL: Hard Times of Old England. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Stadthalle, Freiburg, Germany, in April of 1982. Clasp; Hunting Girl; Fallen on Hard Times; Broadword; One Brown Mouse; Seal Driver; and more. Nineteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95.


CD 7838336 JUKEBOX HITS 1956-20 Songs! Collects 20 tracks including The Great Pretender by The Platters; Hot Diggity (Dog Loves You) by King; Peerless Shoes by Cal Perkins; Whatever Will Be Will Be by Doris Day; See You Later Alligator by Bill Haley & His Comets; and more. TGG. $5.95.

CD 7738382 AVERAGE WHITE BAND: Collector’s Choice Collection of 45 RPM records including Pick up the Pieces; Cut the Cake; Easier Said than Done; One Look Over My Shoulder (Is this Really Goodbye?); School Boy Crush; Love Won’t Get in the Way; and more. 13 tracks including 12 bonus tracks. Pub. at $9.95.

CD 7744447 FRANK ZAPP A: Goblins, Witches & Kings. This gig was recorded from live FM broadcast in Vienna on June 28, 1982, as Zappa and his band toured Europe. Collects 30 tracks including Shocking Crime; Gorillas; Sinister Footwear; Marquesevon’s Chicken; Envelopes; Bamboozled by Love; Bobby Brown; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.99.

CD 7913214 PHIL COLLINS: Another Day in Yokohama. On May 7th, 1995, Phil Collins performed at Fukoka Dome in Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including I Don’t Care Anymore; One More Night; Separate Lives; You Know What I Mean; I Miss良; Easy Lover; You Can’t; Love; Both sides of the Story; and more. Leftfield. Pub. at $15.95.
Rock - Pop

CD 7880804 JEFF BECK: New York 1980. On October 12th, 1980, Jeff Beck performed at The Palladium (early show) in New York, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Star Cycle; Too Much to Lose; Space Boogie; Freeway Jam; Led Boots; Scatterbrain; Blue Rain. Pub. at $11.95

$7.95

CD 7956871 J.J. CALE: Independence Day. Collects 16 tracks from a live appearance at the High Sierra Music Festival at Leland Meadows in California. This 1993 show featured songs like Crazy Mama; After Midnight; Cocaine; Ride; The World Is Too Much; and more. Goldfish. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 7884965 BEASTIE BOYS: Swiss Chateau. On June 26th, 1998, the Beastie Boys performed at The Open Air Festival in St. Gallen, Switzerland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 27 tracks including Super Shot; Road Down; Skills to Pay the Bills; Troubadour; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

CD 8042373 FATS DOMINO: The Best of Live. This 23-track two-CD set includes Blueberry Hill; My Girl Josephine; When My Dream Boat Comes Home; What a Difference That Makes; I'm Gonna Pay You; Ain't That a Shame; Shake, Rattle, and Roll; Swanee River Boogie; Walking to New Orleans; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$11.95

CD 7989776 TOOL: The Ultimate Rare. Collects 16 tracks recorded from multiple FM broadcasts. Songs include Know Your Enemy; Santa Monica and Orange; Sparrow; Comfortably Numb; Sober; Silly Love Songs; Crawl Away, Part of; Cold and Ugly, You List; and more. Yard. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 798987 IRON MAIDEN: Tokyo Beat Sessions. On January 22nd, 1981, Iron Maiden performed at Bremen TV Studio in Bremen, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Ides of March; Promiet; Wrathchild; Remember Tomorrow; Running Free; Another Life; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 7959255 TINA TURNER: Rock 'n' Roll Queen. Collects 14 tracks celebrating her memory. Songs include Car People (Putting Out the Fire); Acid Queen; Deep; Mountain High; Got to Take a Little Pain; Night Life; Music Keeps Me Dancing; and more. Love. Pub. at $15.99

$11.95

CD 785321 HUEYN DUVALL: You Knock Me Out. Thirty tracks reissues Huey DuVall's seven 45RPMs which were released from 1957 through to 1960. Includes Teen Queen; You Knock Me Out; Hum-dinger; Little Boy Blue; Three Months to Kill; Juliet, Friday Night; Cottonwood; and more. Collects 27 tracks including Star Cycle; Too Much to Lose; Space Boogie; Freeway Jam; Led Boots; Scatterbrain; Blue Rain. Pub. at $13.99

$9.95

CD 7913281 THE WHO: Swansea by Numbers. On June 12th, 1976, The Who performed at Vetch Field in Swansea, Wales. This performance was recorded from the FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Amazing Journey; Sparks; Acid Queen; Baba O'Riley; Squeeze Box; Summertime Blues; My Generation; Won't Get Fooled Again; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 7865074 EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER: Back in the Fatherland. Seven tracks, from a live broadcast recorded at The Philharmonic, Dusseldorf, in June 1971 include Take a Pebble; Knife Edge; Blues Jam; The Barbarian; Rondo; Nutrocker; and Knife Edge (Beat Club). Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 7865998 RED HOT CHILLI PEPPERS: Sweet Home San Diego. On April 16th, 1996, the Red Hot Chilli Peppers performed at the San Diego Sports Arena in California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Give It Away; Walkabout; Backwoods; Coffee Shop; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 7901437 VAN HALEN: Dallas 1982. On November 18th, 1982, Van Halen performed at Reunion Arena in Dallas, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Romeo Delight; Unchained; Cathedral; Everybody Wants Some; Dance the Night Away; Ain't I Bad; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$19.95

CD 7865603 LYNDRY SKYNYRD: The Damage Done. On November 6th, 1975, Lynyrd Skynyrd performed for the King Biscuit Flower Hour on KBFI. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Trouble; I Ain't the One; Gimme Three Steps; Sweet Home Alabama; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95

$11.95

CD 7945590 GENESIS: Getting in Tune. On June 10th, 1976, Genesis performed at Hampden-Odeon Cinema in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Dance on a Volcano; The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway; Fly on the Windshield; Los Endios; Enlarged; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

CD 7913176 ERIC CLAPTON: The Road to Sapporo. On November 26th, 2006, Eric Clapton performed at Sapporo Dome in Sapporo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Tell the Truth; Old Love; Mothers Children; After Midnight; Little Queen of Spades; and more. Two CDs. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $19.95

$19.95

CD 7889733 PETER GABRIEL: Human Rights Now 1988. On October 15th, 1988, Peter Gabriel performed at Estadio River Plate in Buenos Aires, Argentina. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Red Rain; Game Without Rules; Shock the Money; No Sell; Don't Give Up; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

CD 798168X SANTANA: The Broadcast Archives. This boxed set includes three CDs Santana: Bill Graham Memorial 1991; Santana: Independence Day 1981; and Santana: The Golden Child. Twenty-three tracks are collected from various live FM performances recorded between the years 1975 and 1991 in the U.S., including Black Magic Woman; All I Ever Wanted; Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 7981977 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Born in the USA. Collects two performances by Bruce Springsteen from 1973, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 12 tracks including Salin Doll; Circus Story; Song for Orphans; New York Song; Spirit in the Night; Tokyo; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

CD 7981422 BOB DYLAN & THE BAND'S BASEMENT TAPES INFLUENCES. The recordings collected here took place during 1967 in Woodstock, New York. This box sets 17 master tapes near the Woodstock, New York. New York. Collects 26 tracks including The Trees They Do Grow High; The Hills of Mexico; I Don't Hurt Anymore; A Fool Such As I; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99

$7.95

CD 7985990 CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts. This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that are known as the last BBC Sessions including Sleepy Time Time; I'm So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Stepping Out; Trainline; Toad; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

$7.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 789502X ROSE MARIE SINGS: The Complete Mercury Recordings & More.** Collects 29 tracks including My Mama Says No, I'm Dying, I'm The Ballin' Out Of You; In The Land of the Buffalo Nickel; Somebody Loves Me; One For My Baby; Small World; I Wanna Be Around; and more. MSRP $19.99 **$9.95**

**CD 7875347 THE MUSIC ROOTS OF YES.** These are rare recordings, golden pieces of songs and perhaps the individual Yes' ES's culled, recorded in the years 1963 to 1970. This 25-track, two-CD set includes songs from the bands Happy Magazine (with Alan White), The In Crowd (with Steve Howe), The Andover, John Anderson's Senses (with Tony Kaye); and more. Top Music. MSRP $19.99 **$14.95**

**CD 7865341 RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE: End of the Party.** Collects two performances by Rage Against The Machine from 1993 and 1995, and both performances were recorded from FM broadcasts. Collects 15 tracks including Take the Power Back; Testify; Bombtrack; Killing in the Name; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom. MSRP $19.99 **$9.95**

**CD 4885964 ROLLING STONES: Blue & Lonesome.** This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues music. Collects 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can't Quit You Baby; All Of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows; Every Move My Good Thing; and more. Promotone. MSRP $8.95 **$6.95**

**CD 7972032 JOHN HIATT WITH RY COODER: Live at the Cotati Cabaret 1983.** The recording featured on this CD is taken from a radio broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and his band, plus guest artists, slide and electric guitars. Sixteen tracks including Riding With The King; Don't Even Try; Girl On A String; Zero House; Say You With Flowers; and more. Gold Fish. MSRP $14.99 **$7.95**

**CD 7768065 CHEAP TRICK: Auld Lang Sympathy.** Featuring Andrew Fearn on keyboards and back-up vocals. Collects two CD's featuring Cheap Trick performed at LA Forum in California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including I'll Be With You Tonight; California Man; Downed; Gonna Raisin' My Steam; Need Your Love. Sonic Boom. MSRP $19.99 **$6.95**

**CD 7865317 PHIL LYNOTT & GRAND SLAM: The Live Document.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Leddokes Holiday Village, Great Yarmouth, England on October 12, 1984. Collects nine tracks. Yellow Pearl; Nineteen; Parisienne Walkaway; Cold Sweat; Sisters of Mercy; Crime Rate; Military Man; and Dedication. Lawless Avenues; and more. MSRP $14.99 **$6.95**

**CD 7880790 JACKSON BROWNE: Mountain View.** On August 22nd, 1966, Jackson Browne performed at Shoreline Amphitheatre in California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including In The Shade of a Heart; For Everyman; Late for the Sky; Lives in the Balance; and more. Sutra. MSRP $11.95 **$6.95**

**CD 3567036 DUANE EDDY: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As & Bs.** Perhaps the most important artist in the genre of rock instrumentals that burgeoned in the mid 1950's. Eddy's career is celebrated in this 66-track collection. Some of his most beloved hits join material from B-sides and EPs, from Soda Fountain Girl (1955) to Liza Jane (1962). Two CD's. Acrobot. MSRP $16.99 **$12.95**

**CD 7885253 PHISH: The New Orleans Jam.** This is a performance recorded at State Palace Theatre in New Orleans, Louisiana. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Runaway Jim; Foam; Sample in a Jar; Scentless Angel; Bouncing around the Room; and more. Two CD's. Leftfield Media. MSRP $7.95 **$6.95**

**CD 7851294 FOUR BY FOUR: Teenage Heartthrobs.** This 112 track, four-CD set collects four classic artists of the 1950s-60s. Songs include Beyond the Sea; Plan Jane by Bobby Darin; Ain't That a Shame; April Love by Pat Boone; Wild One; Swamp Bobby Rydell; A Big Hunk O' Love; A Fool Such As I by Elvis Presley; and more. MCPS. MSRP $9.95 **$6.95**

**CD 1938371 THE HOLLIES: Live at the BBC.** Live recordings from various venues and BBC programs. Collects 20 tracks including Here I Go Again; Jennifer Eccles; I've Got A Way of My Own; Wings; Step Inside; Shake; I Take What I Want; and more. BBC. MSRP $8.95 **$5.95**

**CD 794568X VAN MORRISON: Scandinavia Calling.** On April 6th, 1974, Van Morrison performed at Falconer Salen in Copenhagen, Denmark. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Nothing You Can Do; Graceland Sleep; Nighttime Is The Right Time; Help Me; and more. X-Ray. MSRP $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 4865501 LED ZEPPELIN: The Complete BBC Sessions.** The 33 tracks collected here capture the essence of early Led Zeppelin at its rawest and finest. Songs include Sunshine Woman; Communication Breakdown; What Is and What Should Never Be; I Can't Quit You Baby; Whole Lotta Love; BBC. MSRP $17.95 **$11.95**

**CD 1920588 THE NATION'S FAVOURITE ELVIS SONGS.** Collects 20 of Elvis's most popular songs. Tracks include Jailhouse Rock; Hound Dog; Blue Suede Shoes; All Shook Up; Heartbreak Hotel; If I Can Dream; King Creole; and more. Sony Music. MSRP $7.95 **$6.95**

**CD 7865586 ROGER WATERS: Live Radio Quebec Broadcast 1987.** Any fan of this progressive rock star will not be disappointed with the tracks collected here. Songs include Radio Waves; Welcome to the Machine; Money; In the Flesh; Another Brick in the Wall; Powers That Be; and more. Sutra. MSRP $12.95 **$8.95**

**CD 7781148 LED ZEPPELIN: Osaka.** On September 28th, 1971, Led Zeppelin performed at Festival Hall in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Led Zeppelin; Highway to Heaven; From Me To You; Going to California; Down by the Riverside; Good Times Bad Times; Communication Breakdown; and more. Sutra. MSRP $14.95 **$9.95**

**CD 7889644 DEPECHE MODE: Out of Nowhere.** Collects 13 tracks of studio demos from various sessions recorded between 1980 and 1989. Songs include Left's Got Her; Love in Yourself; I Tell You So; All By Themselves; Shake the Disease; Enjoy the Silence; and more. Gossip. MSRP $15.95 **$11.95**

**CD 7981619 PIXIES: The Broadcast Archives.** Collects 40 tracks on two CD's. CD one was recorded from a live FM broadcast at Emerson College, Boston, Massachusetts on January 18, 1987. CD two was recorded from a live FM broadcast at the House of Blues, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina on May 6, 1998. Songs include The Holiday Song; I'm Amazed; Rock Music; Cecilia; I Love You Tonight; California Man; Drowned; Gonna Be a Party (On the Beach) and more. Broadcast Archive. MSRP $19.99 **$9.95**

**CD 7981384 AEROSMITH: Transmission Impossible.** Forty-three tracks collect Aerosmith's many live FM broadcasts between 1980 and 1989. Songs include Rats in the Cellar; Walkin' the Dog; Lord of the Thighs; Seasons of Wither; Same Old Song & Dance; Lighting Strikes; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Three CD's. Live to Eat to the Beat. MSRP $19.99 **$9.95**

**CD 7986820 FOO FIGHTERS: Songs for the Millennium.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Sydney Roar Showgrounds, Australia, in January 2000. Features songs like Monkey Wrench; Everlong; Hey, Johnny Park; Breakout; Stacked Actors; Up in Arms; and more. HOBO. MSRP $15.95 **$7.95**

**CD 7875169 DESTINATION SUMMER OCEAN EXPRESS: Sun, Sea and Surf.** Follows the journey of the Ocean 33 as it sails through the South China Sea Cruise by Frankie Ford; A Long Vacation by Ricky Nelson; Beyond the Sea by Earl Grant; Soda Pop by Vince Maloy; There's Gonna Be A Party (On the Beach) by Bobby Gray; Cold Water by Jack Scott; and more. Bear Family Records. MSRP $11.99 **$7.95** and enter the item number in the search box. - 11 -
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**CD 7901410** TOOL: Transmission Impossible. This 42-track, three-CD set collects multiple performances by Tool recorded live in broadcasts. Songs include Cold and Ugly; Undertow; Sober; Swap Song; Intolerance; Husk; Sober; Diary of a Love Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of the same songs. Each of the three CDs sells for $17.95.

**CD 7913230** QUEEN: New England Opera. Includes multiple performances by Queen, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 28 tracks including Bohemian Rhapsody; Flick of the Wrist; Do All Right; March of the Black Queen; The Prophet’s Song; Jailhouse Rock; God Save the Queen; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7880812** JONI MITCHELL: A Ladies Man in Holland. On April 27th, 1983, Joni Mitchell performed at The Concertgebouw in Den Haag, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including For Free; Big Yellow Taxi; A Case of You; You’re So Square; Refuge of the Road; Love; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 772138X** JACQUELINE JACOBS BRUNO: Fountain of Pleasure. On November 13th, 1980, Jackson Browne performed at Festival Hall in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 26 tracks including Dreamline; The Big Money; Driven; Test for Echo; Freewill; Natural Science; Turn Sawyer; The Spirit of the Radio; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7901399** STING: Nothing like the Rising Sun. On October 25th, 1968, Sting performed at Tokyo Dome in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Lazarus Heart; Too Much Information; Walking in Your Footsteps; Little Wing; Fortress Around Your Heart; Every Breath You Take; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7875177** DICK HAYMES: I like the Likes of You. This 54-track, two-CD collection focuses on his performances on the popular radio shows of the day, and comprises recordings of broadcasts from 1947-1962. Songs include I Like the Likes of You; Just in Time; Isn’t This a Lovely Day; Standing on the Corner; Moonglow; All of Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 7811314** LEED ZEPPELIN: Charlotte 1972. On June 9th, 1972, Led Zeppelin performed at Charlotte Coliseum in Charlotte, North Carolina. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 70 tracks including Heartbreaker; Celebration Day; Dazed and Confused; Whole Lotta Love; Ramble on; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7811233** DEEP PURPLE: Birmingham 1971. On September 29th, 1971, Deep Purple performed at Winter Gardens in Bournemouth, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Highway Star; Strange Kind of Woman; Fireball; Speed King; and more. Two CDs. Unicron. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7995393** JOE JACKSON: Live at Rockpalast 1980 & 1983. Collects three complete Rockpalast-Shows on two CDs and two DVDs (over four hours). Features a 1980 performance at WDR Studio in Cologne and the triumphant 1983 show at the Grugahalle in Essen. Collects 50 tracks including On Your Radio; Another World; Friday; Mad at You; Tuxedo Junction; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Milk. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 7981716** ON THE DANCEFLOOR WITH A FINGERSNAP. Collects 31 tracks including Dinner for Four by Joe Henderson; Three Cool Cats by The Coasters; Fever by Peggy Lee; Tapped in the Web of Love by Pat Morrisey; Hotel Happiness by Brook Benton; Jack That Cat by Brook Benton; and Lucky Charms by Chubby Checker. Each of the two CDs sells for $13.95.


**CD 7986839** FRANK ZAPPA: Your Mother Should Know. On December 3rd, 1967, Frank Zappa performed at Fifth Dimension in Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including Big Leg Emma; Improv; America Drinks and Goes Home; Hungry Freaks Daddy; King Kong; Stuck. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 7959104** MARK FARNER: Rock n’ Roll Soul Live 1989. On August 19th, 1989, Mark Farner performed at Cal State Dominguez Hills in Carson, California as part of the “Woodstock 20 Years After” festival. Collects 15 tracks including Are You Ready; Footstompin’ Music; Airborne Ranger; Judgement Day; Blues; Paranoid; Bad Time; more. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 7675312** HEART: High Times & Other Delights. On October 16th, 1978, Heart performed at The Civic Arena in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including High Time; Heartless; Magic Man; Love Alive; Rock and Roll; Barracuda; and more. Pub. at $15.95.

**CD 7834365** DAVID BOWIE: Dutch Courage. On May 13th, 1976, David Bowie performed at Ahoy in Rotterdam, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Song from Hallelujah; Suffertage City; World Turn; Stay; Life on Mars; and more. Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95.

**CD 4853164** ROY ORBISON: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles & Sessions 1956-1962. Collects the following three albums: Roy Orbison, recorded at the Rock House; Lonely and Blue; and Crying. Also includes a CD gathering singles, sessions and collaborations from 1957 to 1962. Seventy tracks on 4 CDs. Real to Reel. Pub. at $17.95.

**CD 7014060** ELTON JOHN: Let It Be Bend 1972. On May 3rd, 1972, Elton performed at Athletics and Convocation Center at Notre Dame University in South Bend, Indiana. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Tiny Dancer; Susie; Border Song; Levon; Your Song; Rocket Man; Country Comfort; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $15.95.

**CD 1952386** FLEETWOOD MAC: Tokyo 1977. Fleetwood Mac’s stunning 1977 performance in Tokyo Japan is preserved on sixteen tracks and includes Monday Morning; Oh Well; Rhiannon; Oh Daddy; Never Going Back Again; Over My Head; You Make Loving Fun; Gold Dust Woman; Go Your Own Way; World Turning; Blue Letter; The Chain; Songbird; Why; Over My Head; and World Turning. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95.

**CD 5924847** JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A 10s performance that illustrates that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most influential and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don’t Let Me Down; Somebody to Love; It’s No Secret; Running Out of Fools; Somebody to Love; Eco-Motors; and more. Acrobat Pub. at $16.95.

**CD 1952375** MARCO LANZA: Quintessential Tenor. Collects 28 tracks including If They Didn’t Believe Me; The Bayou Lullaby; The Toast of New Orleans; You and the Night and the Music; When You’re In Love; Danny Boy; The Kentucky Serenade; One Alabama; Lucia; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

For complete track listings go to erhb.com/928
and enter the item number in the search box.
PINK FLOYD: Transmission Impossible. This 25-track, three-CD set consists of various live performances from 1968 onward. Includes The Embryo; Fat Old Sun; One of These Days; Astronomy Domine; Just Another Lover; The Narrow Way; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

THE POGUES: Migrants on the Home Front. On March 1st, 1985, The Pogues performed at McGonagle's in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Greensleeves and Whale Fisheries; Repeal the Licensing Laws; Whisky, You're the Devil; Kitty; Poor Paddy; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

THE CURE: Black Sessions. On October 15th, 2004, The Cure performed at Studio 105, Maison de la Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Plainsong; High; A Night Like This; The End of the World; Jupiter Crash; Closer; Golden Rain. Pub. at $15.95

RAINBOW: Rainbow. On August 18th, 1982. Rainbow performed at The Convention Center in San Antonio, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Spotlight Kid; Miss Mistreated; Can't Happen Here; Tearin' Out my Heart; All Night Long; Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

SATAN IS BUSY IN KNOXVILLE: Revisiting the Knoxville Sessions 1929-1930. Collects 31 tracks including Garbage Can Blues by Tennessee Rambler; Lost John by Southern Moonlight Entertainers; Railroad Bill by Will Bennett; I'm on Your Way by Kentucky Hollender; sticks... It's Will Do by Louis Bird; Jack and May by Bess Pennington; among more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99

LED ZEPPELIN: Transmission Impossible. Three CDs present legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s on 24 tracks that include Train Kept A Rollin'; Dazed and Confused; Bye Bye Baby; How Many More Times; Communications Breakdown; Babe I'm Gonna Leave You; Pat's Delight; I Can't Quit You Baby; You Shook Me; While Summer/Black Mountain Side; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

PINK FLOYD: Disintegration. On November 3rd, 1991, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young: This One's for Bill. This performance was written and performed by the film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 20-time Grammy Award winner. Songs performed include Thunder Road by Bruce Springsteen; Bat Out of Hell by Meat Loaf; You Shook Me; White Summer/Black Mountain Side; and more. Pub. at $22.95

CD 779872 KORN: Freaks Out East. On February 5th, 1999, Korn performed at The Tokyo Dome in Japan. This performance was recorded from an FM broadcast. Collects 15 songs including It's On; Freak on a Leash; Twist; Reclaim My Place; Earache My Eye; My Gift to You; and more. Good Shirt Funk. Pub. at $7.95

DREAM THEATER: Millennium. In September and November 1999 Dream theatre performed in the Netherlands for two performances. These were recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Just Let Me Breathe; Paradigm Shift; Another Day; Pull Me Under; Under a Glass Door; and more. Two CDs. Gold Fish. Pub. at $7.95

CD 795901X 120 YEARS HOLLYWOOD COMMUNITY AND A 100 YEARS HOLLYWOOD SIGN. This 61-track, two-CD set includes Beaches; The My Hollywood Star; by the headbops; Hollywood by Connie Francis; Johnny Be Goodie Is in Hollywood by Eddy Bell; Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend by Louis Bird; Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend by Jack Hammer; The Pogues; The Pogues; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7780758 DEF LEPPARD: Montreal. On September 15th, 1996. Def Leppard performed at Centre Molson in Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Bring On The Rock (You Drop); Animal; Rock of Ages; Poor Some Sugar on Me; Switch; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7799489 NAZARETH: Best of & Live. Collects 144 tracks including Legendary Days by The Band; Beggar's Day; This Night Tonight: Love Leads to Madness; Dream On; Gatecrash; Cocaine; Big Boy; Back to the Bronces; Morning Dew; Expect No Mercy; Razamanaz; and Hair of the Dog. Pub. at $22.95

CD 7797948 ORIOLE records 1961-1962: Various Artists. This 100-track, four-CD set includes Next Stop Paradise by Terry Dene; Kissin' Twist by Jack Hammer; Stripped Purple Shirt by Alan Holm; Long Time Gone; and more. Two CDs. Pub. at $19.99

CD 772831X THE BEST OF RORY GALLAGHER. Features 15 of his most legendary songs compiled from across his nearly 30-year career including Bad Penny; Sharkey Play; I Fall Apart; Calling Card; What's Going On; All Around Man; A Million Miles Away; Just the Smile; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $7.95

CD 1975005 SPRINGSTEEN ON BROADWAY. An album of music and stories by Springsteen, and the soundtrack to the Netflix film of the same name. The solo acoustic performance was written and performed by the 20-time Grammy Award winner. Songs performed include Thunder Road by Bruce Springsteen; Born to Run; The Rising; and more. Sixteen tracks on 2 CDs. Sony Music. Pub. at $7.95

CD 7850042 CROSBY, STILLS, NASH & YOUNG: This One’s for Bill. On November 3rd, 1991, Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young performed at the Bill Graham at Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, California. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Teach Your Children; Long Time Ago; and more. HOB0. Pub. at $15.95

CD 783456X EDDIE MONEY: The Covers. In 2009, Eddie Money recorded eight cover songs that appeared on a pair of EPs, including Drops of Jupiter; She Came In Through the Roller Blind; It's A Long Way To The Top (If You Wanna Rock 'N' Roll); Reveal It Out I'll Be There; Gimme Some Lovin'; Roadhouse Blues; and more. Pub. at $7.95

CD 790133X JOE STRUMMER: Last Kiss. In London. On November 13th, 2002, Joe Strummer performed at Action Town Hall in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Shackler Donest; Aint No Fun; Juice; Joys Of Life; Must Be; McCa; Mega Bottle Ride; and more. Pub. at $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
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**CD 4747216 BLACK SABBATH: Transmission Impossible.** This triple-CD set features live broadcast recordings from four CD sets, including November 26, 1970 in Bremen, Germany; November 27, 1970 in San Francisco; April 6, 1974 in Ontario, California; and September 2, 1978 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Thirty-eight Black Sabbath: Tomorrow’s Dream; Snowblind: Dirty Woman; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. $17.95

**CD 785014X YES: On Campus.** On July 27th, 1994, Yes performed at Thomas & Mack Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Perpetual Change; I Am Waiting; Rhythm of Love; Hearts; Changes; Walls; I’ve Seen All Good People; and more. Eat to the Beat. $14.95

**CD 7780850 LITTLE FEAT: American Cutie.** On July 19th, 1973, Little Feat performed at Ebbets Field in Denver, Colorado. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including A Pain That I’m Used To; Cover Me; Where’s the Revolution; Everything Counts; Enjoy the Silence; Walking in My Shoes; and more. Two CDs Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 786042 IGGY AND THE STOOGES: Metallic K.O.** The original 1976 album. These tracks were performed live at Midway Palace in Detroit, Michigan. Collects 14 tracks including Raw Power; Head On; Gimme Danger; Louie Louie; and more. Jungle. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7913273 STATUS QUO: Transmission Impossible.** This 45-track, three-CD set collects live performances by Status Quo, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Roadhouse Blues; Someone’s Learning; Railroad; The Wanderer; Backwater; Whatever You Want; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 7772270 ROD STEWART & THE RHYTHM AND BLUES FAMILY: The Faces: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from several live FM broadcasts during the 1970s. Collects 36 tracks including Flying; Three Button Hand Me Down; Wicked Messenger; I Wish It Would Rain; I’m Losing You; It’s All Over Now, and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 7875444 ROCKIN’ ROLLIN’ USA, CANADA: Yeah Baby.** Collects 28 tracks including Right to Rock by Jimmy Morrison; You’re For Me by Barry Boyd; Sweet Little Sixteen by Ted Daffern; Don’t Think Twice by the Showmen; Get Me Out of Here by Dick Damon; and Roll and Roll Riot by Staltzkar Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 785015 SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET Band: The River Live.** Bruce Springsteen’s Darkness Tour is considered to be one of his greatest, largely due to the FM radio broadcasts that brought many The Boss’s performances live to fans everywhere. One of the show’s highlights was his April 25, 1979 performance at the Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7870915 IN LOVE, VOLUMES 1-3: The 50 Guitars of Tommy Garrett.** This 36-track, three-CD set includes the songs: Michelle; Lara’s Theme; Moon Guitar; You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feelin’; If You Go Away; My Special Angel; This Is My Song; Never My Love; Melody of Love; A Lover’s Concerto; The Ballad Beyond Belief; So Like Candy; and more. Garrett Music. Pub $17.95 $13.95

**CD 7981724 WAYNE COCHRAN: The Bigger the Pompadour...** Collects 42 tracks including Baby; One More; Heartache; Edge of the Sea; Last Kiss; I Dreamed; I Gambled; I Lost; You Left the Water Running; Harlem Shuffle; I’m Trouble; Goin’ Back to Memphis; You Looked Me In The Eye; and more. Indigo 25 Live. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 796886X JEFF BUCKLEY: Son of the Starlight.** Collects 10 songs from multiple live performances in 1995. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Tracks include Over You; I’ve Had Enough; So What; Goodbye; Grave; Eternal Life; Kicking out the Jars; and more. HBO. $7.95

**CD 7799713 LONNIE DONEGAN: Six Classic Albums Plus EP’s & Singles.** This 93-track, four-CD set includes six albums with EP’s and singles. Collects: Showdown; Tops With Lonnie; Lonnie Rides Again; More Tops with Lonnie; Sing Hallelujah; Donegan on Stage; Relax with Goodtime Donnie. $17.95

**CD 4995146 CREAM: Transmission Impossible.** In celebration of Cream’s superlative legacy, this three-CD set features their finest live albums and studio rarities. Collects 39 tracks including Sleepy Time; I’m So Glad; Train pipe; When I’m Sixty-Four; Politician; Sitting on Top of the World; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

**CD 789573 HISTORY OF URIAH HEEP, 1978-1985.** Uriah Heep are one of the most successful and oldest rock bands in the world. This 15-track, two-CD set contains classics and all live hits from the years 1978-1985. Songs include Easy Livin’; So Tired; Stealin’; Love Machine; Felling; The Wizard; Too Scared to Run; and more. Packaged in a digiback. Top Music. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 7786553 JEFF BECK: Transmission Impossible.** Recorded from multiple FM broadcasts from 1967-1995. Collects 47 tracks including Hi Ho Silver Lining; Let Me Love You; Satisfied; Livin’ Alone; Stand on It; Star Cycle; Get Shop; and more. Three CDs Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.98

**CD 778659X LINKIN PARK: Rock am Ring.** On June 7th, 2014, Linkin Park performed at Rock am Ring in Nürburgring, Germany. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 24 tracks including Papercut; With You; Wasteland; Castle of Glass; One Step Closer; Black Out; New Divide; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7729965 TEARS FOR FEARS: The Big Black Smoke.** This 16-track set consists of various live performances for Tears for Fears from 1983 to 1985. Songs include Mothers Talk; Everybody Wants to Rule the World; The Way You Are; Ideas as Opiates; Start of the Breakdown; Men in White; and more. Collects 16 tracks including Live at Rockpalast. $17.95

**CD 7945620 JUDAS PRIEST: Transmission Impossible.** Collects multiple performances from 1979-2001. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Songs include Broken God; Delivering the Goods; Metal Gods; Heading out to the Highway; A Touch of Evil; Locked In; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Three CDs Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 7949311 JOHN CALE & BAND: Live at Rockpalast.** With this two-DVD (161 minutes), two-CD set you can watch and hear John Cale’s solo performance, recorded the year before on March 6th, 1983 and his performance from October 13th, 1985. Collects 37 tracks including Streets of Laredo; Leaving It up to You; Ship of Fools; Taking It All Away; Only Time Will Tell, and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 7800774 ELVIS COSTELLO: A Storm in Tokyo.** On September 22nd, 1995, Elvis Costello performed at the Tokyo Kosei Noge Kaikan in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 30 tracks including Waiting for the End of the World Beyond Belief; So Like Candy; Dance, Steps Lead Down; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. $14.95

...and enter the item number in the search box.
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Von; performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks 13th, 2001, Sigur Rós performed at Szene in Vienna, Austria. This more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7880583 MARK KNOPLFER: Vaison La Romaine. On August 2nd and 3rd, 1996, Mark Kno
pfler performed at Theatre Antique in France. These performances were recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including The Knife; The Musical Box; Ripples; Storm; Ticket;-Shake;-The-Chain;-Even-Now;-Downhearted; -Take-My-Love; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7811225 DAVID BOWIE: Nassau. Collects recorded live FM broadcasts of two performances by David Bowie from 2003. Collects 17 songs including New Killer Star; Rebel Rebel; Faster; Ashes To Ashes; The Man Who Sold the World; She'll Be Coming Round the Mountain; and more. Includes multiple versions. Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7725833 BLACK SABBATH: Deep Black. This 49-track, two-CD set is a collection of 37 tracks on three CDs are songs by Black Sabbath performed at The Centrum in Worcester, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Superstar; Children of the Grave, Zero the Hero; Paranoid; Smoke on the Water; and more. Includes multiple versions. Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7880871 TWISTED SISTER: Fighting for the Rockers. On June 29th, 1979, Twisted Sister performed at Detroit Club in Fort Chester, New York. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including Pay the Price; Follow Me; Under the Blade; Can’t Stand Still; Come Back; Without You; Train Kept a Rollin’; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7834470 VAN MORRISON: The Classic KPFM Broadcasts. On February 15th, 1978, Van Morrison performed in San Francisco’s Fillmore West. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including To Love Somebody; Really and Sincerely; Lay It on Me; Morning of My Life; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

CD 4887042 GENESIS: R-Kive. This collection of 37 tracks on three CDs are songs taken from the albums of Genesis and from the solo careers of the band members. Includes The Knife; The Musical Box; Ripples; Afterglow; Invisible Touch; Land of Confusion; and more.Virgin. Pub. at $14.95

CD 7716966 BEE GEES: Melbourne. On July 15th, 1971, Bee Gees performed at Festival Hall in Melbourne, Australia. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including To Love Somebody; Really and Sincerely; Lay It on Me; Morning of My Life; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

CD 7899572 EDDIE FISHER: The Hits Collection 1948-62. This 80-track, three-CD set comprises all his chart entries on the Columbia, RCA-Victor, 7-Arts and ABC-Paramount labels from this era, plus selected A and B sides from his other singles over these years. Songs include A Little Bit of Leisure; When I Fall in Love; Downhearted; Take My Love; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7799675 FONTANA RECORDS 1962: Various Artists. This 93-track, four-CD set includes This Time It’s Love by Brad Newman, I Ain’t No Loser by Buddy Greco. Don’t Let Me Be Misunderstood by Terry Hall, Africa by Jorgen Ingmann. Crock and Daggar by The Echoes, You Should Be Sorry by Cleo Laine; and more. Reel. $9.99

CD 7744547 MARK KNOPFLER: VAISON LA ROMAINE. On August 2nd and 3rd, 1996, Mark Knopfler performed at Theatre Antique in France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 25 tracks including Good Golly (Pretty Molly) by Dusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Canadian. Pub. at $14.99

CD 786074X DAVID BOWIE: Atlantic City. On May 29th, 2004, David Bowie performed at Borgata Events Center in Atlantic City, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including Cacti; New Killer Star; Stateline; Modern Love; Suffragette City; Ziggy Stardust; and more. Two CDs. Zip City. Pub. at $19.95

CD 1958816 JUDAS PRIEST: Long Beach Arena. This two CD set showcases heavy metal icons, Judas Priest, at their mid-1980s best. Complete with 18 tracks that include Love Bites; Jawbreaker; Grinder; Metal Gods; Breaking the Law, Sinister; Desert Plains; and more. Includes multiple versions. Unicom. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7834403 FRANK ZAPPA: Osaka Nights. On February 3rd, 1976, Frank Zappa performed at Osaka Kosei Kinen Kikan in Osaka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 21 tracks including Slink; How Could I Be Such a Fool?; Wind up Workin’ in a Gas Station; I’m the Slime; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7799266 THE ROCK’N SPOT, VOLUME FOUR. Collects 28 tracks including Hey Willy by Jeannie Dell, Sweet Loretta by The Maharajahs; Juicy Fruit by Rudy Gene; Emma Lee by Chuck Martin, Searchin’ for a Girl by The Bulldoggers, Crazy Crazy Heart by Jay Brinkley, Annaannelle by Gene Vincent; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7799457 THE ROCK’N SPOT, VOLUME THREE. Jeanie. Collects 26 tracks including Laura Lee by Bobby Charles; We’re Going to the Hop by Clarence Samuel, Good Golly (Pretty Molly) by Dusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7808699 MADONNA: Australia. On November 19th, 1993, Madonna performed at the Sydney Cricket Ground. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including The Girlie Theme; Deeper and Deeper; The Beast Within; Bye Bye Baby; I’m Going Bananas; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7880871 TWISTED SISTER: Fighting for the Rockers. On June 29th, 1979, Twisted Sister performed at Detroit Club in Fort Chester, New York. Recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including Pay the Price; Follow Me; Under the Blade; Can’t Stand Still; Come Back; Without You; Train Kept a Rollin’; and more. Parallel Lines. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7834470 VAN MORRISON: The Classic KPFM Broadcasts. On February 15th, 1978, Van Morrison performed in San Francisco’s Fillmore West. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including To Love Somebody; Really and Sincerely; Lay It on Me; Morning of My Life; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99

CD 4887042 GENESIS: R-Kive. This collection of 37 tracks on three CDs are songs taken from the albums of Genesis and from the solo careers of the band members. Includes The Knife; The Musical Box; Ripples; Afterglow; Invisible Touch; Land of Confusion; and more. Virgin. Pub. at $14.95

CD 7889741 SIGUR ROS: This Means Nothing to Me. On April 13th, 2001, Sigur Ros performed at Szene in Vienna, Austria. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Frysts; Samsons; Ophalagd; E-Bow; Ny Battlar; Populplast; Vox; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

CD 7799737 THE ROCK’N SPOT, VOLUME THREE. Jeanie. Collects 26 tracks including Laura Lee by Bobby Charles; We’re Going to the Hop by Clarence Samuel, Good Golly (Pretty Molly) by Dusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7799266 THE ROCK’N SPOT, VOLUME FOUR. Collects 28 tracks including Hey Willy by Jeannie Dell, Sweet Loretta by The Maharajahs; Juicy Fruit by Rudy Gene; Emma Lee by Chuck Martin, Searchin’ for a Girl by The Bulldoggers, Crazy Crazy Heart by Jay Brinkley, Annaannelle by Gene Vincent; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7799457 THE ROCK’N SPOT, VOLUME THREE. Jeanie. Collects 26 tracks including Laura Lee by Bobby Charles; We’re Going to the Hop by Clarence Samuel, Good Golly (Pretty Molly) by Dusty Draper; Without Your Love by Bob Riley; You’ve Got Everything by Lance Roberts; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7981406 BECK: The Broadway Archive. With a collection of broadcast performances and media interviews, this three CD set of the singer, songwriter, rapper, and multi-instrumentalist includes 29 tracks that feature the songs Fume; Thunder Pelt; Soul Suckin’ Jerk; Devil’s Haircut; The New Pollution; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

CD 7945571 SIMPLE MINDS: At the Bowl. On August 24th, 1991, Simple Minds performed at Milton Keynes National Bowl in England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Real Life; Banging on the Door; Bad Sleep; Sandbag Yourself; Jail and Kicking; Waterfront; Two CDs. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

CD 7880834 LEONARD COHEN: The End of Love. Recorded from a live FM broadcast from Switzerland on May 21st, 1993 and from Boston and Canada in 1993. Collects 22 tracks including Ring O’ Roses; Me & My Baby; Bird on the Wire; Everybody Knows; I’m Your Man; Closing Time; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Two CDs. Gold Fish. $7.95

CD 7811373 SIOUXSIE & THE BANSHEES: Au Zenith. On October 20th, 1983, Siouxie and the Banshees performed at Le Zenith in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Last Bed of My Heart; Cry, The Killer; Jar; Radical Bird; Monitor; Spontaneous Unicon. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7734964 THE ROCKIN’ SPOT, VOLUME ONE: Juliet. Collects 28 tracks including Bessie Lou by Sonny Stevenson; Jump Jack Jump by Wynona Carr; I Ain’t Goin’ No More (By the Address); Leaving You Hear Me Calling by Ronnie Haig; Red Hot Love (Do this Love) by Otis Williams; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. EMI Music. $24.95

CD 1905104 THE BEATLES: Anthology 2. The Beatles were transcontinental. Collects 45 tracks including Real Love; Love Me Do; You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away, That Means a Lot; Strawberry Fields; Penny Lane; Good Morning Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. EMI Music. $24.95

CD 7913249 RADIOHEAD: Big Day Out. On July 28th, 1996, Radiohead performed in Galway, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including My Iron Lung; Jawbreaker; Don’t Star High and Dry; Creep; Anyone Can Play Guitar; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7901348 MARILLION: Pinkpop Festival. On June 11th, 1984, Marillion performed at Pinkpop Festival, Hilvarenbeek in Geleen, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects nine tracks including Punch & Judy; Assasasing; Script for a Jester’s Tear; Jigsaw; Incubus; and more. Cinderella Search; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

CD 7811349 MIKE OLDFIELD: Transmission Impossible. This 26-track, three CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts of performances by Mike Oldfield from 1973-1992. Songs include The Ring of Life; Hymn to a Child; Shubha; Mirage; Blue Saloon; Sentinel 1; Tublar Bells, Part One; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

CD 7929153 JUDY GARLAND: In Person. Collects 20 tracks including The Man That Got Away; Carolina in the Morning; A Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow; And We’ve Gone; Over the Rainbow; Liza, and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 4858549 PETE TOWNSHEND: Night Train to Brixton.** From a live 1965 broadcast in London, England, comes 14 tracks that include Mary Anne with the Pakey; Hand; That’s Alright Mama; Harlem Shuffle; Barefoot’in; Midnight Lover; Blue Light; I Put a Spell on You; I’m One; Drillin’ Blues; Save It for Later; Eyesight to the Slaughter; Stop Shuffle; Night Train and Band Intro/Walkin’. Wicker Man. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 4858654 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Where’s John?** Presents a live 1968 FM broadcast recorded in Cleveland, OH, on 12 tracks. Includes What Goes On; I’m Waiting for the Man; False Padres; Blue Eyes; Foggies Notion; heroin; Jesus; Venus in Furs; Beginning to See the Light; Sister Ray; Natural History; Blue Jean; Trash and Thanks. A Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7945574 ERIC CLAPTON: The Road to Yokohama.** On November 24th, 1999, Eric Clapton performed at Yokohama Arena in Yokohama, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including My Father’s Eyes; Girl House of Blues; Sunshine of Your Love; Change the World; The Last Time; Before You; Parchman Farm; For Love or Money; Gimme Some Lovin’; I Shot the Sheriff; I Can’t Stand It; and That’s the Story of My Life. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7945574 ERIC CLAPTON: The Road to Yokohama.** On November 24th, 1999, Eric Clapton performed at Yokohama Arena in Yokohama, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including My Father’s Eyes; Girl House of Blues; Sunshine of Your Love; Change the World; The Last Time; Before You; Parchman Farm; For Love or Money; Gimme Some Lovin’; I Shot the Sheriff; I Can’t Stand It; and That’s the Story of My Life. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4977092 LED ZEPPELIN: Jimmy’s Birthday Bash.** On January 9th, 1970, Led Zeppelin performed at the Royal Albert Hall in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including The灯光; She Don’t Want No; Teddy Shan; I Can’t Stand It; Baby; Dazed and Confused; Communication Breakdown; C’mom Everybody; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7784961 TODD RUNDGREN: The Individualist, a True Star Live.** This 2-CD, two-CD set includes Open My Eye; Hello It’s Me; The Individualist; Fade Away; Fair Warning; Couldn’t I Just Tell You; Bag Lady; and more. Also includes a DVD recording of Todd Rundgren’s performance at the, Pennsylvania on July 14th, 2019. CD Records. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 48003X ROCK AND ROLL FLOOZY 3: Ping Pong Baby.** Fatty Patty is full of rockabilly and rock ‘n roll music which focuses on lesser-known artists and songs in the jive, strol, and bop tempos. Twenty-eight tracks, including Stomp, Shake and Twist by Billy Barnett and the Searchers; My Steady Baby by Honey West; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7839499 SUNNY GALE: Wheel of Fortune.** This 55-track collection comprises selected A and B sides from her releases from 1952-61 on the Derby, RCA, Decca and Warwick labels. Songs include The Wheel of Fortune; Make Me Smile; Soldier Boy; Looking Glass; C’Est La Vie; and more. Devotion. And more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 775914 JIMMIE RIVERS: Memphis Bop.** This collection of 25 timeless R&B tracks includes I’m Gonna Move Right In; I Can’t Stand It; and That’s the Story of My Life. Smokin’. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 7825927 THE BLATTERS: Only You.** Collects 25 timeless tracks including The Great Pretender; Only You (And You Alone); Twilight Time; (You’ve Got) The Magic Touch; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Tell the World; On My Word of Honor; Winner Take All; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 1923218 AC/DC: The Broadcast Collection 1977-1979.** This 36-track, four-CD set collects broadcasts of live AC/DC performances during the years of 1977 to 1979. Songs include Live Wire; Hell Ain’t a Bad Place to Be; Problem Child; High Voltage; Highway to Hell; Baby; Please Don’t Stop; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Coll Legends. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 7825927 THE BLATTERS: Only You.** Collects 25 timeless tracks including The Great Pretender; Only You (And You Alone); Twilight Time; (You’ve Got) The Magic Touch; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; Tell the World; On My Word of Honor; Winner Take All; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 1923224 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Broadcast Collection 1973-1993.** This 52-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live Bruce Springsteen performances during the years of 1973 to 1993. Songs include Mountain of Love; Satin Doll; Glory Days; Because the Night; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. Pub. at $49.95

**CD 7772246 JOHN HIATT: The Confidence Man in Canada.** Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Barrymore’s, Ottawa, Canada on September 30, 1988. Fourteen tracks, including Memphis in the Meandrest; Drive South; Tennessee Plates; Icy Blue Hearts; Feels Like Rain; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4977041 FREE: Transmission Impossible.** This was recorded from various live FM broadcasts from 1968-1972. Collects 42 tracks on three CDs including Woman; I’m on the Run; Ride On Pony; Songs of Yesterday; Wishing Well; Free Me; Remember; Mr. Big; Heartbreaker; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 791589 THE LEMONHEADS: Rockin’ the Shell.** On July 4th, 1993, The Lemonheads performed at The Petelio Shell, Grant Park, Chicago, Illinois. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Down About It; Rest Assured; Ride With Me; Paid to Smile; It’s About Time; Content; Being Around; and Smokin’. Pub. at $9.95
Rock - Pop

★ CD 7945582 FISH: Wisconsin 1997. On August 14th, 1997, Fish performed at Shank Hall in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This performance was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Perception of Johnny Punter; Family Business; Goldfish and Clowns; Sugar Mice; Lucky; and more. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


★ CD 772722 JETHRO TULL: Catch in the Crossfire. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Checkerd St. Louis, Missouri on October 26, 1980. Ten tracks, including Crossfire, Songs from the Wood; Heavy Horses; Ballad of Bung in the Jumbo; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 77722X GREGG ALLMAN BAND: Trouble No More. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at Wollfgang’s in San Francisco on May 14, 1987. Songs include Don’t Want You No More; Don’t Be Too Tired; Time Feelin’; Trouble No More; Whipping Post; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 495894 THE 100TH BILLBOARD CHART 71TH SEPTEMBER 1959. This 95-track four-CD collection comprises just about all the records in the Billboard Hot 100 of the week of September 7, 1959. One record is missing due to copyright reasons. Songs include The Thirteenth Bells by The Browns; Robin’ the Crutch by Tony Bellus; and more. Faber Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

★ CD 4858506 MICK JAGGER: First Night in Osaka. From a live 1968 FM broadcast recorded in Japan, 1968, comes 15 outstanding tracks including Throwaway; Tumbler Dice; Miss You; Just Another Night; Harlem Shuffle; Parly Doll; Start Me Up; I Can’t Get No Satisfaction; Bitch; Let’s Spend the Night Together; Beast of Burden; Lonely at the Top; and more. Faber Music. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 782574 DARLENE LOVE: Live 1982. On April 21st, 1982, Darlene Love performed at Hop Singh’s in Marina del Rey, California. Collects 11 tracks including Doo Ron Ron; Wait Til’ My Bobby Gets Home; (Today I Met) The Boy I’m Gonna Marry; We Can Work it Out; He’s a Rebel; and more. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 7825749 DOLLY PARTON: Love Songs. The ten lesser-known artists and songs in the jive, stroll, and bop tempos. Twenty-eight tracks, including Lazy Susan by The Brothers; Wolf Call by Don Anthony; Sugar Dummin’ by Jerry Jaye. Annie Mae by Bobby DeWitt and Atomicat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 7841167 HUSKER DU: Nirvana. A two-CD set of rare, early Husker Du live recordings from 1979-80, featuring flyers and artwork. Collects 28 tracks including Insects Rule the World; I’m Not Interested; Strange Week; All I’ve Got to Do Is Love; We Won’t Get Nothing But Tears; Call On Me; Gravity; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ CD 4946251 THE KINKS: Rainbow Warriors. On December 24th, 1977, the Kinks performed at Rainbow Theatre in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Sleep Walker; Life on the Road; Waterloo Sunset; As Long As He Needs Me; The Night; Slum Kids; and more. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 727888 HUSKER DU: The Archives. This 50-track, three-CD set consists of various live performances from 1981 to 1989. Songs include Call on Me; Feelin’ Alright; Makes No Sense at All; Heartbreak a Stranger; Lonely Afternoon; Celebrated Summer; Don’t Try to Call; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ CD 1905139 ZAPPA ’88: The Last U.S. Show. On March 25th, 1988, Franz Zappa and his group performed their last live concert at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded. Collects 31 tracks including I Ain’t Got No Heart; Love of My Life; Inca Roads; Lonesome Cowboy; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ CD 770442 ORRIN TUCKER: Ooh Johnny! This 50-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on Okeh, Columbia, Mustang, Mercury and Universal labels from 1938-49. Songs include Cabin in the Pines; Especially for You; Such Stuff as Dreams Are Made of; You Can Depend on Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 7912862 ROY MILTON: Rocks. Collects Eight Records including You’re Rocking and Rocking; Wake’l up Baby; Hop, Skip and Jump; Baby, Rocking Pneumonia and the Boogie Woogie Flu; It’s Later Than You Think; When I Grow Too Did to Dream; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 791380 SIMPLE MINDS: Up All Night. On May 27th, 1984, Simple Minds performed at Up All Night in Irving, New Jersey. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Easter; Up on the Carousel; Rock of Brilliant Things; Someone Somewhere in Summertime; Promised Land; and more. Mercury and Universal labels. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 7875452 ROCKIN’ WITH THE KRAUTS, VOL. 4. Collects 32 tracks of German rock and roll from the 1950’s through the early ’60s including Rock, Baby, Rock by Conny Quelle; Let’s Get Together by The Liverpool Beats; Can I Get a Witness by The Shouters; Matchbox by The Progressive Generation; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

★ CD 7786638 NEIL YOUNG: Global Citizen Festival. On September 29th, 2012, Neil Young performed at Great Lawn in Central Park in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Only Love; Powderfinger; Born in Ontario; Walk Like a Giant; more. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 7711015 TED NUGENT: Don’t Mess with Texas. On January 22nd, 1977, Ted Nugent performed at Freeman Coliseum in San Antonio, Texas. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Strangelove; Just What the Doctor Ordered; Free for All; Snakeskin and Gun; and more. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 7673834 GUNS N’ ROSES: Anarchy in the UK. On June 19th, 1987, Guns n’ Roses performed at The Marquee Club in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Welcome to Paradise; Jungle; Out To Get Me; Rocket Queen; Nighttrain; Don’t Cry; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ CD 1958595 PAUL SIMON: Back at the Tower. This 2-CD set of a 2006 performance will delight Paul Simon fans. Two hours shorter than the original, like Gourmet’s The Box with Bubba Bubble; Outrageous! 50 Ways to Leave Your Lover; Skip Sliding Away; You’re the One; Me and Julio Down by the Schoolyard; Train in the Distance; Still Crazy After All These Years; The Boxer; and more. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 7852943 THE FOUR CHONS—SHANGHAI-LA: The Singles & Albums Collection 1954-1962.** A 59-track, two-CD set containing 28 original recordings from their singles on the Epic, MGM, and Jubilee labels, along with selected tracks from their albums The Four Chons, Four Chons in Shanghai-La, and The Four Chons World Premiere: The World Outside; and more, Acapulco. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**CD 7885849 NILS LOFGREN: Mountains.** Collects 28 original B Side Diddley Checker recordings from Chicago including My Story; Ride on Josephine; Pretty Thing; I Can Tell; Road Runner; Hush Your Mouth; Cadillac; She's Alright; Deed and Deal I Do; and more, Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99 $11.95

**CD 7762500 STATUS QUO: Keep 'em Coming live.** A two-CD set collects some of their hits, cover songs and live performances, Songs include The Party Ain't Over Yet; All Around My Hat; Rock Rollin' You; Two Way Traffic; Making Waves; Frozen Hero, and more, Demon Music Group. Pub. at $17.99. $13.95

**CD 7782156 LEONARD COHEN: Angels.** At My Shoulder, Live 1993. Features 11 tracks from two live FM broadcasts recorded at The Complex in Los Angeles, CA on April 18, 1993 and at Austin City Limits in Austin, TX on July 12, 1993. Includes Find We Take Manhattan; Ain't No Cure for Love; Dance Me to the End of Love; and more, Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 7717040 KRAFTWERK: Transmission Impossible.** Kraftwerk performed at various locations from 1970 through 1981. These performances were recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 22 tracks including Von Himmel Hoch; Ruckzuck; Autobahn; Airwaves; Numbers; and more, to the Beat. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**CD 1939300 TRAFFIC: Rainbow High.** On July 28th, 1975, Traffic performed at Rainbow Theatre in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks on two CDs including When You're Young; Dear Mr. Fantasy; When the Eagle Flies; Walking in the Wind; and more, Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 778662X NEIL YOUNG: Euro Tour 2001.** On June 29th, 2001, Neil Young performed at the Roskilde Festival in Roskilde, Denmark. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including Don't Cry No Tears Around Me; I've Been Waiting for You; Gateway to Love; Rockin' in the Free World, and more, Gossip. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7772211 DAVID BOWIE: Three from One.** A three CD set of rare Bowie rarities. CD one was recorded from a live broadcast at The Marquee Club, London on November 16, 1971. CD two contains the 1973 Material World tour, including interviews with Bowie, Songs include Stay SONG; Thing; Dandy; and more, 46 tracks, Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

**CD 7752121 IRON MAIDEN: The Beast in Stockholm.** On July 28th, 2003, Iron Maiden performed at Sländer in Stockholm, Sweden. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 1 tracks including The Number of the Beast; Hallowed by Thy Name; Heaven Can Wait; Run to the Hill; and more, two CDs, X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7825761 FOREVER '60S.** This 155-track, nine-CD set collects the most significant artists performances from television and FM broadcasts throughout the 1960s. Songs include Can't Take My Eyes Off You by Frankie Vallie; California Girls by The Beach Boys; Only the Lonely (Know I Feel) by Roy Orbison; Everybody Needs Somebody to Love by Conway Twitty; and more, TIME LIFE. Pub. at $169.95 $129.95

---

**CD 1923242 DAVID BOWIE: The Broadcast Collection 1972-1997.** This 74-track, five CD set collects various live broadcasts of David Bowie from 1972 to 1997. Songs include Hang on to Yourself; Changes; Dirt; Turn Blue; Tremble Lie; Hallo Spaceboy; Pressure; Scary Monsters; and more, Cult Legends. Includes multiple versions $19.95

**CD 7678266 DAVID BOWIE: Montreux Jazz Festival.** On July 18th, 2002, David Bowie performed at Montreux Jazz Festival in Montreux, Switzerland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 31-tracks on two-CDs including Sunday; Life on Mars; Everyone Says Hi; Starman; and more, X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**CD 7993900 SONNY VINCENT: Primitive 1976-97.** An archival release of early music by Sonny Vincent, the legendary guitarist of The Testors, with music from his early protometal bands Fury, Distance and Liquid Diamonds. Collects 12 tracks including Flying; She's Alright; Prog; Indecision; Long Ago; Concrete; Million Dollar Movie; Never Die; and All Day: Ripple Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 4886372 THE ROLLING STONES: Goats Head Soup.** Collects ten songs from the legendary British rock band, including Dancing with Mr. D; 100 Years Ago; Coming Down Again; Angel; Silver Train; Can You Hear The Music; Star; Star; and more, Universal Music. $14.95

**CD 7794471 BETTY GRABLE: The 20th Century Fox Years, Volume 2, 1945-1948.** This 51-track, two-CD set is from her 1940s movies remastered from studio discs, and includes songs with her co-stars. Songs include in For Me And My Gal; I Wish I knew; Burlington Bertie; From Now On; From What I Want; What Do I Do?, Say Si S; and more, Seippel. Pub. at $20.99 $15.95

**CD 7989709 JOHN MARTY: A Certain Surprise.** Collects 11 tracks recorded live from multiple live FM broadcasts from the 1970s and a live FM broadcast from 1981. Songs include Head and Heart; Seven Black Roses; Over the Hill; Solid Air; Sweet Little Mystery; May You Never; Spencer the Pig. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 3084981 THE BRITISH INVASION.** Featuring eight CDs containing 122 influential British tracks with performances by Eric Burdon and the Animals, The Kinks, Herman's Hermits, The Who, The Beatles, Gerry and the Pacemakers, Pink Floyd, Stevie Elton, John, Deep Purple, and others also included is a DVD with 12 full-length performances from The Ed Sullivan Show by The Animals, The Rolling Stones, The Beatles, Freddie and the Dreamers and more. 46 minutes, in B&W and Color. Pub. at $149.95 $119.95

**CD 7825854 JERRY LEE LEWIS AT SUN RECORDS: The Collected Works.** This 623-track, eighteen-CD set collects every surviving song and every surviving take that Jerry Lee Lewis recorded for Sun! Includes multiple versions of some songs. Also includes two comprehensive hardbound books. one with the definitive Sun era discography and a detailed guide to the recording sessions, and the other with newspaper clippings, anecdotes and more than 400 pictures—many of them previously unpublished. Boxed, Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $522.99 $399.95


**CD 7786778 NEXT STEP IS VIRGINIA: The Way On Record, 1961-2000.** A stunning years in the making anthology of the Vietnam War’s musical legacy, Presented on 13 CDs with a 300-page book illustrated with numerous archival photographs, this part is both an unprecedented way. Over 300 music and spoken word tracks take the listener through a guided tour of this epochal period of modern history. Tour guides include Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bruce Springsteen, John Kennedy, and many. Family Records. Pub. at $399.99 $224.95

---

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
and enter the item number in the search box.

- **Rock Pop**

- **CD 7937164 TIMES BEACH: Step in Time.** Collects 16 tracks featuring studio and live songs including Fear in the Western World, One Day, Red Sky, Mr. Way out, Pioneer 10, Business is Business, Captive of more, and Liberation Hall.
  Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 7870760 DRIVEN BY ROCK: 100 Essential Driving Songs.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes Cool Nights, Fall Out Boy, All the Small Things by Blink-182, One Way or Another by Blondie, Easy Livin’ by Unhia Heep, Bad to the Bone by George Thorogood, and many more. Union Square Music.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7944268 THE #1 70S POP ALBUM.** This 60-track, three-CD set includes Waterloo by ABBA, Uptown Top Ranking by Alithea & Donna, September by Earth, Wind & Fire, The Boss by Diana Ross. You Make Me Feel Like Dancing by Leo Sayer, and more. Sony Music.
  **$5.95**

- **CD 7886402 EXTENDED 80S.** Collects 38 tracks on three CDs, including Sledgehammer by Peter Gabriel, Shout by Tears for Fears, More by Blondie, Easy Living by Tom Thumb’s Blues, Don’t You Want Me by The Human League, Our House by Madness; and more, USM.
  **$9.95**

- **GU TARIOS: Latest & Greatest.** Collects 56 of the greatest rock gular songs ever, including Free Bird by Lynyrd Skynyrd, No Silver Lining by Jeff Beck, Gimme All Your Lovin’ by ZZ Top, Angel by Rod Stewart, Rocky Mountain Way by Joe Walsh. Shop The Way by Peter Frampton; and more. Three CDs, USM.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7813618 THE JUKEBOX GOLD: The Ultimate Collection.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes Harlem Shuffle by Bob & Earl, Last Train to Clarksville by The Monkees; Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry by Hank Williams; Walkin’ After Midnight by Patsy Cline; and more, Rhino.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7838190 60’S TIMELESS HITS: 20 Songs.** Collects 20 tracks including You Don’t Know Me by Ray Charles. Easier Said than Done by The Monkees, Two Faces Have I by Lou Christie; Twist & Shout by The Isley Brothers; Only Love Can Break a Heart by Gene Pitney; and more, Imperitone.
  **$5.95**

- **CD 7843966 ROY ORBISON WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: A Love So Beautiful/Unchained Melodies.** This incredible two-CD set will satiate any fan of Roy Orbison. This 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including In Dreams; Oh, Pretty Woman; Unchained Melody; Blue Bayou; Heartbreak Radio; I Drove All Night; It’s Over; The Greatest, Prolly, and more. Sony Music.
  **$14.95**

- **CD 7728336 TONY BENNETT CELEBRATES 90.** The companion to Tony’s birthday celebration event that was filmed in front of a live audience at Radio City Music Hall in New York City on September 15th, 2016. Collects 18 tracks and features performances by Lady Gaga, Steven Wonder, Michael Buble, Andrea Bocelli; and others. Sony Music.
  **$7.95**

- **CD 7814348 60S CLASSICS: The Ultimate Collection.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes I Heard It Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye; Please Mr. Postman by the Marvelettes; A Way of Life by Family Dogg, Early in the Morning by Vanity Fare; Twist and Shout by The Beatles; and more. Union Square Music.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7881215 COMPLETE CLAPTON.** This 36-track, two-CD set includes Sunshine of Your Love (with Cream); Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door, She’s Waiting; It’s in the Way that You Use It; Motherless Child; Change the World, ’91’s Going Down Over Judgement Day; Hothel Oil Friend, Let It Rain; and more. Polydor.
  **$19.95**

- **CD 7866410 GREAT BRITISH ARTISTS: Latest & Greatest.** This three CD set collects songs by 60 of the greatest British artists ever, including Rod Stewart, Dusty Springfield, Tom Jones, The Jam, Robert Palmer, The Yardbirds, The Moody Blues, The Who, Led Zeppelin, Oasis, Cure, Nazareth, Adam Ant, and many more. Sixty CDs, USM.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7880972 JEFF LYNNE’S ELO: Wembley or Bust.** A spectacular stadium concert with all the ELO classics plus Traveling Wilburys & Move songs. Twenty-three tracks, including You Can’t Make Old Man Cry in the Rain, Cold World, Over the World, Showdown; 10536 Overture; Twilight; Shine a Little Love; Roll Over Beethoven.
  **$7.95**

- **CD 7855333 QUEENRSYCHE: Electric Requiem.** On November 29th, 1990, Queensrÿche performed at the Jao Erwin C. Amsterdam, Netherlands. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Anarchy-X; Revolution Calling; Speak; The Mission; Breaking the Silence; Eyes of a Stranger; and more. Smokin’.
  **$6.95**

- **CD 7744471 GRATEFUL DEAD: Under the Covers.** In 15 live covers, the Grateful Dead put their touches on a range of classic songs: Big Railroad Blues; Rain; The Promised Land; The Last Time; Under the Volcan; Gimme Some Lovin’; Big River; Gimme Some Lovin’; Bad Moon Rising (with John Fogerty); Mama Tried; and more. Leftfield Media.
  **$14.99**

- **CD 7864000 CHILDREN’S FAVOURITES: 100 Hits.** This 100-track, five-CD set includes The Runaway Train by Michael Holliday; The Siamese Cat Song by Peggy Lee. Que Sera, Sera by Doris Day; I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly by Burt Ives; Leave It to the Boys by Frank Sinatra; The Ruby and the Rhododendron; and more. Smokin’.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7865111 GENE CLARK: The Complete Ebbet’s Field Broadcast.** Collecting from a live FM broadcast from Denver, Colorado, these 12 post-Byrds recordings include live takes of Long Ashton Valley, Kansas City Southern, For a Little (Guitar) Home Run King; Here Without You; No Other; Daylight Line; Set You Free This Time; In the Pines; and more. Sonic Boom.
  **Pub. at $14.99**

- **CD 7867889 POP: 100 Hits.** This 100-track, five-CD set collects pop hits by original artists including Story of My Life by One Direction; Rude by Magic!; The Key, the Secret by Urban Cookie Collective; Fight for Yourself by Spandau Ballet; All the Young dudes by Blondie; Hook; Hang on Sloopy; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media.
  **$7.95**

- **CD 7780966 TOM PETTY: In the Coliseum.** Recorded from a performance at the Coliseum, Jacksonville, Florida on July 24, 1987. Thirteen tracks, including Bye Bye Johnny; Breakdown; Should I Stay or Should I Go; Anyway You Want It; Refugee, Runaway Trains; and more. Gold Fish.
  **Pub. at $14.99**

- **CD 7865236 MADONNA: The Girlie Show Live.** On December 8th, 1993, Madonna performed live at the Fukuoka Dome in Fukuoka, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live broadcasts. Collects 19 tracks including Vogue, Rain; Like a Virgin; Like a Prayer; Everybody; Everybody; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media.
  **$7.95**

- **CD 7865058 THE CRAMPS: Coast to Coast.** Collects multiple live performances by The Cramps, recorded from live FM broadcasts. Collects 21 tracks including Weekend of the Mars: I Was A Teenage Werewolf; Sunglasses After Dark; Voodoo Idol; Zombie Dance; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sonic Boom.
  **$9.95**

- **CD 7807299 FRANK ZAPPA: Puttin’ on the Ritz.** One of the most eclectic and occasionally original musical giants of his time, Zappa performs live at The Ritz in New York City with this 1981 performance. Two CDs offer 30 tracks, including Treacherous Cretins; Montana: Easy Meat; Dumb All Over; Footwear; Whipping Post and more. Gold Fish.
  **Pub. at $19.99**

- **$7.95**
**CD 7809956** BUDDY HOLLY WITH THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA: True Love Ways. Join the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra at work some of Buddy Holly and the Crickets most beloved recordings on 12 tracks. Includes True Love Ways; It Doesn’t Matter Anymore; Everyday; Heartbeat; Raining in My Heart; My Oh My; Oh Boy; Rave On; Sound of Love; That’ll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; Moomounts; and Maybe Baby. Decca Music Group. $7.95

**CD 786504X** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: The Soul Crusaders. On February 13th, 1977 Springsteen and the E Street Band put on a remarkable show at the Maple Leaf Gardens in Toronto which is released for the first time on this two CD set. Among the 16 tracks included, Thunder Road; Backstreets; Born to Run; It’s My Life; Night; Action in the Streets; included, Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1973665** THE BEATLES: Magical Mystery Tour. The Beatles devised, wrote and directed a television film called Magical Mystery Tour which was broadcast at Christmas 1967 and featured six new songs. This CD collects 11 tracks including Magical Mystery Tour; Flying; I Am the Walrus; Hello Goodbye; Penny Lane; All You Need Is Love; Blue Jay Way; Generator, for the One; Tormato; Drama; 90125; Action in the Streets; included. Five CDs. Rhino. $19.99

**CD 7780621** THE BEACH BOYS: Ring the Liberty Bell. The Beach Boys bring their Run-Hits! summermittour set, which includes Philadelphia’s Ben Franklin Parkway Museum of Art in this live 1985 radio broadcast. Nineteen tracks include hits like California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; and more. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 7778021** THE BEACH BOYS: Rings; the Liberty Bell. Tour. The Beach Boys bring their Run-Hits! summermittour set, which includes Philadelphia’s Ben Franklin Parkway Museum of Art in this live 1985 radio broadcast. Nineteen tracks include hits like California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; and more. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 1974810** LAWRENCE WELK PRESENTS THE LEMON SISTERS. In this album, Wink presents the Lemon Sisters at their delightful best, singing some of the songs that have contributed to their universal popularity. Collects 30 tracks including Dear One; Graduation Is to Love You; Let’s Get Acquainted; Little Goodnight, Good Morning; and more. EMI Records Limited. $14.95

**CD 7717032** JACKSON BROWNE AND WARREN ZEVON: The Offender Meets the Pretender. On December 8th and 9th, 1976, Jackson Browne and Warren Zevon performed at VPR Studios and RAI Congresscentrum in the Netherlands. These performances were recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Redneck Friend; These Days; For a Dancer; Werewolves of London; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7780753** THE JACKSONS: Mexico City Concert. The first live performance featuring a fine selection of Jackson classics, alongside newer tracks still to receive a studio release on up-coming records. Nineteen tracks include Never Can Say Goodbye; Papa Was a Rollin’ Stone; I’ll Be There; and more. Goldid Rain. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7783358** YES: Original Album Series. Collects five classic albums by this legendary English progressive-rock band, including Going for it; One; Tales From Topographic Oceans; The Ladder; and Theくるど. The complete collection features multiple remastered track-by-track audio for the first time. Island. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 4972711** TRAFFIC. San Francisco Shoehorn. On January 26th, 1978, Traffic performed at Winterland Arena in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Shootout at the Fantasy Factory; Rock ‘n Roll Stew; Stone Garden; Empty Pages; Evening Blue; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 6490781** THE ANIMALS: Animalisms. The third studio album from the original, gutsiest British Rhythm and Blues band of the 1960s, released in 1966. Along with the original titles, this CD includes bonus tracks and bonus stereo mixes. Twenty-five tracks include Modulate; Outcast; Sweet Little Lies; It’s All Over Now; White Rabbit; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 7913141** DAVID BOWIE: Sigma Sound Sessions. From July through August 1974, David Bowie recorded at Sigma Sound Studios in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Collects 17 tracks from those recordings including Young Americans (three takes); Shilling the Rubes (Demo); After Today (two takes); Can You Hear Me? (Demo), and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Rhino. Pub. at $13.95

**CD 7834373** DIRE STRAITS: Cologne. On February 16th, 1979, Dire Straits performed at WDR Studio-L in Cologne, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Pretzel Logic; My Old Friend; Dirty Work; This All Too Mobile; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7808063** STEELY DAN: Pretzels Live. On May 20th, 1974, Steely Dan performed at Rainbow Theatre in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Pretzel Logic; My Old Friend; Dirty Work; This All Too Mobile; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7746167** LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Superjam 1978. Skynyrd rocks hard with friends, first at the 1978 Superstar Jam (tracks 1–9), then at the Volunteer Jam V in 1979 (tracks 10–22). As the year’s most notable performance, this 2-CD set collects 28 tracks from that night, including Johnny Winter; Six Blade Knife; the Waterline; Six Blade Knife; Once Upon a Time in the West; In the Gallery; Follow Me, Home; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7850123** RUSH: Georgia. On October 23rd, 2002, Rush performed at Philips Arena in Atlanta, Georgia. This was recorded from a FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including Tom Sawyer; Distant Early Warning; Dreamtime; Leave That Thing Alone; Limelight; Working Man; and more. Zeal Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7772300** TOOL: The Pepsi Challenge. On July 21, 2002 Tool performed at the Pepsi Center in Denver, CO, and the show was recorded for a live FM radio broadcast. This two-CD set collects 20 tracks from that show. Including Strobe; The Burden; Forty Six & 2; Eon Blue Apocalypse; Triad; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7780842** LEONARD COHEN: On a Smokey Evening. Recorded in Bonn towards the end of this celebrated and gifted performer’s world tour in 1979. Songs include Bird on the Wire; Hey; That’s No Way to Say Goodbye; Who by Fire; Passing Through; So Long, Marianne; Famous Blue Raincoat; There is a War; The Gypsy’s Wife; Spike; and more. Recorded on 2 CDs. Goldid Rain. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 4869699** YES: Fragile. Nine tracks are collected here from the English progressive rock band, including Roundabout; Cans and Brahms; Long Distance Runaround; We Have Heaven; Heart of the Sunrise; and more. Atlantic Records. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7850077** GUNS N’ ROSES: The Lost Acoustic Album. Recorded during Guns N’ Roses’ 1993 tour from unplugged live FM broadcasts. Collects 13 tracks including Dead Flowers; You Ain’t the First; Another Brick in the Wall; Dry Cleaning Woman; I Used to Love Her; November Rain; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7901356** METALLICA: On the Farm. On August 13th, 1994, Metallica performed at Woodstock 94 at WRF Radio in Times, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Brokland; Master of Puppets; Wherever I May Roam; Fade to Black; No Matter What; Enter Sandman; and more. Two CDs. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7859777** LAWRENCE WELK: The Lemon Sisters on Tour. Lawrence Welk’s Lemon Sisters were a vocal group that sang in the traditional style of the 1940s and 1950s. This CD collects nine tracks recorded during a tour in the United States, including songs like “Shimmering Blue,” “Rockin’ Robin,” and “My Heart.” Wicker Man. (2000)
CD 1939335 THE WHO: Back at the Fillmore. On October 22nd, 1969, The Who performed at Fillmore East in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Heaven and Hell; Fortune Teller; We’re Not Gonna Take It; Shakin’ All Over; Sparks; 1921; Won’t Get Fooled Again. Pub. at $15.95. **$14.95**

CD 7738242 THE DOOBIE BROTHERS: Original Album Series, Vol. 2. A collection of five albums from the legendary rock band, including The Doobie Brothers; Livin’ on the Fault Line; Minute by Minute; One Step Closer; and The Doobie Brother’s Farewell Tour, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. **$21.95**

CD 7786573 KRAFTWERK: At the Cirkus. On February 10th, 2004, Kraftwerk performed at Cirkus in Stockholm, Sweden. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including The Man Machine; Expo 2000; Trans-Europe Express; Numbers; Pocket Calculator; and more. Two CDs. **$15.95**

CD 4927332 MICHAEL BOLTON: Gold. This 45-track, three-CD set spans Michael Bolton’s career including a remarkable 17 top 10 singles. Includes How Am I Supposed to Live Without You; When a Man Loves a Woman; Can I Touch You–There?; To Love Somebody; Completely; Yesterday, and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

CD 1959867 ROD STEWART: Almost Famous. This historic live 1976 show comes from the first time Rod Stewart had music after leaving the group that gave him his musical fame. Selections on 14 tracks include Three Time Loser; You Wear It Well; Big Bus; Tomorrow’s The Night; Wild Life Of Lie; The Old Heart Of Mine; Sweet Little Rock’N’Roller; I Don’t Want To Talk About It; Never Be Lonely Again; Losing Game; My Baby; You’ve Got Another Lover. **$11.95**

CD 7805115 ROXY MUSIC: Transmission Impossible. These three performances by Roxy Music were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1979 through 1983. Collects 46 tracks on three CDs including Sentimental Fool; Out of the Blue; Trash; Take a Chance With Me; Can’t Let Go; More Than This; I Don’t Know That Number; Pretzel Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Float Like a Butterfly; Love To Go; A Life Of RUmors; Eat to the Beat. **$17.95**

CD 4858603 STEELEY DAN: Mobile Homes. Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA on 14 tracks. Includes Bohidattiva; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Bourbon King of the World; Rio/Divorce; Lose That Number; Pretzel Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Float Like a Butterfly; Love To Go; A Life Of RUmors; Eat to the Beat. **$17.95**

CD 19591417 KLAUS WINTER & THE GUITARIZ: Love And Peace. A live 1966 concert from the legendary instrumental guitar group that recorded in Germany in 1966. This is a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Turn On (To the Other Side); Light My Fire; Back Door Man/Love Hides; Adolf Hitler; Break On Through (to the Other Side); Pennyroyal Tea; School; Lithium; Aneurysm; Stay; Nothin’; Brand New Cadillac; London Calling; Forbidden City; Photograph; and more. Unicorp. Pub. at $15.95. **$17.95**

CD 7811357 NIRVANA: This Means Nothing. Collects recorded live FM broadcasts of performances by Nirvana from 1989-1993. Includes 20 songs including Scott; Love Buzz; About a Girl; Sappy; Blow; Polly; Big Cheese; Been a Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Wicked Raven. Pub. at $15.95. **$14.95**

CD 7121241 DEEP LEPPARD: Tokyo 1999. On October 1st, 1999, Def Leppard performed at Tokyo Kokusai Forum in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 22 tracks including Rock ’N’ Roll To The Drop; Adrenalnation; Demolition Man; Goodbye; Armageddon; Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

CD 7725906 JOE STRUMMER & THE MESCALEROS: House of the Blues. On November 6th, 1999, Joe Strummer and the Mescaleros performed at House of Blues in Los Angeles. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including Diggin’ the New; Nothing But A Heartache; This All Too; Don’t Be Denied; Lazy; Only The Young; Onstage; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $23.99. **$17.95**

CD 7259222 DIRE STRAITS: Transmission Impossible. Recordings from three live FM broadcasts at The Old Waldorf, San Francisco on March 31, 1979; Festival Park, Wreccler, Wreccler, Belgium on July 5, 1981; and Wembley Stadium, London on October 11, 1982. Thirty-one tracks, including Sultans of Swing; Down to the Waterline; Eastbound Train; Money For Nothing; Walk of Life; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

CD 7855249 ELECTRIC FLAG: Small Town Blues. Collects nine tracks including Spotlight: I Was Robbed Last Night; I Found Out; Never Be Lonely Again; Losing Game; My Baby Wants to Test Me; I Should Have Left Her; You Don’t Realise; and Groovin’ Is Easy. Mainstream. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

CD 4868285 THE DOORS: Transmission. This three-CD set compiles legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides; Hitler; Break On Through (to the Other Side); Light My Fire; Roadhouse Blues; The End; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

CD 7752199 TEN YEARS AFTER: Seattle 1969. On March 22nd, 1969, Ten Years After performed at Eagles Auditorium in Seattle, Washington. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects eight tracks including Spontoon; Love Until I Find My Spider in My Web; I’m Going Home; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat. **$17.95**

CD 7839308 FRANKIE FORD: Sea Cruise—The Complete Releases 1958-82. This 30-track CD comprises the A and B sides of all his singles on Ace, and includes original labels from these years, the tracks from his Ace album Let’s Take A Sea Cruise. Songs include Cheatin’ Woman; Last One to Cry; Sea Cruise; Sheebra; Robinia; Time After Time; Let ’em Talk; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

CD 7794794 THE BACHELORS: All Time Greats. The Bachelors were founded in Ireland. This 40-track, two-CD set includes Diane; I Believe; Charisma; No Arms Can Ever Hold You; You’ll Never Walk Alone; Danny Boy; My First Love; and more. Spectrum Music. **$7.95**

From the above list, you can find many CDs and albums that were recorded from live FM broadcasts. These performances offer a unique insight into the performances of various artists and bands during their live shows. The lists include a variety of artists and genres, ranging from classic rock bands like The Who and Roxy Music to more modern acts such as Nirvana, Joe Strummer, and the Mescaleros. The CDs and albums are available from various publishers and formats, including CDs, DVDs, and vinyl records. These performances offer a glimpse into the sounds and styles of music from different eras and locations, making them valuable for music enthusiasts and collectors. The CDs and albums also provide a great opportunity to experience live performances that may have been recorded during a particular event or period, allowing listeners to enjoy the energy and atmosphere of these performances as they were originally staged.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
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- **CD 4971122** MIKE OLDFIELD: Irish Bells. On May 31st, 1980, Mike Oldfield performed at RDS Main Hall in Dublin, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects seven tracks including Platinum; Funkaddiddle; I Got Rhythm; Polka; Ommandand Part I; and more. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 7780699** ELSIE COSTELLO: New York. 1996. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at the Supper Club, New York City on May 22, 1996. Collects 26 songs including Just About Glad; Starting to Come In; The Other End (of the Telephone); Hard Votive; Black Salt in the Sunset; and more. Unicon. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 789217X** NOLS LOFGREN BAND: Weathered. Features reworked classics from Nils’ vast catalogue, new live recordings from his most recent studio album, and a few choice cover renditions. Collects 16 tracks including Daddy Dream; Across the Tracks; Rock or Not; Give; Tender Love; Like Rain; and Track Road Records. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 7678347** PETER GABRIEL: Paris in the Rain. On October 21, 2002, Peter Gabriel performed at Maison De La Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including Darkness; Red Rain; Growing Up; Meat and Shoes; My Heart Sounds Like That; Sufa. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 4946170** DAVID BOWIE: Like Some Cat from Japan. On December 12th, 1978, David Bowie performed at NHK Hall in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects tracks including Warawa; “Heroes”; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five Years; Soul Love; Stay; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 7892161** MIRACLE MILE. Collects the complete film score, music effects and the soundtrack album. Includes 34 songs including Featuring Scales; One for the Books; After the Call; On the Spur of the Moment, All of a sudden; Peace of People; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 4959324** AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1948. This 103-track, four-CD set comprises just about every record which peaked at the Top 15 of the Billboard Best Sellers chart or in the Top 15 of the Cash Box chart during the year of 1948. Songs include Golden Earrings by Peggy Lee; But Beautiful Luck Next Time by Perry Como; It’s Magic by Tony Martin; and more. Gospell. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 1997032** VIKER TAYLOR: New Cadillacs. Embodies the early heyday of British rock ’n’ roll. Collects 32 tracks including Brand New Cadillac; Long Tall Sally; Rocky Road Blues; Ready Teddy; Twenty Flight Rock; I’ll Be Your Hero; Rip It Up; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $18.99

- **CD 7855257** EPATPH: History Box 1. This 42-track, four-CD set includes Set Your Spirit Free; Strangers; We Can Get Together; Do You Believe in Love; Hold On; Bad Feeling; Keep Moving On; Or I’ll Go to Fair; Going to Chicago; Small Town Girl; Ain’t No Lie; Let Me Know; The Daughter; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99

- **CD 7717008** DREAM THEATER: Made in Japan. On January 24th, 1991, Dream Theater performed at the 24th Sun Plaza in Tokyo, Japan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Pull Me Under; Take the Time; Anymore; Dreamer; Light; Shadows of a Dream; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.95

- **CD 7592196** NOLS LOFGREN: Blue with Lou. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame & Inductee member Nils Lofgren records with a vengeance with his first new studio album since 2011. From soaring rock tracks to tender ballads, each composition takes you along on a sonic journey. Songs include Mercy Street; My Head Sounds Like That; Going to Chicago; Small Town Girl; Ain’t No Liar; Moving On; Still Alive; Hard Life; Tequila Fritz; You Believe in Love; Hold On; Bad Feeling; Keep On; and more. Cattle Track Road Records. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 772585X** DAVID GAHAN: Berlin. On June 10th, 2003, David Gahan performed at Columbiahalle in Berlin, Germany. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Hidden Houses; Hold On; Dirty Sticky Floors; A Question of Time; Bitter Apple; Black and Blue; Again and again; and Blue Again. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 7725625** BECK: Roskilde Festival. This 15-track set consists of various live performances by Beck from 1996 to 1997. Songs include Devil’s Haircut; Vacanate; The New Pollution; Loser; Hot Max; Beercan; Lord Only Knows; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 7855389** RICKY SHAYNE: One of the Mods. The complete recordings form 1966-1967. Collects 30 tracks including My Baby; Number One; When the Girl in Your Arms; My Life in Your Heart; Apnoe Singing; Pensi Di Me; Lonely Blue Boy (Danny); Vi Saluto Amici; Mods; Di Me Cosa Ne Sai? (Black Is Black); and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $20.99

- **CD 4975991** DAVID BOWIE: In the White Room. On December 14th, 1984, David Bowie performed at Westway Studios in London, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including Look Back in Anger; The Other End (of the Tracks); Legend;开发 SkyPlug; Teenage Wildlife; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.95

- **CD 7895763** JONATHON POSTAL: All the Boys on St. Marks Place. Collects 18 tracks of work done in NYC from 1980-83 with the Odds, The Gift, and Bart Lewis from Smashed Glysades, including Floating World; The Wrong Man; Demo; Get Used to the Fact; Fallen Angel; Living in the movies; Angry Young Men; Love Me or Leave Me Always; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $16.99

- **CD 4971663** TONY HAZZARD: Demonstration. This is a reincarnation of Tony Hazard’s first album Tony Hazard Sings Tony Hazard released in 1969. Collects 13 songs including The Matter With You; You Won’t Be Leaving; Brown Eyed Girl; Ha Ha; Said the Clown; How’s She Making Out? and more. Pub. at $17.95

- **CD 199106X** KLAUS SCHULZE: Jap. Recorded from a live performance by Klaus Schulze from Tokyo in 2010. Collects seven tracks on three CDs; including The Crystal Returns; Sequencers Are Beautiful; La Joyeuse Apocalypse; Nickon Benefit; The Deductive Approach; and A Crystal Poem (Visible Version) MIG Music. Pub. at $22.95

- **DVD 7812760** SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Lost TV Broadcasts. Fullscreen. Collects live performances by Simon & Garfunkel, recorded for television broadcasts across their time together performing as a duo. Twenty-nine tracks, including Homeward Bound; The Sound of Silence; A Hardy Shade of Winter; and more. 82 minutes. Go Faster Records.

- **DVD 7963742** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the best of their time together. Based on both a DVD and a Blu-Ray, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Imagination; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $24.98

- **DVD 7812590** GUNS N’ ROSES: The Classic Transmission. Fullscreen. Featuring both rare and classic archive performance footage of prime-era Guns N’ Roses in concert, drawn from their 1988-1993 period during the band’s “first wave.” With all film taken from TV broadcast programs, this collects 19 tracks including Living in the movies; Angry Young Men; Love Me or Leave Me Always; and more. 92 minutes. Go Faster Records.
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**DVD 7885553 WOODSTOCK DIARY 1969.** An enthralling “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic three-day event itself. All the drama, humor and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands and performers that appeared. Three-hour feature. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**


**$12.95**

**DVD 7981260 BILLY IDOL: State Line.** Idol makes history by playing the first-ever concert in front of the world-famous Hoover Dam. Kicking off his sell-out 2023 North American spring and summer tour, the performance features a career-spanning run of chart-topping hits, including Dancing with Myself; Eyes Without a Face; Rebel Yell; White Wedding; and more. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**DVD 7825757 DARLENE LOVE: Live 1982.** Fullscreen. On April 21st, 1982, Darlene Love performed at Hop Sing’s in Marina del Rey, California. Collects 11 tracks including Da Doo Ron Ron; Wall T’I; My Bobby Gets Home; (Together I Meet) The Boy I’m Gonna Marry; I Can Work It Out; He’s a Rebel; and more. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**Blu-ray 4866393 THE ROLLING STONES: Crossfire Hurricane.** Wide-screen. Witness the Rolling Stones’ unparalleled journey from blues-obsessed teenagers in the early ’60s to undisputed rock royalty. Every band member has been newly interviewed, their words forming the narrative arc that links together archival footage of performances, news coverage, and interviews of the previously unseen. 147 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.95

**$4.95**

**Blu-ray 7981279 BILLY IDOL: State Line.** Idol makes history by playing the first-ever concert in front of the world-famous Hoover Dam. Kicking off his sell-out 2023 North American spring and summer tour, the performance features a career-spanning run of chart-topping hits, including Dancing with Myself; Eyes Without a Face; Rebel Yell; White Wedding; and more. 47 minutes. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

**Blu-ray 772431X THE BEATLES ARE COMING! The Birth of Beatlemania in America.** By Bruce Spizer. Covers the Beatles first visit to the United States and the events leading up to the group’s arrival on February 7, 1964. It is the most thorough and scholarly account ever written about how Beatlemania evolved in America. Details why Capitol Records turned down the Beatles four times before agreeing to release their records, and the two small companies who issued the group’s records without success in 1963. Full color. 246 pages. 9x12. Productions. 9x12. Paperback edition. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

**Blu-ray 7967978 ALTER BRIDGE: Live at Wembley.** The performance was filmed at the band’s largest headline show to date at the prestigious Wembley Arena in London, England on November 11, 2011. Collects 22 tracks including Slip to the Void; Find the Real; Days of Ghosts Gone By; Before Tomorrow Comes; Come To Life; and more. Includes a fourteen-track CD. Multiple versions of some songs. Not Rated. 118 minutes. Dude Films. Pub. at $24.95

**$13.95**

Oldies - Easy Listening

**CD 7944276 THOSE WERE THE DAYS.** A collection of fabulously nostalgic songs, by a wide variety of artists, is presented on 60 tracks. Includes You're My Baby; Are You Ready; Call Me; Girl From Ipanema by Johnny Mathis; Day-O by Harry Belafonte; Oh! Carol by Neil Sedaka; We'll Sing in the Sunshine by Gayle Gunst; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; and many more. Two CDs. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$7.95**

**CD 7905629 THE ‘RUNAWAY’ HITS OF DEL SHANNON.** These 36 original classics, originally released between 1960 and 1965, represent the best of Del Shannon’s career. Includes Runaway; Little Town Flirt; Hats Off to Larry; Doctor; Runaway; Snowblind; I Wonder What God Thinks of Me; I Don’t Care; I’m Gonna Marry You; You Make Me Feel Like A Teenager; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$9.95**

**CD 7956673 GREAT SONGS OF THE HEART: From the Fifties and Sixties.** Collects 90 tracks released between 1951-1962, some are readily known, others will be a heartfelt addition to your musical collection. This three CD set includes hits by legendary artists such as Johnny Cash, Fats Domino, Dean Martin, Holly, Perry Como, Elvis Presley, Ben E. King, and many more. Fantastic Voyage. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 4884868 PIANO MAGIC: Henry Mancini Piano & Orchestra.** The extraordinary music of Mancini is collected on 20 tracks that include Ebb Tide; Breakfast at Tiffany’s; Baby Elephant Walk; Misty; Days of Wine and Roses; The Soft Touch; Bali Hai; The Whispering Sea; Return to Paradise; The Naked Sea; Reflection; Down by the Wharf, Dreamsville, Softly, Sleepy Lagoon; and more. Three CDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99

**$9.95**

**CD 7905556 MANTOVANI: Moon River.** Mantovani and his Orchestra perform 50 easy listening classics on two CDs, including Moon River; Unchained Melody; Malaguena; Autumn Leaves; Eight Days a Week; La Vie En Rose; I Dream of Jeannie; Tenderly; An Affair to Remember; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Temptation, Unchained Melody, Young at Heart; and more. Imperitone. Pub. at $19.99

**$7.95**

**CD 4884930 ROGER WILLIAMS: Piano Gold.** Two CDs present the spectacular piano style of Roger Williams on 50 tracks that include Autumn Leaves; Summertime; As Time Goes By; Moon River; Sunrise Serenade; Moon River; Love Is A Many Splendored Thing; La Vie En Rose; I Dream of Jeannie; Tenderly; An Affair to Remember; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Temptation, Unchained Melody, Young at Heart; and more. Imperitone. Pub. at $19.99

**$9.95**

**CD 7838158 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Unforgettable Songs.** Includes 20 tracks performed by this fabulous orchestra. Selections include Unforgettable; The Way You Look Tonight; True Love; Summertime; The Man I Love; Manhattan; I Can’t Stop Loving You; The Best is Yet to Come; I Left My Heart in San Francisco; Till There Was You; Over the Rainbow; New York, New York; Misty; It’s Impossible; and more. Three CDs. Sony Music. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 3808467 RARE JUKEBOX HITS OF THE 60’S.** No coins needed to play these jukebox hits in this two CD, 40 track collection. I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; Heartbreak Potato Time by Dee Dee Sharp; Johnny Angel by Shelby Fabeares; Hey Paula by Paul and Paula; It’s My Party by Leslie Gore; Dead Man’s Curve by Jan and Dean, The House Of The Rising Sun by The Animals; and more. Two CDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 4884922 RAY CONNIFF: Love’s Greatest Hits.** Presents the sensational music of the Ray Conniff singers and orchestra on 20 tracks that include Harbor Lights; Young at Heart; I’m In the Mood for Love; You’ll Never Know; I Only Have Eyes for You; Somebody Loves Me; I’ll Be Seeing You; Remember; My Heart Cries for You; Love Is the Tenderly; An Affair to Remember; The Last Time I Saw Paris; Temptation, Unchained Melody, Young at Heart; and more. Imperitone. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 4884728 1950’S DOO WOP: Original Artists.** Enjoy twenty classics by the original doo wop artists that include Earth Angels; The Penguins; Sincerely by The Moonglows; Come Go with Me by The Del-Vikings; Sixteen Man Bar by The Dominoes; Sh-Boom (Life Could Be a Dream) by The Chords; Glory by The Cadillacs; and many more. Two CDs. Imperitone. Pub. at $19.99

**$3.95**
Drink About; more. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

CD 799567X THE VERY BEST OF JUDY GARLAND. Forty outstanding tracks from the legendary performer, including, Over the Rainbow, The Trolley Song, Get Happy; I'm Just Wild About Harry; Stompin' at the Savoy; San Francisco; This Heart of Mine; I Get Rhythm; and more. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 799528 ROSEMARY CLOONEY: Greatest Hits. Fifty tracks, all of Clooney's best, featuring appearances by Perez Prado, Marlene Dietrich, Jimmy Boyd and others. Includes This Ole House; Mambo Italiano; In the Cool, Cool of the Evening; When You Wish Upon a Star; I've Grown Accustomed to Your Face; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

CD 599117 THE VENTURES COLLECTION, 1960-62. Sixty-four tracks offer a comprehensive overview of the initial era of The Ventures' career, comprising their A and B sides during the period, as well as the complete content of their first four albums—Walk Don't Run, The Ventures, Another Smash; and The Ventures Union. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99

CD 5993773 THE COMIC GENIUS OF GERARD HOFFNUNG. Classic Albums 1956-61. Gerard Hoffnung devised the concept of spoof music concerts where he and a number of respected musicians and entertainers performed elaborate parodies. This 30-track, three-CD set features the complete contents of his albums including The Hoffnung Music Festival Concert; The Hoffnung Interplanetary Music Festival; The Hoffnung Astronomical Music Festival; and Hoffnung at the London Union. Acrobot. Pub. at $14.99

CD 8042454 MIGHTY GOOD: Boy Meets Girl. The first comprehensive look at Jack Good's ABC television series Boy Meets Girls which was broadcast from September 12th, 1959, to March 5th, 1960. Hosted by Marty Wilde and featuring guests such as Gene Vincent, Eddie Cochran, Billy Fury and Johnny Cash, ABC chose to wipe the entire series within weeks of transmission—but all is not lost. This three-CD set collects 127 tracks. Rockstar Records. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7799721 MATT MONRO: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles 1956-1962. Enjoy the music of this popular entertainer on the international music scene during the 1960s and 1970s. This wonderful collection boasts four CDs with 57 tracks. Includes You Always Hurt the One You Love; Let's Face the Music and Dance; Cheek to Cheek; Stardust; Everybody Fall in Love with Someone; Portrait of My Love; and more. Reel. $9.95

CD 2947331 BOBBY DARIN: The Complete UK Singles, 1959-62. This collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Multiplication; and many more. Document Records. Pub. at $11.99
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**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD 7764669 DECADE OF HITS: The 30's.** Presents an amazing set of 74 chart-topping hits from the thrilling '30s. Includes Night And Day; On The Sunny Side; Fly Me To The Moon; Take The ‘A’ Train; Little Words by Frank Crumit; PS; I Love You by Jack Fulton; My Old Flame by Duke Ellington and His Famous Orchestra; and many more. Three CDs. **$29.99**

**CD 7994907 A.C. "ECK" ROBERTSON: The Island Unknown.** Completed issued recordings in chronological order (1922-1929). Collects 16 tracks including Sallie Gooden; Ragtime Annie; Texas Wagoner; Armadillo Waltz; Great Big Tater; Run; Bratianu Melody; Arkansaw Traveler; Turkey in the Straw; When It Rains; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at **$11.95**

**CD 7980469 THE BEST OF THE DINNING SISTERS: Buttons and Bows.** This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides of their releases on the Capitol, Decca and Essex labels from 1942 through 1955. Includes They Just Chopped Down Apple Tree; Gentlemen from Montana; Make Believe; That's Amore; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'm Making Believe; Every Day; I Only Have Eyes for You; Georgia; The Way You Look Tonight; Harlem Sandman; I Get The Blues; In The Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I Only Have Eyes for You; Moonlight Serenade; Harbor Lights; Moonlight over Miami; I Only Have Eyes for You; and more. Dynamic. **$6.95**

**CD 7764685 EDDY DUCHIN: Let's Fall in Love.** Fall in love over again with 25 classics featuring one of the most popular American pianists and bandleaders of all the 30's and '40's. Tracks include You Are My Lucky Star; Cheek to Cheek; Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Let's Fall in Love; Moonlight Serenade; Made for Lovers; Rubber Ball; Ain't That A Kick in the Head; Love Me or Leave Me; My Funny Valentine; The Best of Louis; That's Amore; Do You Know the Way to San Jose; and more. Acrobat. Pub at **$16.99**

**CD 7969119 THAT'S AMORE: Dean Martin-Greatest Love Songs.** 20 tracks. I'm Making Believe; If I Were a Carpenter; I'm In The Mood for Love; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; I'll Be Home for Christmas; and more. Acrobat. Pub at **$19.99**

**CD 1913735 LOVE SONGS OF World War II: To Each His Own.** In the 1940s, while a brutal worldwide war raged on, some of the most beautiful music was being recorded. This 75-track, three-CD set includes A Lovely Way to Spend An Evening; That’s Amore; Miss You by Bing Crosby; It’s Only A Paper Moon;０When The Sun Comes Up; and more. Made for Lovers. **$21.95**

**CD 7913699 THE RAT PACK: 60 Classic Songs from the Kings of Cool.** Collects 60 tracks from the popular trio, including Come Fly With Me; Foolish Love; Run; A Man and a Woman; Only You; Ain’t That A Kick in the Head; Volare; That’s Amore (Dean Martin); Love Me or Leave Me; My Funny Valentine; The Very Best Of Bobby Vee: The Singles; Portrait of Bobby Vee; 101 Strings Orchestra: Moonlight Serenade; The Romance of Frankie Valli & The Four Seasons: The Anthology; The Very Best of The Four Seasons: The Anthology. **$5.95**

**CD 7905653 THE VERY BEST OF BOBBY VEE.** Collects 50 original recordings by the artist. The two CDs include hits like Rubber Ball; Run to Him; Devil or Angel; Stayin’ In; Tears on My Pillow; Take Good Care of My Baby; Mister Sandman; Susie Q; and more. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7905483 FRANKIE VALLI & THE FOUR SEASONS: The Anthology.** The story of the group that paved the way for countless rock and pop acts, Frankie Valli & the Four Seasons took many guises over the years. These 50 tracks capture the group’s transitions and transformations, as they have become The Four Seasons: The Anthology, Made for Lovers; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music. **$7.95**

**CD 4884701 101 STRINGS ORCHESTRA: Moonlight Serenade.** A soothing collection of melodies is gathered on 20 tracks. Includes Me; Moon River; The Night Is Young and You’re so Beautiful; Moonlight Becomes You; Canadian Sunset; and more. Medley. **$7.95**

**CD 7990654 TOP 10 HITS OF THE ’50S.** Collects 50 original top 10 hits on two CDs, including Memories are Made of This by Dean Martin; Love Me Tender by Elvis Presley; Sixteen Tons by Tennessee Ernie Ford; Mr. Sandman by The Chordettes; Whatever Will Be, Will Be by Doris Day; and more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 7994 THE BEST OF MICHEL LEGRAND.** Fifty tracks by the Parisian pianist make up the entirety of three original albums: Holiday in Rome; I Love Paris; and Vienna Holiday. Tracks include Sea and Sky (with Dusky Nightfield); Windmills of Your Mind; Peace in Paris. Summertime; ‘42; Paris Was Park; Michelle; One Kiss; Maybe It’s Love; That’s Amore; Do You Know the Way to San Jose; and more. Medley. **$5.95**

**CD 4900219 THAT’LL FLAT GIT IT VOL. 38.** Collects 37 tracks from Los Angeles-based Liberty records. Includes Willa Mae B. Al Casey; Little Bit by Bobby Lerner; I Ain’t Gonna Cry No More by Johnny Glenn; No Dough by Willie Nelson, and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at **$20.99**

**CD 7709137 CHARLIE SPIVAK & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Chart Decade 1941-51.** This 74-track, three-CD set comprises selected releases during the ‘40s. Featuring Al牵引; Elvin Jones; and more. Dynamic. Acrobat. **$14.95**

**DVD 7975278 THE FRANK SINatra COLLECTION: Portrait of an Album/Sinatra Sings.** Fullscreen. This collection brings together some of Sinatra’s finest performances on television, in sessions and in concert. It combines the film Portrait of an Album from the early eighties with the compilation program Sinatra Sings. **117 minutes. Eagle Vision.** **$7.95**

**DVD 7975295 THE FRANK SINatra COLLECTION: The Timex Shows, Vol. 1.** Fullscreen. This collection brings together some of Sinatra’s finest performances on television and in concert. It combines his first two Timex TV shows from the late fifties on ABC. The first was broadcast on October 19th, 1959, and the second was broadcast on December 13th, 1959. In B&W. **119 minutes. Eagle Vision.** **$7.95**

**DVD 7975287 THE FRANK SINatra COLLECTION: The Royal Festival Hall 1962 Live at Carnegie Hall, Fullscreen.** This collection combines full length Sinatra shows from two of the world’s most celebrated concert halls, the first performance was recorded on June 1st, 1962, from The Royal Festival Hall, and the second was filmed in June 1980 from New York City’s Carnegie Hall. **167 minutes. Universal.** **$7.95**

**DVD 7975260 THE FRANK SINatra COLLECTION: Concert for the Americas with Buddy Rich.** Fullscreen. This collection brings together some of Sinatra’s finest performances on television and in concert. This release captures a unique event staged in the Dominican Republic on August 21st, 1982, at the Chavon Amphitheater. **140 minutes. Eagle Vision.** **$7.95**
New Age - Nature - Relaxation

**CD 7995407 RELATIVE DIMENSIONS: 60 Years in Time and Space.** This 53-track, two-CD set collects original scores from Doctor Who: Sonic Songs; Include Down the Slope; Fact or Fiction; Arrival of UNIT; Theme from Doctor Who; Tribal Encounter. The Republic Army, Strangers from Abroad. The Showing of BSG Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4818997 STEVEN HALPERN: Relax into Sleep, Vol. 2.** Over the past 45 years, more people have fallen asleep to the relaxing music of Halpern than to any other composer! His music has a free-floating ambiguity that is not anchored in a predictable melody, loudness, or rhythm allowing your mind and body to shift gears naturally into a relaxed state. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7912870 STEVEN HALPERN: Psychedelic Therapy Music.** Steve Halpern’s atmospheric tone poems feature his iconic Rhodes electric piano, ambient keyboards, cello and oboe. Collects 10 tracks including The Answer Lies Within; At Home in the Heart; Honoring the Journey; and more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $23.22

**CD 7810946 BRUCE KURNOW: The Roads I've Traveled.** A collection of original instrumental, wellness and calming music. This 28-track, two-CD set includes Fresh Start; Hope For Tomorrow; The Trail Home; Peaceful Sunset; A Lover’s Sunset; Dance of Light; Golden Heart; Close to Home; and more. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7855184 ANN SWEETEN: Love Walks Through Rain.** A deep soul-stirring experience that envelops the listener in a blanket of lush, melodic reverie. Collects 11 tracks including Valley Greene; Glimmer; Swirl; The Wind; Love Walks Through Rain; The Shadow of You; and more. Orange Band Records. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 4914223 PIERRE HENRY: Polyphonies.** Twelve CDs showcase the works of French composer, Pierre Henry, considered a pioneer of “musique concrète” a genre of electronic music. Selections include Pleins Jeux; Une Tour de Babel; Le Livres des Morts Egyptiens; Ceremony; Voile D’Orphée; Deuxième Symphonie; Astologie; Spirale; Musique sans Titre; and many more. Decca Records. $39.95

**CD 7855192 ANNE CLARK: Live at Rockpalast 1998.** On April 12th, 1998, Anne Clark performed at Rockpalast in Biskuithalle, Bonn/Germany. This performance was recorded by WDR Rockpalast. Collects: Calling All Colours; The World Is Not; Guitar Abuse; Counter Act; Letter of Thanks to a Friend; Nightshift; Virtually; and more. Includes a 77 minute DVD recording of the performance. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99

**World - Folk**

**CD 587890X THE KINGSTON TRIO: LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the popular folk outfit: Tom Dooley; Green, Green The Tijuana Jail; Where Have All the Flowers Gone; Scotch and Soda; The Lion Sleeps Tonight; Baby You’ve Been on My Mind; Shape of Things; Hard Travelin’ Rovin’ Gambler; and more. Mercury. Pub. at $14.98

**CD 7981430 BOB DYLAN’S WOODY GUTHRIE SELECTION.** This 41-track, two-CD set collects the original versions of the songs Bob Dylan covered. Songs include This Land Is Your Land; Pastures of Plenty; House of the Risin’ Sun; Don’t You Push Me Down; Dead or Alive; Golden Vanity; and more. Chrome Dreams. $7.95

**CD 7905521 JOAN BAEZ: Songbird.** From an intertwined folk music career comes a pair of essential albums, digitally remastered and presented in their entirety. Includes all 13 tracks of Joan Baez and all 10 of Folk Singers Round Harvard Square, with songs from House of the Rising Sun to O What a World! A beautiful day. Two CDs. Not Now Music.

**CD 7968558 BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers.** Brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by the folk icon. Includes Don’t Start Me Talkin’; Hard Travelin’; Cocaine; Across the Borderline; Answer Me, Pancho and Lefty; Uranium Rock; I Feel More Than You’ll Ever Know; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7956630 BOB MARLEY: Songs of Freedom.** This 47-track, three-CD set includes High Tide or Low Tide; Concrete Jungle; Get Up, Stand Up; So Much Trouble in the World; Running Away; Time Will Tell; Zimbabwe; One Drop; and more. Also includes a booklet. Boxed, Island Records. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7897275 PAUL SIMON: Saturday Night Live 1975 & 1976.** Paul Simon performed on Saturday Night Live on October 18th, 1975, and November 20th, 1976. Collects 19 tracks including Still Crazy After All These Years; Marie; Scarborough Fair (on Art Garfunkel); American Tune; Something So Right; Bridge over Troubled Water; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Iconography. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7963762 SIMPLY CELTIC MOODS.** This 36-track, four-CD set includes The Wishing Well of the Moon; Only a Woman’s Watermark; Carrickfergus; My Lagan Love; How Can I Keep from Singing?; May It Be; Brittle Blue, It’s Up to You Now; and more. Fontana. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7905513 ITALIAN HITS OF THE 60s.** This two CD collection of Italian hits features songs from Domenico Modugno, Milva, Gino Paoli, Nino Rosso, Sophia Loren, Nilla Pizzi, Gianni Morandi, Giorgio Gaber, and many more. 40 tracks. Not Now Music.

**CD 7945558 BOB DYLAN: Slane Castle.** On July 8th, 1984. Bob Dylan performed at Slane Castle in Slane, Ireland. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 28 tracks including Highway 61 Revisited; Jokerman; Enough is Enough; Every Grain of Sand; Simple Twist of Fate; Girl From The North Country; and more. Two CDs. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 7660007 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1968-1985.** Sixteen tracks bring together audio extracts from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the ’80s and ’90s, featuring classics from Blown in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; Farm Aid, 1985; The 1991 Grammy Awards; two iconic performances in the ’80s and ’90s, featuring classics from Blown in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live Aid, 1985; Farm Aid, 1985; The 1991 Grammy Awards; two iconic performances; and more. BDA. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 7909636 BOB DYLAN: Transmission Lands.** These three performances by Bob Dylan were recorded from live FM broadcasts from 1974 through 1986. This 50-track, three-CD set includes Most Likely You Go Your Way; and more. Milk & Tangerine; Long, Good Luck and Goodbye; Clean Cut Kid. I’d Remember You; Blown in the Wind; Let the Good Times Roll; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

**CD 7744536 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipe Dream.** From a live FM broadcast recorded at the RCA Americana Music Centre. Ennis. Ireland. This 15-track, ten-CD set celebrates the wonderful World Music career of John Prine. From an early pioneer of Latin-American music comes 25 of his defining recordings: Brazil (Aquarelo Do Brazil); Miami Beach Rhumba; Oye Negra; Begin the Beguine (with Don Reid); Tico Tico; Besame Mucho; Bim Bol Bim; Casa Cuarto La Guasta; Green Eyes; and more. Dynamic. $6.95

**CD 7913729 SIMPLY FRANCE.** This 15-track, ten-CD set celebrates the wonderful World Music heritage of France. Songs include Moulin Rouge by Andre Claveau; Le Parapluie by Gorges Brassens; C’est Si Bon by Yves Montand, Un Sourire, Une Fleur by Marcel Florent. Collects: 15 tracks of some songs. Union Square Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 7764389 XAVIER CUGAT: Brazil.** From an early pioneer of Latin-American music comes 25 of his defining recordings: Brazil (Aquarelo Do Brazil); Miami Beach Rhumba; Oye Negra; Begin the Beguine (with Don Reid); Tico Tico; Besame Mucho; Bim Bol Bim; Casa Cuarto La Guasta; Green Eyes; and more. Dynamic. $5.95
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## World - Folk

**CD 7901291** BOB DYLAN, 1961 & 1962: The Years of Living Dangerously. This 43-track, three-CD set collects multiple live performances from 1961-62 recorded from live broadcasts. Songs include (I Heard That) Lonesome Whistle; Blowin’ in the Wind; Handsome Molly; Girl I Left Behind; Baby Let Me Ramble’ on My Mind; and more. Broadcast / $17.95


**CD 7724343** THE KATE SMITH COLLECTION: Hello Everybody! This 96-track, four-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from her releases on the Columbia, Velvet Tone, Clarion, Harmony, Brunswick, Decca, Victor, MGM and National labels from 1926-1950. Songs include When the Moon Comes Over the Mountains; The White Little House; Trade Winds; Don’t Fence Me In; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 / $6.95


**CD 7782091** BOB DYLAN: Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. On April 26th, 1963, Bob Dylan performed at Studs Terkel’s Wax Museum. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including, Thirteen Jigs; Hello; I’ll Take You Home Again; Laura Johnston; Uamh a Cois; and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $22.99 / $11.95

**CD 4827171** BOB DYLAN, 1970. Almost every verse of Dylan’s work up until 1970 is covered—from American roots music (Honey, Just Allow Me One More Chance) to songwriting debut (Song to Woody), from folk singer-songwriter (I Ain’t Me Babe and Gates of Eden) to rocker (Just Like a Woman) (33) and more. Seventy-four tracks on 3 CDs. Sony Music. / $19.95

**CD 1984046** KLAUS SCHULZE & PETE NAMLICK: The Dark Side of the Moon, Vol. 1-4. This release of the most remarkable and worldwide sought after series of albums from 1973-1977 electronic pioneers Klaus Schulze and Pete Namlook. This five CD set collects Volumes One through Volume Four, and the “The Odd ALbum”. The Evolution of Electronic Music. / $17.95

**CD 7805624** JOHN MARTYN BAND: The Smiling Stranger in Bremen. This 18-track, two-CD set was recorded in the Club Schauburg on June 10th, 1983 by Radio Bremen (Germany). Includes Some People Are Crazy; Amsterdam; Bless the Weather; The Easy Blues; May You Never; Couldn’t Be Me; Smiling Stranger; Root Love; The Easy Blues; and more. MIG Music. Pub. at $21.99 / $16.95

**CD 4982274** BOB DYLAN: Man on the Street. This 140-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances ranging from Talking Columbia; Man on the Street; Pretty Peggy O; Candy Man; Baby Please Don’t Go; Smokestack Lightening; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Reel to Reel. / $31.95

**CD 4859181** ITALIA MIA: Our Great Italian Heritage. Collects 70 legendary performances by some of greatest performers in music history. Artists include Frank Sinatra, Dean Martin, Mario Lanza, Perry Como, Vic Damone, Louis Prima, Enrico Caruso, and more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 / $21.95

**CD 4884884** IRISH LOVE BALLADS: 20 Songs. A record Collects early Irish love songs including, Orin (Cave of Gold), Castile’s Pianist, Erl King, Unknown Warrior, MSR, Piarét Reels, and Salute to Donald, Greentax. Pub. at $15.99 / $5.95

**CD 7723411** KLAUS SCHULZE: Mirage. This 40th anniversary edition collects three tracks including Velvet Voyage; Crystal Lake; and In Cosa Creda O Non Credo. Greentax. Pub. at $19.99 / $6.95

**CD 7780974** TOM WAITS: Fumblin’ on the Radio. On July 23rd, 1974, Tom Waits performed for KPFF Folkscene in Los Angeles, California. This was from a recorded FM broadcast. Collects 20 tracks including On A Foggy Night; The Ghosts of Saturday Night; Drum on the Moon; Depress Blue Windshield and more Smoke. / $6.95

**CD 7782306** CARLOS MONTOYA: Flamenco Magic. Carlos Montoya almost single-handedly introduced Flamenco music to audiences outside of Spain, raising it from more folk music to art form. Collects nine tracks including, Fandango; Rondena; Macarena; Levante; Soleo; Caribe a Flamenco; Zambra; Tarantia; and Aires De Genil. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 / $11.95

**CD 7786339** LEONARD COHEN: The Rare, Live & Acoustic Collection. This live five CD set includes a number of live recordings from 1968-2003, all originally made for live FM Radio Broadcast. Sixty-seven tracks including Ain’t No Cure for Love; Closing Time; Hallelujah; Bird on a Wire; The Stranger Song; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $27.95 / $19.95

**CD 7706343** THE DUBLIN CITY RAMBLERS: The Rare Auld Times. This two-CD anthology covers every phase of the group’s prolific career with contributions from each line-up since the group was formed in 1970. Collects 50 tracks including The Rare Auld Times; Rampin’ Rover; The Crosscut Saw; Ninety in the Isle of Man; Whiskey in the Jar; Nancy Spain; and more. Dolphin Traders. Pub. at $22.99 / $17.95

**CD 7744382** DON MCLEAN: Live in New York. On December 26th, 1971, Don Mclean performed at WPLJ FM from A&R Studios in New York. This is a live FM broadcast recorded at the broadcast. Collects 13 tracks including Castles in the Air; Winterwood; Where Were You; Baby?; Three Flights Up; Banjo; and more. All Access. / $9.95

**CD 786521X** LEONARD COHEN: Tel Aviv 1972. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Yad Eliahu Sports Palace, Tel Aviv, Israel, on April 26th, 1972 these ten tracks are collected from tracks that include Famous Blue Raincoat; Sisters of Mercy; Avalanche; We Shall Not Be Moved; and a part two interview with Cohen. / $19.95

**CD 7828917** BEN & JERRY’S NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL: ’88 Live. Collects 15 tracks including Turning of the Tide by Richard Thompson; Make Me a Pallet on the Floor by Doc Watson; Half a Book by Cheryl White; Dark Side of the Moon by The Quickening; Scooba Doo by Moses Rascoe; Step Into the Scars by Old Friends, and more. / $11.95

**CD 4912101** EDIE SEAMAN: Cave of Gold. Recorded just prior to the GDR’s collapse in 1989-90. This Cave of Gold is accompanied by multi-instrumentalist, Aaron Jones. Eleven tracks including, Bryce Jigs; Fiddle Bee; Hompligit and Jig; Laura Johnston; Uamh a Cois; Baby Let Me Ramble’ on My Mind; and more. / $9.95

**CD 7789390** BOUQUET: Special Offerings from Robbie Basho. Collects 14 tracks including The Golden Medallion; The White Swallow; The Polish Rider; Lightening Thunder; Tears of Teresa; Blues from Lebanon; The Slumbers of the White Swallow; The Polish Rider; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $13.99 / $9.95
**World - Folk**

CD 1943294 KLAAUS SCHULZE: Virtual Outback. This album was just one single track, the elegiac 65 minute The Theme: The Rhodes Eagles. The bonus track titled Chinese Cars is from a filling work for the Chinese mass rally during the China Millenium at the turn of 2000/2001. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

DVD 7012671 LEONARD COHEN: The Live Broadcasts. 1985–1993. Widescreen. Features 18 live versions of Leonard Cohen classics and contains the ultimate live film of Cohen in the period covering the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s. Songs include: Song of Isaac; Father of Song; I’m Your Man; and more. 118 minutes. Go Faster Records. $5.95

DVD 779551 JUAN DE MARCOS & AFRO CUBAN ALL STARS: Absolutely Live. DVD includes the mid-1980s through the mid-1990s. Songs include: Afro-Cuban Rhythm of the Range; Don’t Waste Your Love; Fishin’; This Is Us; All the World's a Stage in an annual special of live concert and virtual persona who uses a computer-generated Japanese music sensation. What makes her Magical Mirai.

Blu-ray 7835851 HATSUNE MIKU: Magical Mirai. Widescreen. Hatsune Miku is a Japanese music sensation. What makes her special is that she is not a human singer but a virtual persona who uses a computer-generated voice and 3D graphics to perform. She hits the stage in an annual special of live concert and creative exhibition. Collects 16 tracks. In Japanese. 119 minutes. Cinemagic. $4.95

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

CD 7864914 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Heartbreak U.S.A. This two CD set collects 30 tracks from the legendary country singer’s golden age, including First City by Loretta Lynn; Jambalaya (on the Bayou) by Hank Williams; I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline; The Likes of You by George Jones; and more. Two CDs. Lifefield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 4884965 THE STATLER BROTHERS: Golden Hits. Presents on 20 tracks the iconic Statler Brothers with selections that include Flaming on the Hill; King of the Road; Murphy; Ruby; Don’t Take Your Love to Town; Ruthless; Green, Green Grass of Home; I Still Miss Someone; Walking in the Sunlight; This Old House; My Reward; There Goes My Everything; and more. Medley. $5.95

CD 7864795 ’60S COUNTRY: Sweet Dreams. CD presents 30 tracks from country music legends like Johnny Cash, The Statler Brothers, Jim Reeves, Hank Snow, Porter Wagoner, Elvis Presley, Jimmy Dean, Tammy Wynette, Ray Price, and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

CD 7864876 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART: Lookin’ for Love. Collects 30 tracks on two CDs, including I Love a Rainy Night by Eddie Rabbitt; Lookin’ for Love by Johnny Lee, Slow Hand by Conny Tebby; On the Road Again by Willie Nelson. Islands in the Stream by Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton; and more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

CD 7864922 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Hanky-Tonk Man. Gathers 32 country classics by the original artists, including Folsom Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; Pass on by Marty Robbins; Wolverton Mountain by Claude King; Wake Up Little Sue by The Everly Brothers; I’ve Been Everywhere by Hank Snow; Green, Green Grass of Home by Porter Wagoner and much more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. $5.95

**Country & Western - Bluegrass**

CD 7864949 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Waltz Across Texas. This 30-track, two-CD set includes Hey, Good Lookin’ by Hank Williams; You Ain’t Woman Enough by Loretta Lynn; Crazy by Patsy Cline; Ballad of a Teenage Queen by Johnny Cash; Makin’ Believe by Kitty Wells; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 5554818 PATSY CLINE: Complete Releases 1955–62. One of the most revered female artists in the history of country music is celebrated in this 75-track collection. It includes every record she released beneath her dust on Corral, through her Four Star and Decca years until the end of 1962–just months before her tragic death. Includes Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got You; and much more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 7832349 COUNTRY NUMBER ONES OF THE 40S. This 69-track, three CD set comprises records which were made No. 1 in the various incarnations of the Billboard country chart from its launch in 1944 through the end of 1950. Songs include: By Al Dexter and His Troopers; I’m Movin’ On with Hank Snow; Mule Train by Tennessee Ernie; Slipping Around by Ernest Tubb; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**Blu-ray**

DVD 7839271 COUNTRY #1 HITS OF THE 60’S: 20 Songs. Collects 20 tracks including Wings of a Dove by Ferlin Husky; Please Help Me I’m Falling by Hank Locklin; Heartbreak U.S.A. by Kitty Wells; I Fall to Pieces by Patsy Cline, Tender Years by George Jones; Misery Loves Company by Merle Haggard and Emmylou Harris; and more. Two CDs. LIFE TIME. $5.95

CD 7956491 GENE AUTRY: The Definitive Collection. Collects 50 original cowboy favorites on two CDs, including South of the Border; Tumbling Tumbleweeds; Back in the Saddle Again; Home on the Range; Riders in the Sky; Blueberry Hill; You Are My Sunshine; and more. Not Now Music. $14.95

CD 7868482 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Crazy Arms. This two CD set collects 32 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including Singing the Blues by Marty Robbins; Can I Stop Lovin’ You by Don Gibson; I’m Movin’ On by Hank Snow; Blue Suede Shoes by Carl Perkins; and more. TIME LIFE. $5.95

CD 7827075 ROY ROGERS: Hoppin’, Gene and Me. Rogers paid tribute to two of pals—Hapalong Cassidy and Gene Autry—on this 1979 CD. Includes two CD sets, tracks, including Cowboy Heaven; Happy Trails; Movie Trail Melody; Cold, Cold Heart; Good News; Bad News; Don’t Ever Wear It for Me; and more. Not Now Music. $14.95

CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy. Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country style to your collection: You’re My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; Where the Red River Flows; All I’m Missing Is You; Don’t Think It’s Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

CD 7934432 THE ROY ROGERS COLLECTION, 1938–52. Happy Trails. 115 tracks. Two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Vocalion, Decca and RCA labels during this era. Songs include Dust; Listen to the rhythm of the Range; Don’t Waste Your Love on me; Two Long Years; Ballads of the West; Small Fry; Made of Sunshine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
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CD 7864817 '60S COUNTRY: Cryin' Time. A collection of some of the best country music from the '60s including *I Can't Stop Loving You* by Roy Charles; *Wichita Lineeman* by Glen Campbell; Together Again by Buck Owens; Tender Years by George Jones; Success by Loretta Lynn; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 7832855 CHET ATKINS: Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart. A golden collection of 2 Atkins classics, including *Zing! Went the Strings of My Heart; One Mint Julep; Hidden Charm; Walk Don't Run; Show Me How to Go Home; Country Gentleman; Goodnight Irene; Greensleeves; Somebody Stole My Gal;* and many more. TGG. Pub. at $15.98.

**CD 7873588 THE VERY BEST OF DAVID FRIZZELL & SHELLY WEST. Collects 20 tracks including *You're the Reason God Made Oklahoma; A Texas State of Mind; Carryin' on the Family Names; I Just Came Here to Dance; Cajun Invention; Another Honky-Tonk Night on Broadway; Do Me Right;* and more. Notelike Music. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 7839283 CONWAY TWITTY GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs. Collects 20 tracks including It’s Only Make Believe; Big Town; I Wonder If You Told Her About Me (duet with Loretta Lynn); Hello Darlin’; After All the Good Is Gone; Danny Boy; Touch the Town; and more. Medley.

CD 473713X JUST COUNTRY: 40 Golden Greats. Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including *Hello Darlin’* by Conway Twitty; *A Good Year for the Roses* by George Jones; *Me & Bobby McGee* by Kenny Rogers; *Dreams* by Don Gibson; *Ring of Fire* by Johnny Cash; *June* by Waven Jenning; and many more. Two CDs. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99.

CD 7981562 JOHNNY CASH: Unchained in a Rusty Cage. Recorded live at The Irving Plaza in New York, this 1996 FM radio broadcast features Cash performing such hits as *Folsom Prison Blues; Sunday Morning Coming Down; Unchained; Rusty Cage; Ring of Fire; I Walk the Line; Big River; Far Side Banks of Jordan;* and more. Seventeen tracks. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 7859000 GOLDEN AGE OF COUNTRY: Sing Me Back Home. If you love timeless country music, you’ll love the 30 songs collected here. Includes such songs as *A Girl I Used to Know* by George Jones; *The Bottle Let Me Down* by Don Gibson; *Mean Me Lies*; *It’s Only Make Believe; Bi g Hard Facts of Life* (duet with Loretta Lynn); *We’ll Get Ahead Someday; Making Plans; We’ll Get Ahead Someday;* and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.99.


CD 6621260 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1952-1960. From one of country’s least-known songwriters comes six full records, plus his complete singles catalog, from across eight prolific years. Includes the entirely Rock’n Roll’in Robbins; The Song of Robbins; Songs of the Islands; Mary Lou Robbins; Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs; and More Gunfighter Ballads and Trail Songs. Four CDs. Enlightmenment. Pub. at $14.99.

CD 791377X FOUR BY FOUR: Country Cowboys. This 104-track, four-CD set features four of the most iconic and well-known country musical acts from the 1950s. Songs include *Honky Tonkin’; Lovesick Blues* by Hank Williams; *Slippin’ Around; I’ll Step Aside* by Ernest Tubb; *Don’t Rob Another Man’s Castle; The Callie Call by Eddy Arnold; Tender Years;* and many more. Lightening by George Jones. Pub. at $18.99.


**CD 7993935 WYNN STEWART: The Bakersfield Pioneer. This 38-track, two-CD set comprises just about all his releases on singles and albums from 1954-1962, including A and B sides of his singles on the intro, Capitol, Jackpot and Challenge labels. Sony include *After The Gold Rush; Waltz of the Angels; Uncle Tom Got Caught; Wrong Company; Don’t Look Back; Three Cheers for the Lover; Above and Beyond,* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 7865171 JOHN PRINE: New Golden Age of Country: Don’t Worry. This two CD set collects 30 songs from the legends of country music’s golden age, including *Hello Darlin’; Be My Lover; Don’t Worry About That Old Hard Cold Facts of Life by Porter Wagoner; Don’t Worry by Marty Robbins; Distant Drums by Jim Reeves,* and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 7956657 DOLLY PARTON AND PORTER WAGONER: The Right Combination. Collects 12 tracks *The Last Thing on My Mind; Just Someone I Used to Know; Holding on to Nothing; Right Combination; Burning the Midnight Oil; We’ll Get Ahead Someday; Making Plans; Don’t Worry;* and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 6670981 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K. - The Battle of New Orleans; *When the Sun Shines in Spring,* and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

CD 7799691 JIM REEVES: Singles & EP’s 1949-1962. This 100-track, four-CD set collects Jim Reeves’s singles and EP’s released from 1949 to 1962. Songs include *Sweet to Be Remembered; Cabin in the Hills; Go the Highwa yman; For a Dancer; Hell o Stranger; Sweet Spot; He was Mine; Telling You the Truth; My Heart’s Like a Jail Mat; I’ll Follow You; Pickin’ a Chicken; Am I Losing You; Waiting for a Train; Pride Goes Before a Fall; After Allright;* and more. Reel to Reel.

CD 7764286 JOHNNY CASH AND THE ROYAL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA. Collects 13 tracks, including *Man in Black; You Are My Heart’s True Love; Duvalier’s Dream; When I Loved Her; Jesus was a Capicorn; Same Old You; It Must Have Been Love; You Are My Heart’s True Love; Galway Bay; I Came to Believe; I Walk the Line; Flesh and Blood; Ring of Fire,* and more. Sony Music.

**CD 4840585 LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS & THE FOGGY MOUNTAIN BOYS: The Collection, 1948-62. This 56 track, two CD set comprises selected A and B sides of their singles on the Mercury and Columbia labels. Songs include *The Battle of New Orleans; The Ballad of Jed Clampett; Sweet to Be Remembered; Cabin in the Hills; The* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 7924801 MAC WISEMAN: The Singles Collection, 1954-69. This 10-track, four-CD set collects four of the most iconic and well-known country music artists of the 1950s and 1960s. Songs include *Are You Lonesome Tonight; I’m A Stranger; Six More Miles; Be Good Baby; Fire Down;* and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

Extra thanks to Alisa Zappo for making this happen.
**CD 7928092 HILLBILLY BOOZE PARTY, VOLUME TWO: Hangover Tavern.** Collects 28 tracks including Julie Joint-Johnny by Jim Alex. 'Oh Archie Jesus, Heaven Is Here' by Harry Jollie and His Shenandoah Rangers; Honky Tonk Baby by Sam Nichols; Bartender's Blues by Merrill Moore; Here I Am Drunk Again by Lottie Moore; A Crockett and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61.** Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that Ford released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the UK. Mule Train; Shotgun Boogie; Sixteen Tons; The Ballad of Davy Crockett. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 1911880 HOMER & JETHRO: The Kings of Comedy Country.** This 58-track two CD set brings together selected A and B sides of their releases on RCA from this era, mostly comprising their trademark parody and comedic performances. Songs include Baby’s it’s Cold Outside, How Much is That Hound Dog in the Window, Hernando’s Hideaway, The Battle of Kookumunga, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 796871X JOHN PRINE: Live at the Music Inn 1973.** On August 25th, 1973, John Prine performed at The Music Inn in Lenox, Massachusetts. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Spanish Pipe Dream; The Accident (Things Could Be Much Worse); Illegal Smile; and more. Unicorn. Pub. at $15.95 $7.93

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Singles, 1955-62.** One of the greatest figures of American music, Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this 62-track collection. An overview of his early career, it assembles all the tracks with the Sun label, plus the A and B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature favorites from Folsom Prison Blues to I Can’t Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 1915290 PATSY CLINE: Icon.** Twelve tracks present the celebrated Patsy Cline and her iconic style with hits such as Walkin’ After Midnight; I Fall to Pieces; Crazy; She’s Got Your Man; He Made Me the Love of His Life; When I Get Thru with You (You’ll Love Me Too); Leavin’ on Your Mind; Back in Baby’s Arms; and Faded Love; Always; Sweet Dreams (of You). Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 7855222 BONNIE GUITAR: Early Years.** This 61-track, two-CD set comprises a variety of A and B sides from her Morrison, Rainier, Faber; Dot; Radio; Dolton, and RCA labels from 1951-1962. Songs include Sailing Thru the Sunny San Juan Islands; Moonlight and Shadows; Dark Moon; Rocky Mountain Moon; I'm Going to Cincinnati; I'm On My Way, Again; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.22 $17.95

**CD 7834381 DOLTON PARSON: New York 1977.** On May 14th, 1977, Dolton Parson performed at The Bottom Line in New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including (Your Love Keeps Lifting Me) Higher and Higher; All I Need Is You; Made in America; I'm So Tired I Can't Stand Up; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7815191 HANK SNOW: The Complete US Country Hits, 1948-1956.** This 48-track set covers the most important era of Hank Snow’s hit-making career, and comprises every A and B side which made the country charts from his chart debut in 1949 through to 1956. Includes 39 of the 43 top hits he had during his career. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7994931 TEAR IT DOWN: Rare Country Blues, Vol. 3.** Collects 23 tracks including Hey Hey Mama Blues; Niagara Fall Blues; By Kid Cole; Newport Blues; by Cincinnati Jug Band; I’m Going to Cincinnati; Greyhound Blues (Tell Me Driver How Long’s that Greyhound Been Gone?); by Walter Coleman; Mill Man Blues by Billy Bird; The Way I Do by Too Tight Henry; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 7894848 GENE AUTRY: The Singing Cowboy.** This 53-track, two-CD collection comprises all his 40 and more hits in the U.S. pop and country charts on the Melotone, Vocalion, Okeh and Columbia records, plus selected titles from his early years. Includes classic songs of the day. Songs include Deep in the Heart of Texas; It Makes No Difference; We’ve Come a Long Way Together; I Wish I Had Never Met Sunshine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 193189X GREENFIELDS, VOL. 1: The Gibb’s Brother’s Songs.** Collects 14 tracks featuring different country artists, each including Keith Urban, Little Big Town, Dolly Parton, Miranda Lambert, Brandi Carlile and more. Songs include I’ve Gotta Get A Message to You; Run to Me; Lonely Days; Memories of Us; and more. Backstreet Records. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 584651X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947-55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This massive 103-track set presents the A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $25.99 $19.99

**CD 665995 BILLY MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BROTHERS: All the Columbia Releases 1936-1949.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song, featuring performances by Lester Flatt, Earl and Monroe. Hudson Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 3085031 WAYLON JENNINGS: Goin’ Down Rockin’ The Last Recordings.** Just prior to his death in 2002, Waylon recorded these songs with nothing more than his guitar and Robby Turner’s bass. A decade later, Turner finally felt ready to flesh out these recordings and release this finished product. Twelve tracks, eleven of which Jennings wrote, include Goin’ Down Rockin’; Belle of the Ball; If My Harley Was Runnin’; I Do Believe; Never Say Die; Washin’ Time; and more. Saguaro Road Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 794737X EDDIE COCHRAN: Don’t Forget Me.** Collects 30 tracks including I’m Ready; Yesterday’s Heartbreak; My Love To Remember; Slim Jim; Mighty Mean; Cruisin’ the Drive-In; Nervous Breakdown; Little Angel; My Country Blues; By Billy Baty; and Rotary Rockstar Records. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 7924682 CLARENCE WHITE: The Lost Masters, 1963-1973.** A mix of 14 rare acoustic and electric tracks from the late country-rock pioneer. Includes Fire on the Mountain (Now and Then There’s a Voice; Such as I; New Soldier’s Joy; Ode to Billie Joe; Buckaroo; Around the Barn; I’m on My Way Home, Brandy; Torn Underwood’s fifth studio album. Songs include I’m Going to Cincinnati; I’m On My Way, Again; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $23.22 $17.95

**CD 6675995 BILL MONROE AND HIS BLUEGRASS BROTHERS: All the Sun Releases 1936-1949.** Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song, featuring performances by Lester Flatt, Earl and Monroe. Hudson Records. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**CD 3931283 CHARLIE MERRILL: The Complete MGM Recordings.** This 30-track album comprises every A and B side of his singles on Columbia and his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Columbia. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 384117X NEVILLE STAPLES: The Staple Singers: The First Four Years.** This massive 82-track, two-CD set comprises of 20 of the group’s first four years on King Records. Two CDs. Universal Music. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**CD 1730435 ROSE MADDOX: A Little Song of Heartache.** This 57-track, two-CD collection comprises of most of the A and B sides of her singles on Columbia and Capitol during 1953-62. Songs include The Nothing Song; I Kiss Me Like Crazy; We All Need Little Heartbroken Rose; Take a Gamble on Me, I’ll Go Steppin’ Too; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 7912714 THE BROTHER BOYS: New Hillbilly Music.** This 51-track, two-CD set comprises all their hits and more. Songs include The Man Who Don’t Dance; From The Bottom Of My Heart; Lonesome; and more. Country Joe & the Fish. Pub. at $22.99 $18.99

**CD 7673151 CARRIE UNDERWOOD: Storyteller.** Underwood’s fifth studio album. Collects 13 tracks including Renegade Runaway; Dirty Laundry; Church Bells; Heartbeat; Smoke Break; and more. Sony Music. $7.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
and enter the item number in the search box.

Country & Western: Bluegrass

** CD 7919654 PAT BOONE: Country Jubilee. Celebrating his 70th year in show business, Boone is reconnecting with his Nashville connections for this milestone project. Collects 25 tracks, including Tennessee Saturday Night; Texas Woman; Grits; You and I; Paper Roses; Take These Chains from My Heart. Available in CD or Gold CD. [Price $17.95]

** CD 7809441 EDDIE DEAN: I Dreamed of a Hillbilly Heaven. This 50-track, two-CD set comprises selected A and B sides from his releases on the Decca, Banner, Conqueror, Mel-Tone, Majestic, Crystal, Mercury, Capital and Zang-Robins label. Songs include I Fell Mother I'll Be There; No Disappearance in Heaven; Spring Has Come to Old Missouri; Gravedigger's Lament; and more. Acrobat. [Price $16.99]

** CD 7285987 TOMMY COLLINS: The Singles & Albums Collection 1951-60. A 58-track, two-CD collection featuring the A and B sides of his singles on the Morgan and Capitol labels and most of the titles from his Capitol albums Words and Music Country Style; This Tommy Collins; and Songs I Love. To Sing, Songs include You Gotta Have a License; Summer’s Almost Gone; I’m Nobody’s Fool But Yours; Keep Dreaming; and more. Acrobat. [Price $16.99]

** CD 7784937 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 6: I'm Movin' On. Collects 28 tracks including My Blue Moon Turns to Gold Again by Big Al Downing; Steel Guitar Rag by King Curtis; She Thinks I Still Care by Little Willie John; Shotgun Boogie by Cecil Grant; Bloodshot Eyes by Wynonie Harris; You and My Sunshine by Dee Dee Sharp, and more. Koko-Mojo. [Price $9.95]

** CD 7683219 FLOY AND WILLING and the RIDERS OF the PURPLE SAGE: Texas Blues. This 48-track, two-CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of their releases on the Capitol, Decca, Majestic, Varsity and Columbia labels. Songs include Hang Your Head in Shame; Sun Goes Down; Never Trust a Woman; Keep Dreaming; and more. Acrobat. [Price $12.95]

** CD 7885720 GARY WILLIAMS: The Travelin’ Blues Boy. Collects 34 of his greatest recordings from 1957-66 released on Verve, Panorama, Manito, Connie Sue and Empyre, among others. Songs include Travelin’ Blues; Boy; Manhunt; Heart Break Special; The Great Northwest; My Restless Rollin’ Mind; Step into my Heart; One Little Man; In This Prison Cell; and more. Bear Family Records. [Price $20.99]

** CD 7797598 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 7: Jambalaya. Collects 28 tracks including Woverton Mountain by Nat King Cole; Jambalaya by Titus Turner; Sally Jo by Rosco Gordon; Hey Good Lookin’ by Maxwell Davis; The Bus Song by Ray Sharpe; I Almost Lost My Mind by Solomon Burke; Tell Me Who by Big Maybelle; and more. Koko-Mojo. [Price $13.99]

** CD 1992031 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 3: Lovesick Blues. Presents Black artists doing “country and Western” music, before Civil Rights and before artist like Charlie Pride and Linda Martell made it acceptable to the vast mainstream. Includes Johnny Paycheck’s Tobacco Rag by Lucky Millinder; Do You Promise by Jimmy Rick’s; As You Can See by the Chips; Lovesick Blues by Joe Hinton; and more. Koko-Mojo. [Price $12.99]

** CD 1992023 RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 2: Your Cheatin’ Heart. Presents black artists doing “country and Western” music, before Civil Rights and before artist like Charlie Pride and Linda Martell made it acceptable to the vast majority. Collects 28 tracks including I’m Movin’ On by Delmore Brothers; On the Bayou by Delmore Brothers; (On the Bayou) by Delmore Brothers; and more. Koko-Mojo. [Price $12.99]

** CD 7803826 LORRAIN JORDAN and CAROLINA ROAD: A Little Bit of Bluegrass. There’s the distinct division that only the songer can be attributed to the bluegrass-rich area of North Carolina from which they hail. Songs include A Little Bit of Bluegrass; Just An Old Penny; Molly Rose; Mama’s Cross; Carolina Pig Pickin’ Time; and more. Pinecastle Records. [Price $11.95]

** CD 7855338 ON THE HONKY TONK HIGHWAY with AURIE MELLERS. High Texas Roads; Country Collies; and more. Bear Family Records. [Price $17.95]

** CD 1983998 JEALOUS HEART: Country Love Songs. This 75-track, three-CD set focuses on the softer side of classic country music released from 1940-60. Songs include Jealous Heart by Big Valley Morgan; For Now And Always by Hank Snow; My Heart Cries for You by Evelyn Knight; Beautiful Brown Eyes by Jimmy Wakely; and more. Dynamic. [Price $21.95]

** CD 772838X LOVE SONG IN 32 BARS: The Johnny Bond Collection. This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides from his releases from 1941-60 on the Okeh, Conqueror, Columbia, 20th Century and Jubilee labels. Songs include Road Is Way Too Long; Mean Mama Boogie; Barrell House Bessie; Set ‘Em Up; All I Can Do Is Cry; Oklahoma Waltz; and more. Acrobat. [Price $22.99]

** CD 7703370 BILLY JACK WILLS: Cadillac in Model ‘A’. Welcome Billy Jack Wills and Wills and Wills Swing Bang on this 31 track CD. Selections include Kentucky Means Paradise; There’s Great Rockin’ Tonight; Crazy Man Crazy; Cadillac in Model “A”; Out of Gas; Sweet Georgia Brown; and more. Bear Family Records. [Price $13.99]

** CD 7776735 DOLLY PARTON & PORTER WAGONER: Just Between You and Me. For the first time, the complete work of Porter Wagoner and Dolly Parton is together in one place. This 160-track, six-CD set features rare rarities, obscurities and four live recordings. Includes a LP-sized, 80-page hardback book with many photos previously unseen, showing their famous hillbilly, glitz style, and telling their unique stories. Songs include Just Someone I Used to Know; Please Don’t Stop Loving Me; and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. [Price $129.99]

** CD 7786719 AT THE LOUISIANA HAYRIDE TONIGHT... These 20 CDs comprise over 24 hours of music captured on stage in the 1940’s, 50’s, and 60’s at KWKH’s legendary Louisiana Hayride radio show. The Hayride featured regional and national country music stars and soon to be greats. Collects an amazing LP-sized, 224-page hardback book with Hayride history illustrated throughout with rare photos. Artists include Hayridge, Presley, Cash, Carter, Parton, Rogers and more. Time Piece. [Price $199.95]

** CD 4872371 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART. This collection includes 150 of the biggest country stars and the biggest artists from the ‘70s and ‘80s, all on nine CDs. Artists include Reba McEntire, Loretta Lynn, Vince Gill, George Strait, Conway Twitty, Crystal Gale, Clint Black, George Jones, Dolly Parton, Kenny Rogers, and more. Bear Family Productions. [Price $224.95]

** CD 778676X THE KNOXVILLE SESSIONS, 1929-1930: Knox County Stomp. Gatherers together, for the first time, all the issued recordings made at the St. James Hotel, remastered from the original 78s–some of the titles are so elusive that only single copies are known to exist. Accompanied by a LP-sized, 156-page hardcover book containing essays on the history of Knoxville and many rare photos, with complete song lyrics and detailed discography. Four CDs. Bear Family Productions. [Price $129.95]
Country & Western - Bluegrass

**CD 7786751** THE JOHNSON CITY SESSIONS, 1928-1929. These 100-tracks on four-CDs gather every surviving record from the sessions, which took place in a 136-page hardcover book contains newly researched essays on the background to the sessions and on the individual artists, with many rare and hitherto unknown photos, as well as an in-depth analysis of the songs and a detailed discography. Artists include the Roane County Ramblers, Roy Harvey, the Moatsville String Ticklers, Jack Jackson, and more. Boxed. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99

**$199.95**

**CD 4931157** CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue. Nine full albums are collected on 4-CDs, including Connie Smith Sings Hank Williams Gospel; The Songs We Fell In Love To; Joy To The World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks. The accompanying LP-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels and ephemera, liner notes and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

**CD 7841183** WAYLON JENNINGS: The Journey. One of the epochal careers in country music took root in September 1958 when Buddy Holly produced his first single. This boxed set traces Waylon's early career from that first single to April 1966. Includes a 60-page hardcover book fully illustrated with photos—most in color—and features an essay from Waylon's official biographer. Collects 169 tracks on six CDs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $149.99

**$199.95**

**CD 4763904** THE ALABAMA BOX: 1950s & '60s Oddball Oddballs. This collection gathers together not only the most essential recordings from the tiny and obscure Alabama labels but also available facts about the artists and labels. So if you’re looking for prime greasy, primitive, stompin', rockin' goodies from the state of Alabama then you've got ten hours, on 8 CDs, of the finest music ahead of you. Includes 135-page hardcover book as first volume, in a boxed set. Bel! Sharp Records. Pub. at $249.99

**$159.95**

**CD 7905475** FRANKIE LAINE: Greatest Cowboy Hits. Fifty of Laine’s western-themed classics on two CDs, including Rawhide; Gunfight at the O.K. Corral; The T.i.t To Yuma; Wanted Man; (Theme From) Gungnemer; El Diablo; Call of the Wild; The Hard Way; Jezebel; Granada; High Noon; and many more. Not Now Music.

**$7.95**

**CD 7856409** '70s COUNTRY: Country Sunshine. Thirty-two tracks comprised on this two-CD set, including Here You Come Again by Dolly Parton; Take Me Home, Country Roads by John Denver; Delta Dawn by Tanya Tucker; Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain by Skeeter Davis; The Door by George Jones; and more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $29.99

**$5.95**

**CD 7905424** THE COUNTRY SOUND OF MERLE HAGGARD. Merle sings 40 of his greatest songs in two CD set, including Okie from Muskogee; Workin' Man Blues; Before The Next Teardrop Falls; Mended But Not Healed; Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $119.99

**$9.95**

**CD 7905440** THE ESSENTIAL BUCK OWENS. Forty-six digitally mastered recordings represent all the highlights of this country hit-maker. Foolin' Around; Under the Influence of Love; Above and Beyond; Under Your Spell Again; Heartaches by Number; Think It Over; I Can't Help My Heart To You, Sweetie; and more. Not Now Music.

**$7.95**

**CD 7780893** THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville 1974. Performed in front of a studio audience, this live recording of an open air concert in Nashville, this 22-track live album collects the band's greatest moments, including Great Country Hits of the 50s, 60s & 70s; and more. Full-cast. Time, Life. Pub. at $14.99

**$6.95**

**CD 7851243** FOUR BY FOUR: Honky Tonk Angels. This 104-track, four-CD set collects four notable country female singers. Songs include Heartbreak USA; Hey Joe by Kitty Wells; I'll Hang Up My Prison Blues by Patsy Cline; Satisfied Mind; Beautiful Lies by Jean Shepard; The End of the World; and more. One Louder.

**$3.95**

**CD 783831X** THE FABULOUS GEORGE JONES: Golden Hits. Jones delivers 20 country classics including One More; Why? What Am I Worth; Let Him Know; Yearning; You're In My Heart; Color of the Blues; Hold Everything (I'll Get Home); You Gotta Be My Baby; and more. Mercury. Pub. at $19.99

**$5.95**

**CD 1975854** THE BEST OF FREDDY FENDER: 20th Century Masters. Fender could sing a grocery list and make your heart melt by doing so. Collects 12 songs, including Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Waited Until Dark; Wasted Nights; Secret Love; I Love My Rancho Grande; and more. MCA Records. Pub. at $119.99

**$6.95**

**CD 4840829** ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that featured in the U.S. country or pop charts over more than two decades, including hit duets with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers. A definitive snapshot of the hit career of a true Nashville pioneer. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.99**

**CD 2658973** KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$13.95**

**CD 7725054** RHYTHM & WESTERN, VOLUME 4: I Hang My Head and Cry. Collects 20 tracks including A Little Bit Of Heart by Waylon Jennings; Stroll by Little Willie John; The Writing on the Wall by Adam Wade: Just Around the Corner by Big Al Downing; Cold Cold Heart by Big Maybelle; and more. Pub. at $13.99

**$9.95**

**CD 191753X** JAMES REAMS: A Flowing River. James Reams’ life is told in these songs. Collects 31 tracks including Born to Roll; Can’t Win Can’t Place Can’t Show; We’re the Kind of People that Make the Jukebox Play; Kentucky River; I’m Going Ready to Go; Kentucky Mountain; Songbird; and more. Two CDs. Mountain Redbird. Pub. at $19.99

**$9.95**

**CD 7834551** CLASSIC COUNTRY. All of the most unforgettable country hits from the 50s, 60s and 70s by the legends who made them famous. Collects 154 tracks on ten CDs including Cool Train; Jailer Man, Colt 45 parts I and II, Prison Blues by Johnny Cash; Man Blues; The Fightin’ Side of Me; The Hardest Way; Jezebel; Granada; The Writing on the Wall by Adam Wade; Just Around the Corner by Big Al Downing; Cold Cold Heart by Big Maybelle; and more. Time Life.

**$129.95**

**CD 1954474** BILL CARTER: Ramblin’ Fever. This 67-track, two-CD set comprises Bill Carter’s complete recordings from 1953-1961. Includes A Woman’s Way; You Ain’t Got My Address; Pieces; Never Grow Old; Cold Cut; Jail, Jaier Man, Colt 45 parts I and II, Steamboat’s A-Comin’, Better Times. Are Coming. And more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

**$19.95**

**CD 770934x** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Thunder. This set includes 150 tracks. Includes A Train; Quiet County Town, What Would You Do; Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; Quit; and more. Time Life.

**$14.99**


**$7.95**

**CD 1975061** JIMMY OWENS: My Life in Country Music. The Life Story. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn’t God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that also earned wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**$13.95**

**CD 1954474** BILL CARTER: Ramblin’ Fever. This 67-track, two-CD set comprises Bill Carter’s complete recordings from 1953-1961. Includes A Woman’s Way; You Ain’t Got My Address; Pieces; Never Grow Old; Cold Cut; Jail, Jaier Man, Colt 45 parts I and II, Steamboat’s A-Comin’, Better Times. Are Coming. And more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $20.99

**$19.95**

**CD 770934x** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Thunder. This set includes 150 tracks. Includes A Train; Quiet County Town, What Would You Do; Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; Quit; and more. Time Life.

**$14.99**

**CD 770934x** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Thunder. This set includes 150 tracks. Includes A Train; Quiet County Town, What Would You Do; Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; Quit; and more. Time Life.

**$14.99**

**CD 770934x** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Thunder. This set includes 150 tracks. Includes A Train; Quiet County Town, What Would You Do; Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; Quit; and more. Time Life.

**$14.99**

**CD 770934x** WILDFIRE: Quiet Country Thunder. This set includes 150 tracks. Includes A Train; Quiet County Town, What Would You Do; Memories Do (Featuring Dale Ann Bradley); How Could I Love Her So Much; Ain’t No California; Oh Lonesome Me; Bridges and Walls; Quit; and more. Time Life.

**$14.99**
**Country & Western Bluegrass**

- **CD 4972651 GEORGE JONES: Birth of a Legend.** This set represents the beginning of George Jones. Here he’s young and brilliant - with everything to lose - but after the course of seven years, we hear him become the singer we know so well. Includes a well researched biography featuring photos from the Jones’ family’s personal scrapbook. Collects 50 tracks on six CDs including more than 20 previously unissued takes and songs. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $199.99  
- **$149.95**

- **CD 1964291 TIM RAYBON BAND: Songs of a Simple Life.** Since their debut album this band has been changing full steam ahead. Collects 12 tracks including: Hello Sunshine; Goodbye Marie; I’m Leaving Town Tonight; Forget About You; God’s Still in Control; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99  
- **$9.95**

- **CD 1964283 TIM RAYBON BAND: Back to the Country.** This is the band’s debut album. Collects 12 tracks including: Movin’ On; Back Where It’s At; Beautiful Kentucky; I’ll Follow You; The Kindest Man; This Town; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99  
- **$9.95**

- **CD 7749384 WOODY GUTHRIE: The Tribute Concerts.** Over 50 years after Woody’s death, we invite you to hear what took place on these two historic performances, one at Carnegie Hall on January 20th, 1966, and one at the Hollywood Bowl on September 12th, 1970. These concerts are presented in their original, scripted concert order on three CDs. Includes two books and collects 100 tracks. Slipcased. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $129.99  
- **$99.95**

- **DVD 7812620 JOHN PRINE: The Picture Show.** Fullscreen. Features live performances by John Prine, recorded for TV broadcasts across his career. Includes solo acoustic sets alongside band renditions, which together make for one of the finest live Prine collections yet to emerge. 97 minutes. Go Faster Records.  
- **$5.95**

- **CD 1975870 A CELEBRATION OF BLUES AND SOUL: The 1989 Presidential Inaugural Concert.** On January 21, 1989, on the evening following the presidential inauguration, one of the biggest names in classical rhythm and blues recorded; at the Washington Convention Center at the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Musicians include Stevie Ray Vaughan, Bo Diddley, Percy Sledge, and more. TGG. Pub. at $17.95  
- **$17.95**

- **DVD 677142 GLEN CAMPBELL: Live Anthology 1972-2001.** The country icon brings all his hits to the stage with this CD/DVD combo. Spanning nearly 30 years, the 140-minute DVD features footage of By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Rooftop Romance; True Grit; and more, plus 20 bonus tracks including duets with Wayne Newton, Anne Murray and others. The CD offers 22 live tracks, from Rhythm & Blues to Gentle on My Mind to Gentle on My Heart and more, 97 minutes. Pies & Picks. Pub. at $17.99  
- **$17.99**

- **CD 4835980 DOLLY PARTON: 50 Years at the Opry.** Widescreen. Dolly Parton, the undisputed Queen of Country Music, celebrates 50 years as a member of Grand Ole Opry. Recorded live in Nashville, this amazing special pays tribute to her country music career with special performances from Dolly and her star guests, including Lady A, Emmylou Harris and Hank Williams Jr. English SDH.  
- **DVD 7721560 OPRY VIDEO CLASSICS: Love Songs.** Offers 15 love songs by the likes of Dolly Parton (I Will Always Love You), George Jones (She Thinks I Still Care), Ferlin Husky (Gone), Loretta Lynn (Love Is the Foundation), and Conway Twitty (I’ll See the Want in Your Eyes). In B&W and Color. 57 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95  
- **$9.95**

- **CD 7993389 RAMSEY LEWIS: His Eight Finest.** This 74-track, four-CD set collects eight of Ramsey Lewis’ most cherished albums: Gentle-Man of Swing; Ramsey Lewis and His Gentle-Men of Jazz; Down To Earth; An Hour with the Ramsey Lewis Trio; Bossa Nova, Pot Luck, Farewell Sunday Blues; and The Ramsey Lewis Trio at the Bohemian Cavern. Entertainment Pub. at $17.99  
- **$13.95**

- **CD 7913206 LINDA RONSTADT: The Piano Jazz Special.** On April 10th, 2005, Linda Ronstadt performed at Mechanics Hall in Worcester, Massachusetts. This television broadcast was recorded from home, and includes 15 tracks including I Fall in Love Too Easily; I Guess I’ll Hang My Tears out to Dry; I’ll Be Seeing You; and more. Includes multiple versions of some tracks. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95  
- **$11.95**

- **CD 798481X MILES DAVIS: The Classic Album Collection.** This 59-track, four-CD set collects nine albums including Miles Davis Vol. 2 (1953); Bags’ Groove; Ascenseur Pour L’Echafaud; Walkin’; Miles Davis Vol. 2 (1956); Relaxin’ with the Miles Davis Quintet; Milestones; Kind of Blue; and Sketches of Spain. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99  
- **$13.95**

- **CD 7981309 LES MCCANN: The Pacific Jazz Collection.** Collects eight albums including Les McCann Ltd. Plays the Truth; Les McCann Ltd. Plays the Blues; Les McCann Ltd. in San Francisco; Les McCann Ltd. in San Francisco: Pretty Lady; Les McCann Sings; Somethin’ Special; On Time; and Jazz Waltz with the Jazz Crusaders. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99  
- **$13.95**

- **CD 7995785 BUDDY COLLETTE: The Collected Drumming.** Four, 80-track, four-CD set collects eight classic albums by Buddy Collette by 1956-1959 including Tangleya; Man of Many Parts; Calvin, Cool and Collete; Everybody’s Buddy; Nice Day with Buddy Collette; Jazz Loves Buddy Collette’s The Swingin’ Shep on Classic Albums Collection.  
- **$13.95**

- **CD 7838204 BEST OF BENNY GOODMAN: 20 Songs.** Benny swings on 20 tunes including; One O’Clock Jump; Sing, Sing, Sing; Alexander’s Ragtime Band; Darktown Strutters Ball; Lady Be Good; Frenzied Rhythm; All the Things You Are; Bugle Call Rag; Somebody Stole My Gal; How High the Moon; I Can’t Give You Anything (But Love); Remember; and StanFUL. TGG. Pub. at $12.98  
- **$5.95**

- **CD 7838247 BEST OF BOBBY DARIN: 20 Songs.** Collects 20 golden hits by the legendary crooner, including Dream Lover; Beyond the Sea; Mack the Knife; Somebody Someday to Love; Blue Suede Shoes; I’ll Remember; Wear My Ring; Plain Jane; I Found a Million Dollar Baby; Lost Love; Splish and more. TGG. Pub. at $15.98.  
- **$5.95**

- **CD 4848052 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Albums Collection.** This extraordinary collection features eight of Coltrane’s most cherished and popular albums: Blue Train (1958); Giant Steps (1960); Coltrane Jazz (1961); My Favorite Things (1961); Ode; Coltrane’s Lullabies; Africa/Brass (1961); Coltrane (1962); and Ballads (1962). Forty-three tracks. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99  
- **$11.95**

- **CD 7980453 FATS WALLER: All the Hits and More 1922-1943.** This 75-track, three-CD collection contains all his career hits plus other notable releases including the Okeh, Victor and Columbia labels. Songs include Muscle Shoals Blues; Smashing Threes; Then I’ll Be Tired of You; Honeydriker Rose; A Little Bit Independent; Tuxedo; All My Life; Too; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99  
- **$14.95**

**Country & Western Bluegrass**

**CD 763382X THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Golden Hits.** Offers up 17 classic tracks including: Take Five; Blue Rondo a la Turk; Georgia on My Mind; When I Was Young; I’m Old Fashioned; When You Wish Upon a Star; Everybody’s Jumbo; Three to Get Ready; Pick up Sticks; O.C.D.; Man River; Love Is Here to Stay; and more. TGG. Pub. at $15.98  
- **$5.95**

**CD 7271777 DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Bossa Nova.** Offers up 15 classic tracks including: Take Five;途 Blue Rondo a la Turk; Georgia on My Mind; When I Was Young; I’m Old Fashioned; When You Wish Upon a Star; Everybody’s Jumbo; Three to Get Ready; Pick up Sticks; O.C.D.; Man River; Love Is Here to Stay; and more. TGG. Pub. at $15.98  
- **$5.95**
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928

Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

Count; Carnegie Hall Part One & Two; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of with Flip Phillips

Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

3852768 BRUCE BECKER: Seven Classic LPs. Highlights some of the Dave Brubeck Quartet’s greatest albums, all re-recorded and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man’s music. Albums include Boosa Nova U.S.A., Brubeck in Amsterdam; The Dave Brubeck Quartet at Carnegie Hall Part One; and Two; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of Japan; Jazz Impression of New York and Dave Brubeck in Berlin. Fifty-nine tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

CD 789326X COUNT BASIE: The Legendary New Testament Band 1952-55. This 63-track, three-CD collection comprises just about all the titles from his classic albums on the Mercury and Clef labels by Basie’s newly-formed New Testament Band. Songs include New Basie Blues; Fantasy Meetin’ You; You; Weep, Blues Over; Back, Down; Don’t Be a Fool; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $19.99

CD 7865279 MILES DAVIS: San Francisco 1970. In 1970 Miles Davis performed in San Francisco. This is the radio broadcast of that performance. Contains six tracks including; Handy Rink; What Is, Say; Sanctuary; Yesternow; and more. Leftfield Media. $6.95

CD 7730810 MAYNARD FERGUSON: The Roulette Collection. Collects eight albums including Maynard’s Way Through College; A Message from Newport; Maynard Ferguson Plays Jazz for Dancing; Newport Suite; Let’s Face the Music and Dance; Maynard ’61; Sit Sit M.F.; and Message from Maynard. Seventy-four tracks.

CD 782076 JIM HALL: The Early Albums Collection. This 67-track, four CD set comprises Jim Hall’s early albums in full on the Pacific Jazz, World Pacific, United Artists, Atlantic, Mainstream, Verve and Mercury labels from this era. Songs include Stoppani’s At the Savoy; Hall’s The Jazz; Have You Met Miss Valentine; I’ve Got You Under My Skin; and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

CD 7968877 MILES DAVIS: Chicago Jazz Festival 1990. Features eight tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at the Chicago Jazz Festival on August 30, 1990. Songs include Rice Rock; Straighten Out; I Should Care; The In and Out; Give Me the Night and more. Groove工匠. Pub. at $15.95

CD 7932863 THE BENNY GOODMAN HITS COLLECTION, VOL. 1, 1931-38. This 94-track, four-CD collection comprises all his hits from this era with his orchestra, small bands on the Melotone, Columbia and Victor labels. Songs include He’s Not Worth Your Tears; Reelin’ the Scotch; I Ain’t Laying and more. Acrob. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7799561 MILT JACKSON: The Riverside Albums Collection 1961-63. This 67-track, four-CD set collects eight albums including Vibrations; Statements; Bags Molecules with Keith; Montgomery; Big Band; Invitation; For Someone I Love; Live at the Village Gate; and In A New Setting.

CD 196444 BUDDY RICH: The Classic Collections. This 57-track, three-CD set features Eight LPs including The Swinging Buddy Rich; Buddy and Sweets; The Lester Young Buddy Rich Trio; Krupa and Rich; The Lionel Hampton Art Talum Buddy Rich Trio; Buddy in Miami; Rich Versus Roach; and more. Renaissance. Pub. at $17.99

CD 7902452 BEN SELVIN & HIS ORCHESTRA: The Hits Collection, 1919-1934. This 92-track, four-CD collection comprises most of his career hits and includes releases from the Victor, Emerson, Varsity, Brunswick, Banner and Columbia labels, including the hits he had under various names. Songs include I’m Forever Bubbling Bubbles, Take, Take, Those Lips Away; My Stormy Weather in the Rockies; In The Dark; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $24.99

CD 7963491 JOHNNY HARTMAN: Smooth & Swinging. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises material drawn from singles and albums. Includes Why Was I Born; I Must Be Tolmented; A Woman Needs Understands; You Go To My Head; I’m Afraid; Black Shadow; The World Was Mine; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99

CD 799049X BARNEY KESSEL: The Contemporary Years. This 43-track, two-CD collection compromises selected titles Barney Kessel recorded leading his own bands on albums for the Contemporary label during the middle years of the 1950s. Songs include Barney’s Just Squeeze Me; Under My Skin; Gone Away; My Funny Valentine; I’ve Got You; Someday My Prince Will Come; Speak Low; A Foggy Day; April in Paris; Easy Like; North of the Border; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99

CD 794399X THE DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: Live from the Northwest, 1955. Recorded over two days in April 4th-5th, 1959, from the Multnomah Hotel and Clark College. Collects 7 tracks including When the Saints Go Marching In; Basin Street Blues; These Foolish Things; Gone with the Wind; and more. Di Martino. Pub. at $15.99

CD 7950233 THE BEST OF BUD POWELL, VOL. 2, 1944-62. This 38 track, two CD set includes pieces selected from a spectrum of the projects and periods which gave rise to some of Powell’s best known and most regarded performances. Songs include You Talk a Little Trash; September in the Rain; Un Poco Loco; and more. Acrob. Pub. at $16.99

CD 7997594 TUBBY HAYES: Seven Classic Albums. This 54-track, four CD set collects seven albums including Th Jazz Counters in Concert; Th Jazz Counters; Tubby’s Groove; and Tubbs in NY; All Night Long; and Return Visit. Reel to Reel.

*** - 38 - ***
and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

1984.

Sanctified; Two Sides of Slide Hampton; Jazz
Horn of Plenty; Sister Salvation; Something Else; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

1974718 and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

EXODUS.

From this era (1929-1947), along with her...
**<CD 7650972> HANK JONES: The Savoy Albums Collection.** This 67 track, four CD-set comprises most of the A and B sides of his releases on the Savoy, Capital, Metronome, and ABC-Paramount labels from this era. Songs include: We’re All Together; Moonlight Becomes You; Keepin’ Up With the Joneses; Sensation Rag; Body and Soul; and more. Envision Music. Pub. at $13.95

**<CD 7825730> CORN BREAD: The Hal Singer Collection 1948-59.** A 44-track, two-CD collection comprising A and B sides and selected album tracks under his own name on the Savoy, Arcon, Mercury and Coral labels. Songs include: Corn Bread Pent, Pent Party, Singer Song; Swing, Shift, Roll and Rock, Mr. Movin’s Groovin’ (Hound’s Tooth), and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**<CD 487496X> J.J. JOHNSON & KAI WINDING: Trombones for Two.** Johnson and Winding were among the leading innovators and primary exponents of the trombone in modern jazz. This 76 track, four CD set features most of the titles they recorded during this period. Includes Move; Yesterdays; Trombones: Bone of Contention; Funnybone; Groovin’ (Hound’s Tooth); and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**<CD 1963953> GLENN MILLER: A Million Dreams Ago.** This 80-track, three-CD set collects recordings by Glen Miller from 1938 through to 1942. Songs include Under a Blanket of Blue; Body and Soul; Limehouse Blues; Let’s Have an Old Fashioned Cup of Coffee; After All; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**<CD 785532X> MARY BRONN QUARTET: Mary Ann.** On April 24th, 1969, the Mary Ann Monarch Quartet performed at the “Lila Eule Club” in Bremen, Germany. This performance was recorded by Radio Bremen. Collects eight tracks including Gesprächstetzen; Ode to Coltrane; Exhibition; Mary Ann; Nocturne; Modus Rhymicus; Juba Lee; and Study for Four Instruments. Two CDs. Good Time Jazz. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

**<CD 4946200> DONALD Fagen: Feelin’ Groovy.** On March 13th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Massey Hall in Toronto, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 17 tracks including Green Flower Street; The Nightly; New Frontier; Brite Nitegown; Snowbound; Home at Last; and Ship Funke. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**<CD 7905564> OSCAR PETERSON: Songbooks.** One of the most enduring and popular jazz pianists interprets the lyrics of beloved classic songs in this two-CD set. The songs include On the Street Where You Live; Hello Dolly; and more. 44 Tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**<CD 7805738> VINCENT YOUNAM’S SONGBOOK.** A native of Washington D.C. whose vision on the New York jazz scene continues to rise, Sebeebb has been influenced by the recordist of his instrument and equipped with over a decade of the bandstand experience. Collects 8 tracks including Brandyn; Out Of The Past; Eleventh Hour; and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**<CD 7905572> PEGGY LEE: Greatest Hits.** While Peggy Lee is often categorized as a jazz singer, she is a consummate vocalist in the limits of any one genre. Her range is captured on these two CDs, presenting hits from Mr. Wonderful to Bye, Bye Blackbird; plus two full albums. The Man I Love and Black Coffee. Two CDs. Good. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

**<CD 7838239> BEST OF LOUIE ARMSTRONG: 20 Songs.** Satchmo was never better than on these 20 tracks, which includes St. James Infirmary; C’st Sin’ Bro; When the Saints Go Marchin’ In; Sweet Georgia Brown; I Got Rhythm; Honeycomb; Jeepers Creepers; Tiger Rag; Ain’t Misbehavin’; Mack the Knife; Basin Street Blues; and Hello Dolly. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $7.95

**<CD 7905577> DUKE ELLINGTON’S SOUND OF MUSIC.** Forty-nine tracks. Not Now. £10.95

**<CD 7746766> LEROY ANDRESON: Blue Tango.** Twenty-five tracks from one of the most popular American composers from the ’30s through the ’50s. Includes Serenata; The Syncopated Clock; Fiddle Faddle; Belle of the Ball; The Whirlwinder; sandwiches; A Girl I Once Owned Me; and more. Dynamic. $5.95

**<CD 7834543> CHARLIE PARKER: The Long Lost Bird Live Afro-Cuban Recordings!** Collects recordings from six live performances from 1945-1954. Eighteen tracks including Dizzy Atmosphere; A Night in Tunisia; Groovin’ High; Concoctions; Saffir; Fat Cat and the Lion; Manteca; A Short One; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**<CD 7760310> THE CARTER FAMILY COLLECTION, VOL. 2.** 1930-41. This 130-track, six-CD set comprising 980 live and studio recordings during this era released variously on the Conqueror, Vocalion, Decca, Perfect and Bluebird labels. Songs include Glory to My Lord; Can You Remember The Circle Be Unbroken? Answer to Weeping Wallow; Dark and Stormy Weather; The Ramblin’ Boy; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**<CD 7805632> THE MILLS BROTHERS: Paper Doll.** This 75-track, three-CD set includes Paper Doll; You Always Hunt the One You Love; Tiger Rag; Slow Worm; St. Louis Blues; Swingin’ Sale; The Old Man of the Mountain; Up a Lazy River; Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland; and more. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**<CD 1992112> WILLIE “THE LION” SMITH: 10 Classic Recordings 1925-1953.** This 100-track, four CD set features recordings with Willie “The Lion” Smith on the Columbia, Decca, Victor, Commodore, Brunswick, Black & White, Royal Jazz, Vogue, Brunswick, Bluebird labels. Songs include My Funny Valentine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**<CD 1971662> RON CARTER: Foursight.** From a concert in Stockholm on November 17, 2018. This 15-track, two-CD set includes Comin’ Round the Mountain; You and the Night and the Music; Mr. Bow Tie; My Funny Valentine; and more. The Columbia, Decca, Victor, Commodore, Brunswick, Black & White, Royal Jazz, Vogue, Brunswick, Bluebird labels. Songs include My Funny Valentine; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95

**<CD 1943265> JOHN LEE: The Artist.** Lee exudes an unerring sense for swing, shows an understanding of the music and how to hold an audience. Collects eight tracks including Soul of the Blues; Softly as in a Morning Sunrise; Life is a Beautiful Thing; and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**<CD 7785535> TAYLOR MICHTEL OCTET: St. Louis Blues.** Collects numerous live all night recordings at the St. Louis Blues Jazz Club on August 20th, 2021. Collects 12 tracks including Carefree; Velvet; La Dolce Vita; Dancing Shadows; Eddie Harris; Skippy; False in a Pleasant Mood; and more. Vogue Group. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**<CD 7855346> THE PEGGY LEE BAND: A Giving Way.** Collects 10 tracks including It’s Simple; Inneral Structures; Promise; Boat Ride into Go Home Bay; Justice/Honor; A Giving Way; Whispering Pines; To the Point; Walk over Walk; and Pirates. Signolines. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**<CD 1943014> AARON SEEBER: First Move.** A native of Washington D.C. whose visibility on the New York jazz scene continues to rise, Sebeebb has been influenced by the recordist of his instrument and equipped with over a decade of the bandstand experience. Collects 8 tracks including Brandyn; Out Of The Past; Eleventh Hour; and more. Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**<CD 196450X> DANNY THOMAS & PEGGY LEE: The Jazz Singer.** Collects 14 songs from the film The Jazz Singer with 16 bonus tracks by Danny Thomas and Peggy Lee. Includes One of Those Things; Living the Life; Ay Ay Chug Chug; Minor Melody; Calypso Joe; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**<CD 1918389> DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Dave Brubeck Quartet suddenly became a Trio for this evening’s concert in Hamburg, Paul Desmond. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**<CD 1918390> DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Cellar Music Group. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**<CD 1940144> DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: Mozart; Meets; Blue Monday; Movin’; Moment Work Years; Swing Shift; Rock and Roll; Mr. Movin’; Will Come; and Take A Train Derry Music. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
CD 7867034 HORACE SILVER: The Classic Blue Note Collection. Features Horace Silver’s eight finest Blue Note albums, made between 1964 and 1970. Includes Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers; Pieces of Silver; The Stylings of Silver; Finger Poppin’; Blowin’ the Blues Away; Don’t the Thing; The Tokyo Blues; and Universal Serenade. Collects 51 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 7890426 BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON: Complete Releases 1926-1929. This 64-track, four-CD collection comprises every recording he made which was commercially released, primarily comprising his releases on Paramount, but also featuring titles he made in a brief foray to the Okeh label, and including a couple of titles he made as a member of the Paramount All Stars. Songs include Booger Blues; Warthog Blues; Call It Day; Rollin’ and Tumblin’; Knights of Labor; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $13.95.

CD 788647X BILL BLACK’S COMBO: White Silver Sands. This 64-track, two-CD set comprises A & B sides of his singles on the Hi label from 1959-1962. Songs include White Silver Sands; The Wheel; Josephine; Royal Twist; Slippin’ and Slidin’; So What; Royal Blue; Don’t Be Cruel; Dry Bones; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 785126X FOUR BY FOUR: Soul Sistas. This 69-track, four-CD set features four of the most well-known female soul singers. Songs include At Last; Trust in Me by Etta James; I Cry for a Tear by Latern Baker; Sweet Lover; All Night Long by Aretha Franklin; and more. One Louder. $9.95.

CD 7924658 BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 1: “Rhythm & Blues”. Collects 28 tracks including You Bring Out the Wolf in Me by Finesse White; Whoopin’ and a Hollerin’ by Precious Junior Johnson; I Don’t Love You by Robert Cray; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95.


CD 7730004 TOWNES VANN ZANDT: Down Home. On April 18th, 1965, Townes Van Zandt performed at The Down Home in Johnson City, Tennessee. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks including Dollar Bill Blues; Parano; and Left; Blues; Where the Power Line Falls, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.

CD 7811322 THE LITTLE BOX OF STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN. This 39-track, three-CD set collects recorded live FM broadcasts by Stevie Ray Vaughan from 1979-1983. Includes newly recorded tracks by the Vaughan Brothers: Tell Me; Cold Shot; Texas Flood; Scuttle Butler; Couldn’t Stand the Weather; and more. Multiple Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95.

CD 7928033 BLIND BOY FULLER: Step It Up and Go. This 51-track, two-CD collection compiles selected sides from the releases across his career on the Vocalion and Okeh labels. Songs include Baby, I Don’t Have; To Worry; You Can Never Tell; Waking and Looking; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $13.99. $12.95.

CD 7782365 THE IMPRESSIONS & JERRY BUTLER: The Singles and Albums Collection 1958-62. This 7-track, two-CD set comprises impressions A & B sides from these years, featuring Curtis Mayfield, and includes some featuring Jerry Butler, on the Abner and ABC-Paramount labels, plus Jerry Butler solo A & B sides on Vee Jay. Songs include I Need Your Love; Don’t Leave Me; Lonely One; Can You See Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95.

CD 7928025 BLACK PEARLS, VOL. 2, 1960-63. Collects 28 tracks including All Day; Night All by Bill Parker and His Showband; Tired of Walkin’ by Little Joe Hinton; I Want Revenge by Rosco Gordon; Baby Don’t You Worry by Lightnin’ Hopkins; and more. Afro Circus. Pub. at $16.99. $14.95.

CD 1943391 RAY CHARLES: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This 75-track, five-CD collection comprises just about all his A & B sides released on the Swing Time, Atlantic, ABC-Paramount and Impulse labels during the years of Ray’s career. The CD includes Baby Let Me Hold Your Hand; Come On; Keep On Pushin’; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.


CD 7784953 CD 7861351 TOM WAITS: Frankie’s Starter Fart. Collects 24 tracks including Innocent When You Dream; Blow Wind Blow; Please Wake Me Up; Temptation; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.

CD 7926341 CD 7808335 TOM WAITS: Heart of Gold. Collects 24 tracks including Heart of Gold; Nighthawks at the Diner; and more. Columbia. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95.


CD 7745221 CD 7869167 THE HERALD RECORDS & EMBERS FAME PREMIUM COLECTION. Collects 39 tracks including Sacred Harp Hill by The Embers; Do You Hear The Bells; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95.

CD 7927578 CD 7860165 TIMBERWINDS: Frankie’s Starter Fart. This 24-track, four-CD set features tracks by the band including Frankie’s Starter Fart; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $13.99. $9.95.

CD 7860970 CD 7850190 BOGCOUNTY: The Best of U.S. Blues From 1930-50. This 51-track, two-CD collection focuses on the best blues/boogie bands of the late sixties era. Fifteen tracks are collected here, including On the Road Again; Amphetamine Annie; Red Hot Hookey Boogie; Rollin’ and Tumblin’; and more. Start. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95.

CD 7994783 AN ANTHOLOGY OF 20TH CENTURY BLUES. This 100-track, four-CD collection traces the history and development of U.S. blues from the early 1920s through to the ‘90s, featuring many of the great pioneers in the genre. Songs including Singer Blues by Alberta Hunter; Baby Please Don’t Go by Big Joe Williams; Judgement Day by Son House; Rollin’ and Tumblin’ by Canned Heat; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 473327X CANNED HEAT: On the Road Again. Canned Heat was considered one of the best blues/boogie bands of the late fifties era. Fifteen tracks are collected here, including On the Road Again; Amphetamine Annie; Red Hot Hookey Boogie; Rollin’ and Tumblin’; and more. Start. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95.

CD 799426 AN ANTHOLOGY OF 20TH CENTURY BLUES. This 100-track, four-CD collection traces the history and development of U.S. blues from the early 1920s through to the ‘90s, featuring many of the great pioneers in the genre. Songs including Singer Blues by Alberta Hunter; Baby Please Don’t Go by Big Joe Williams; Judgement Day by Son House; Rollin’ and Tumblin’ by Canned Heat; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.

CD 8042233 THE 1952 R&B HITS COLLECTION. This 90-track, four-CD album collects the Billboard R&B records on the U.S. Billboard charts during 1952. Songs include Cold Hearted Heart by Dinah Washington; Three O’clock Blues by B.B. King; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.


CD 787034 HORACE SILVER: The Classic Blue Note Collection. Features Horace Silver’s eight finest Blue Note albums, made between 1964 and 1970. Includes Horace Silver and the Jazz Messengers; Pieces of Silver; The Stylings of Silver; Finger Poppin’; Blowin’ the Blues Away; Don’t the Thing; The Tokyo Blues; and Universal Serenade. Collects 51 tracks on four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95.

CD 786634X BILL BLACK’S COMBO: White Silver Sands. This 64-track, two-CD set comprises A & B sides of his singles on the Hi label from 1959-1962. Songs include White Silver Sands; The Wheel; Josephine; Royal Twist; Slippin’ and Slidin’; So What; Royal Blue; Don’t Be Cruel; Dry Bones; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95.


★ CD 7855033 PAT BOONE R&B CLASSICS: We're Family. Collects 11 tracks including Papa's Got a Brand New Bag with James Brown; Soul Man with Sam Moore; Tears of a Clown with Smokey Robinson; Celebration with Kool & the Gang; We Are Family with Sister Sledge; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 7785700 THE 1959 R&B HITS COLLECTION. This 115-track, four-CD set collects just about every record which peaked in the Top 14 positions of Billboards's 'Hot R&B Sides' chart during these years on the Atlantic, MGM, and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 7825986 THE VERY BEST OF CLYDE MCPHATTER 1953-62. A 59-track, two-CD collection comprising selected A and B sides form his releases with The Drifters, plus selected A and B sides form his releases during these years on the Atlantic, MGM, and Mercury labels. Songs include The Way I Feel; Stand Up Alone; Lovey Dovey; My Island of Cooke; Myles; and more. Koko-Mojo. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 7995950 SIN ON SATURDAY, PRAY ON SUNDAY, VOLUME 2. Collects 28 tracks including I'm Tired Waiting Baby with the orchestra of her brother George Lee and with Peggy Lee; Sunday Morning by Radio Four; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 1974580 CLASSIC SWING. This 55-track, two-CD set includes Got Happy by Frank Sinatra; Jeeps Creepers by Louis Armstrong; Song for My Father by Louis Armstrong; Too Marvelous for Words by Ella Fitzgerald; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 7834608 MUDDY WATERS: Hollywood Blues Summit. Recorded live at The Ash Grove in Los Angeles, California, on July 30th, 1971. Collects eight tracks including Juke; I'm Your Hoochie Coochie Man; Blow Wind Blow; Strange Woman; Honey Bee; Walkin' Through the Park; Long Distance Call; and Got Rhythm. Songs include The Sky Is Crying; A Woman Is A Woman; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 7744404 DR. JOHN: The Return of the Tripper. Collects eight tracks from a live broadcast recorded at The Montreaux Jazz Festival, Auditorium Stravinski, Montreux, Switzerland on May 16th, 1996. Includes Jukio; Right Place; Wrong Time; Didn't He Ramble; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99


★ CD 781125X DONALD FAGEN: The Western World. On March 7th, 2006, Donald Fagen performed at Beacon Theatre in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 16 tracks including Here at the Western World; Green Flower Street; and the bonus track What Do I Pretzel Logic; and more. Two CDs. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

★ CD 7993803 EARL COLEMAN EARLY YEARS: The Collection 1946-56. This 52-track, two-CD set comprises most of his recordings from this era, both on singles and albums, including the titles from his Prestige album Earl Coleman Returns. Songs include Don't Sing Me The Blues; Held In; So Good; Suite: By Maysa; Nightingale; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 7894961 LILY GREEN: Why Don't You Do Right. This 51-track, two-CD collection comprises just about all the A and B sides of her releases recorded on Bluebird, Victor, Aladdin and more. Atlantic labels. Songs include Cherry Tree Blues; Just Rocking; Country Boy Blues; If You Want To Share Your Love; Last Go Round; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 789064X ROSSCO GORDON: Just a Little Bit. This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises most of his recordings from 1951 through 1961 on the RPM, Chess, Duke, Sun and Vee Jay labels. Songs include Booted; No More Doggin'; Just a Little Bit; Saddled the Horse (and Milled the Horse) For You; Don't Be Cruel; 781125X; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 8042500 OTIS GRANT: Live at Burnley Blues Festival. Includes Otis Grant's performance while headlining the Burnley Blues Festival in 1983 and includes live sessions. This 28-track, two-CD set collects Please Don't Leave Me; Lady; You Think; Stabbled in the Back; Burnley City Limits; I've Been Love Me; Jump For Joy; That's My Life; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $37.95

★ CD 7893440 CHICAGO, VOLUME 3: Down Home Blues. This 115-track, four-CD set is from the golden era of down home blues. Also includes a 88-page book on Chicago and the thriving times of its blues scene. Songs include Deep Feelin' by Chuck Berry; County Jail Blues by Big Maceo; She's Fine by Slim Gaillard; Think it over Baby by Big Joe Turner; Hickory Dickory Dock by Big Boy Muffin; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 7872800 THE GRIFFIN BROTHERS & MARGIE DAY: Weeping and Cryin'. This 52-track, two-CD collection comprises the A and B sides of their singles on Dot, including recordings with featured vocalist Margie Day and Tommy Brown, plus releases by Odyssey with Claudia Wann for Chess. Songs include Street Walkin' Daddy; Riffin' With Griffin; Blues All Alone; Comin' Home; Stay Away from the Horses; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 7886662 STEVE WINWOOD: Rough Hill Festival. On August 19th, 1978, Steve Winwood performed at the Rough Hill Festival in Burnley, Lancashire, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 12 tracks including I'm A Man; Midland Mania; Hold; Walking in the Wind; Two Way Stretch; Vacant Chair; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

★ CD 773882X DEL CLARK: Raindrops. This 55-track, two-CD set comprises the A and B sides of singles from 1956-62 by The Kool Gents, the Delegates And Dee Clark on the Veet Jay Sings and A Shame; Crying Eyes; Payin' Milk Cow Blues; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 7738829 JOSH WHITE: The Early Years Collection, 1929-36. This 48-track, two-CD set comprising recordings as Pinecastle; and more. The title with Blind Joe Taggart for the Paramount, Melotone, Banner, Perfect, Oriols, Romeo and Conqueror labels. Songs include Scandalous Blues; Double Crossing Woman; You Sinner; That Money, Say It Out Loud; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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**#7729855** BOB DYLAN: Pre-Millenium Blues. This 41-track, three-CD set collects various live performances from Japan 1995. Recorded from FM live broadcasts. Songs include Subterranean Homesick Blues; Footman; Just Like a Woman; All Along the Watchtower; Tombstone Blues and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- Blindness, and more. $17.95

**#7786581** LAURA NYRO: New York 1976. On March 31st, 1976, Laura Nyro performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City. This was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Stormy Love; Money; Sweet Lovin’ Baby; And When I Die; I Am the Blues; Sweet HOB. Pub. at $19.95

- and more. $11.95

**#7768477** SNOOKS EAGLIN: The First Decade, 1950-82. This 52-track, two-CD set focuses on the first decade or so of his extensive recording career on the Blind Guitar Fend for Wonder label. Songs include That’s Alright; Mardi Gras; Mambo; Rock Me Momma; That Certain Door; Ginger Who; R&B; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Reality; and more. $12.95

**#779987X** MEMPHIS SLIM: Rocks. Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- *CD 7773919* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

- *CD 779987X* for the Rain; Out in the Traffic; Keep it to Myself; Some Kind of Hero; Waiting for the Rain; In the Rain; Montana Blues; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99

- Collects 29 tracks including Rocking the Pad; Harlem Bound; Old Lady; Rockin’ the House; Killer Has Been Here; No Malt Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; The Girl I Love; Walkin’ the Boogie; Let the Good Times Roll Creole; Kilroy Has Been Here; No Mail Blues; Beer Drinking Woman; Slim’s Boogie; including Reality; Greene Who; Realtime; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $22.95

★ CD 1990355 TEXAS ALEXANDER, VOLUME 1, 1927-1928. Collects Texas Alexander's recorded works from August 11th, 1927 to November 15th, 1928. Collects 23 tracks including Range In My Kitchen Blues; Long Lonesome Days Blues; Corn-Bread Blues; Section Gang Blues; Levee Camp Moon Blues; Farm Hand Blues; Evil Woman Blues; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 7798929 FURRY LEWIS: Live at the Gaslight at the Au Go Go. This is Furry Lewis' first album for a major record label. Collects 13 tracks including Paer Lee, My Dog Got the Measles; Waiting for a Train; When I Lay My Head Down; False; Furry's Blues; Turn Your Money Green; and more. Liberation Hall. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 1960622 KRISSTY MATTHEWS: Live at Rockpalast 2019. Krissy Matthews performed at the Rockpalast Crossroads Festival on March 21st, 2019 in Harmonie, Bonn, Germany. Collects 14 tracks including Level With the Devil; Gotta Stay, Gotta Leave; Strange Ways; Let Me Out of Prison; and more. Includes DVD of the performance. 84 minutes. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 772120X PHIL GUY CHICAGO STUDIO SESSION: Jimmy Dawkins. This 23-track, two-CD set collects a classic Chicago studio session from 1982 and recorded FM broadcasts from London in 1985. Songs include Bridge Over Troubled Water; Cold Feeling; Sad Little Angel; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 7810997 LOUISIANA RED and CAREY BELL: Having Fun. The live meeting at the 1990 Bunbury Mechanics Blues Festival. Collects 13 tracks including Locked Up So Long; I Wish I Could Lead My Life Again; No Luck; Running Shoes; Booze and Chills; Lurrie's Shuffle; and more. Includes DVD of the concert. MG Music. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 1913719 HOROJO TRIO: Set the Record. Horojo Trio is the soul-rocking rhythm and blues trio that won Best Band at the 2020 Burnley Mechanics Blues Festival. Songs include Ain’t No Tellin’ Me;  Whiskey Moan; Sure Got Hard Times; Twistin’ That Stuff; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ CD 7782841 LITTLE BROTHER MONTGOMERY: No Special Rider Blues. Collects 15 tracks including No Special Rider Blues; I Would Not Drink No Whisky (aka I Keep on Drinkin’); 12th Street Rag; Tishomingo Blues; I’m Sure of Everything but You; Tremblin’ Blues; Brother’s Chicago Moan Blues; Stop Your Rambling; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

★ CD 1964347 BUDDY MOSS: Complete Recorded Works, Volume 1. Buddy Moss recorded these songs from January 16 though September 13, 1933. Tracks include Bye Bye Mama; Daddy Don’t Care; Red River Blues; Cold Country Blues; Proven My Worth; Hard Times Blues; Best Gal; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 4971582 JAMES HARBAN BAND: Sparks Flying, Live in 1982. On August 29th, 1992, the James Harman Band performed at the 2nd South Blues Festival in Tainem, Belgium. Collects 12 tracks including Keep Our Business to Yourself; Do Not Disturb; Igechop Confession; Let the Sun Shine, Yes Or Is It No; and I’ve Never Got To Tell. JSP Records. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

★ CD 1964372 BARBECUE BO: Complete Recorded Works, Volume 3. Barbecue Bob recorded these songs from November 5, 1929 to December 11, 1930. Collects 19 tracks including She Moves It Just Right; Tellin’ It To You; She Shook Her Gin; We Sure Got Hard Times; Twistin’ That Stuff; and more. Document Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★ CD 4745124 GREGORIAN CHANT: Monastic Choir of the Abbey of Saint Père de Solesmes. There is something about Gregorian Chant that appeals directly to the modern ear. It may be that its serenity serves to counter the stress of everyday life. This two-CD set collects 41 tracks, including Kyrie; Gloria I; Sanctus I; Spiritus Domini; O Quam Glorifica; and more. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ CD 4884973 SUNDAY MORNING COUNTRY GOSPEL: 40 Songs, Two CDs. Two CDs make up this extraordinary collection of Gospel music sung by many country and West Coast gospel greats on 40 tracks. Includes The Old Rugged Cross by Ray Price; He’s Got the Whole World in His Hand by Tammy Wynette; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ CD 7838328 HANK WILLIAMS: Gospel Hymns. Collects 25 tracks including I Saw The Light; Jesus Remembered Me; Old Country Church; Prodigal Son; Help Me Understand; Bound For The Sunset; House Of Gold; The Trump on the Street; Be Careful of the Stones You Throw; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 7875371 THE PILGRIM TRAVELERS: The Best of the Specialty Years 1948-56. This 56-track, two-CD collection comprises selected A and B sides of their releases on the Specialty label during this era. Songs include I’ll Be Standing On The Highway; Tell It, Angels Tell Mother; A Hard Road To Travel; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★ CD 7963459 THE FAMOUS WARD SINGERS 1949-1962. This 77-track, three-CD set comprises selected A and B sides of releases during this era on the Gotham and Savoy labels by Clara Ward, The Ward Singers and The Famous Ward Singers. Songs include Surely God Is Able; How I Got Over; Packin’ Up; He Piled on the Tears; Anyhow I’m in Glory; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

★ CD 7839243 BROTHER JOE MAY 1949-1962. This 83-track, four-CD set comprising many of the A and B sides of his singles for the Specialty and Nashboro labels, plus titles from his Nashboro albums The Master’s On Our Side and Walk on and Talk on, and along with live recordings. Songs include How Much More of Life’s Burden Can I Bear; I Heard Angels Singing; Go Tell the News; Wake Me and Shake Me; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

and enter the item number in the search box.
Holiday Music


**CD 79770928** IT'S DOO WOP CHRISTMAS TIME. You'll be transported back to a golden age of music, a time when Christmas felt like the real deal. Thirty tracks, including "Jingle Bell Rock" and "White Christmas." Demon Music Group. $7.95

Also includes a DVD of the performance. Demon Music Group.

**CD 7913591** CHRISTMAS WITH DANIEL O'Donnell. Recorded from a live line-up at the Opry Center. This two-CD set collects 39 Christmas songs, including its "Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas." Variety Records. Pub. at $11.99

**CD 790326X** MORE HALLLOWEEN NUGGETS. This 22-track compilation features 40 different Halloween songs like "Witch Girl by The Mysty's, I'm the Wolf Man by Round Robin" and "The Voodoo Waltz by Terry Gale." Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.99

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD 793579X** A CHARLIE BROWN THANKSGIVING: Vince Guaraldi. Recorded on August 20, 22 and September 4, 1973 at Wally Heider Recording Studios in San Francisco. Collects 21 tracks including Charlie Brown Blues; Thanksgiving Theme; Peppermint Patty; holiday mood. 152 minutes. NorthQuest. $5.95

**CD 7779410** THE GREATEST SHOWMAN. The original movie soundtrack. Collects 11 tracks including The Greatest Showman: A Million Dreams; Other Side; Never Enough; Rewrite the Stars; and more. 20th Century Fox.

$12.95

**CD 7959125** GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES: Film Soundtrack. The soundtrack recording of Marilyn Monroe and Jane Russell's classic filmed musical. It features both English and French language versions, and with rare bonus tracks such as demos and outtakes. Includes Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend, Bye Bye Baby; When Loves Me Thens I Sing and more. Sony Music. $19.95

**CD 1994891** ANNIE GET YOUR GUN: Original London Cast Recording. From the first London revival of Annie get your Gun in 1986 starring Suzy Quatro. Collects 18 tracks including Colonel Buffalo Bill; I'm a Bad Man; What Comes Naturally; Anything You Can Do; There's No Business Like Show Business. Concord. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 199473X** Gigi: Original London Cast Recording. The original London cast recording starring Amanda Waring in 1965. Collects 13 tracks including "Too Darn Hot; Is Paris Again; The Earth Is Round; Other Minor Things; Remember Me; Anything You Can Do. There's No Business Like Show Business." Nemco. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 1984713** CRAZY FOR YOU: Original London Cast Recording, This is the London cast recording of "the new Gershwin musical comedy" which repeated its New York success by winning the Olivier Award for best Musical. Collects 21 tracks including I Can't Be Bothered Now; Bidin' My Time; Enchantment; Watch Over Me; and more. First Night.

$3.95

**CD 1984721** DOCTOR DOLITTLE: World Premiere London Cast Recording, The London cast recording from 1998. Collects 22 tracks including My Friend the Doctor; The Vegetarian; Talk to the Animals; Doctor Dolittle; We're Impossibly In Love; I've Never Seen Anything Like It; and more. First Night.

$3.95

**CD 7767560** 42ND STREET. Presents the amazing Broadway cast starring Tammy Grimes and Jerry Orbach, in this spectacular recording of 42nd Street on 14 tracks, includes Overture / Afternoon of a Faun/ Shadow Waltz; Young and Healthy; Go Into Your Dance; You're Getting To Be a Habit With Me; Getting Out of Town; We're in the Money; Dames; Sunny Side To Every Situation; and more. Sony Music.

$5.95

**CD 7956428** CLASSIC COMPOSERS PINOCEP COLLECTION. James Horner, Jerry Goldsmith, John Williams. Three CD set includes Themes from Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan; Zorro's Theme from The Mask Of Zorro; Rudy; Main Theme; Main Theme from Indiana Jones Stories; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $19.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
**Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway**

**CD 1905120 HAMILTON: Original Broadway Cast Recording.** This is the sold-out Broadway musical. Collects 46 tracks including Alexander Hamilton, Aaron Burr, Sir, My Shot; The Room Where It Happens; Washington on Your Side; Hurricane; The Reynolds Pamphlet; The World We Live In; Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Tells Your Story; and more. Two CDs. Atlantic. $19.95

**CD 4916964 THE GREATEST BROADWAY HITS, VOL. 2: Let Me Entertain You.** This 68-track, three CD collection includes the essential collection of Broadway hits. Broadway hits sung by the original artists, including Wouldn’t It Be Lovely from My Fair Lady; The Sound of Music; and Death Valzer. Deep Red. Pub. at $22.99 $21.95

**CD 7723245 CLAUDE SIMONETTI’S GOBLIN: Suspiria.** Coinciding with Suspiria’s 45th anniversary, Simonietti’s Goblin celebrates this with a new Prog Rock version of the famous soundtrack. Collects eight tracks including Suspiria; Markers; Sighs; Witch; Suspiria (Daemonia Versio); Black Forest; Blind Concert; and more. EBM Records. Pub. at $15.99 $14.99

**CD 7075783 TREASURE OF THE YANKKE ZEPHYR.** This recording includes the complete Treasure of the Yankee Zephyr record in its entirety. Composed and conducted by Brian May, this CD presents the music of this adventure thriller on 10 tracks. Includes Rock Rock Baby Baby Baby; Jet Boats Chase the Dragon’s Domain. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 7692226 WARRIORS OF VIRTUE.** The original motion picture soundtrack. Collects 24 tracks including Main Title; Bootleg Left; Ryan and the Tunnel of Temptation; The Vortex and the Dare; The Wonder of Tao; The Force of Yen, and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 7692218 SHY PEOPLE.** The original MGM Motion Pictures soundtrack. Collects 12 tracks including Shy People; Joe’s Place; The Hanging Nerve; Dancing on a Moon; Swamp Voices; and more. Includes multiple version of some songs. MGM. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**Classical & Opera**


**CD 7924445 GEORGE CRUMB: The Cleveland Orchestra.** Crumb’s use of extended and unusual techniques is essential to poetic statements, and his orchestration solicits a new environment in the sonic landscape. Conducted by David Gilbert and Jorge Mester. Collects four tracks including: Variazioni; and Echoes of Time and the River (Echoes 1, II, III, IV). First Edition. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**CD 7924488 STEPS OF GLORY: The Band of the Coldstream Guards.** This 14-track recording includes popular tunes of the time, classical repertoire transcriptions, selections from musicals and operas, novelty pieces, and marches. Songs include Stein Song; Tales of Hoffman; Steps of Glory; The Doll Dance; and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

**CD 7752210 STEFAN TEMMINGH: Bach, Corelli, Handel.** The first CD features the groundbreaking op. 5 sonatas in world premiere recordings, the 18th c. ornamented versions. The second CD follows on with works by Handel. The final CD features select excerpts from the French and English works by J.S. Bach and other composers. First Night. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

**CD 7855303 LISZT: Symphony No. 2.** Presents a brand new orchestral version, performed by the Utah Symphony Orchestra conducted by Varujan Kojian featuring the Utah Choral conducted by Newell Weight. This was Franz Liszt’s homage to the member of the Coldstream Guards. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99

**CD 7924518 WALLFORD RIEGGER: The Louisville Orchestra.** From conductor Robert S. Whitney comes this recording from the 1950s, containing Riegger’s Symphony No. 4, Opus 163: Eluding short motives morphing into a galloping, oddly Spanish theme and then into strange motives again. Also includes Variations for Piano and Orchestra, Opus 54 and Variations for Violin and Orchestra, Opus 71. Five tracks. First Edition. Pub. at $16.99 $12.99

**CD 7924437 ECHOES OF EMPIRE: The Band of the Coldstream Guards.** This selection has been arranged as a typical band program from the pre-WWII period. Collects 15 tracks including Wipers; Martha; Skaters Waltz; Ruddle’s Selection; The Distant Shore; On the March; and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99

**CD 7752209 HAMILTON: Original London Cast Recording.** This original London cast recording from 2002 features 41 tracks including Ode to Attraction Seekers; Sale in the City; Frisky; You Really Really Want to Hurt Me; Everything Taboo; Petriified; Independent Woman, Out of Fashion; and more. First Night. $14.95 $12.99


**CD 7829359 PSYCHO SUITE.** Without Bernard Herrmann’s accompanying score, you could argue that Psycho would not be celebrated as one of the greatest chillers of all time today. This album presents the complete music for the film as the composer intended, and not as it appears in the movie. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


**CD 1984748 KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN: The Musical.** The original London cast recording from 1992. Collects 23 tracks including Her Name Is Aurora; Over the Wall I; Dressing Them Up; I Do Miracles; You Could Make Me; Mama, It’s Mano; Kiss of the Spiderwoman; and more. First Night. $3.95 $2.99

**CD 1974699 A DREAM IS A WISH.** A special acoustic tribute to the Magical Kingdom. Collects 10 tracks including The Lord Is Good To Me; I’ve Got No Strings; A Dream Is A Wish Your Heart Makes; Cruella De Ville; and more. Finest Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 7692653 ALADDIN.** The soundtrack from the Broadway adaptation of Disney’s animated classic. Collects 37 tracks of songs and scores including Arabian Nights; One Jump Ahead; Friends Like Me; Prince Ali; A Whole New World; and more. Walt Disney Records. $7.95 $5.95

**CD 7752453 H.M. QUEEN ELIZABETH’S MARCH: The Band of the Grenadier Guards.** This selection features their original version of the exile of King Charles II when they were formed to be his bodyguard. Collects 15 tracks including H.M. Queen Elizabeth’s March; Dawn of Freedom; The Voice of the Winds; The Bullfighters; Marche Militaire; and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99

**CD 7924437 ECHOES OF EMPIRE: The Band of the Coldstream Guards.** This selection has been arranged as a typical band program from the pre-WWII period. Collects 15 tracks including Wipers; Martha; Skaters Waltz; Ruddle’s Selection; The Distant Shore; On the March; and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99

**CD 7752210 STEFAN TEMMINGH: Bach, Corelli, Handel.** The first CD features the groundbreaking op. 5 sonatas in world premiere recordings, the 18th c. ornamented versions. The second CD follows on with works by Handel. The final CD features select excerpts from the French and English works by J.S. Bach and other composers. First Night. Pub. at $14.99 $12.99


**CD 1984748 KISS OF THE SPIDERWOMAN: The Musical.** The original London cast recording from 1992. Collects 23 tracks including Her Name Is Aurora; Over the Wall I; Dressing Them Up; I Do Miracles; You Could Make Me; Mama, It’s Mano; Kiss of the Spiderwoman; and more. First Night. $3.95 $2.99

**CD 1974699 A DREAM IS A WISH.** A special acoustic tribute to the Magical Kingdom. Collects 10 tracks including The Lord Is Good To Me; I’ve Got No Strings; A Dream Is A Wish Your Heart Makes; Cruella De Ville; and more. Finest Records. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**CD 7692653 ALADDIN.** The soundtrack from the Broadway adaptation of Disney’s animated classic. Collects 37 tracks of songs and scores including Arabian Nights; One Jump Ahead; Friends Like Me; Prince Ali; A Whole New World; and more. Walt Disney Records. $7.95 $5.95

**CD 7752453 H.M. QUEEN ELIZABETH’S MARCH: The Band of the Grenadier Guards.** This selection features their original version of the exile of King Charles II when they were formed to be his bodyguard. Collects 15 tracks including H.M. Queen Elizabeth’s March; Dawn of Freedom; The Voice of the Winds; The Bullfighters; Marche Militaire; and more. British Military Music. Pub. at $15.99 $12.99
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Christine Fawcett and the London Symphony Orchestra.
CD 4970292 RICHARD WAGNER: Siegfried. The third in Wagner's music dramas, which are based on Nordic and German legends that constitute The Ring of the Nibelung. With Wolfgang Neumann as Siegfried, John W流程ner as Der Wanderer, Carla Pohl as Brunhilde, and others in this 1994/95 recording. Gunter Neuhold conducts the Berliner Philharmoniker. Four CDs. Membran. Pub. at $19.99. 

CD 7894775 HOVHANESS: Talin--for Clarinet and Orchestra. Presents works performed by the Orchestra Da Camera di Roma as conducted by Nicolas Flagello. Featured pieces include Talin for Clarinet and String Orchestra by composer Alan Hovhaness, Sérénade for Strings; by Samuel Barber, Elegy in Memory of Maurice Ravel by David Diamond and more. Collects 12 tracks. Citadel. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

CD 7809395 RACHMANINOFF EDITION: Complete Works. This extraordinary boxed set includes Rachmaninoff's piano concertos, symphonies, orchestral works, operas, choral works, songs, chamber music, piano works and works for piano duet. A variety of acclaimed conductors, orchestras and musicians contribute to this magnificent collection. Twenty-eight CDs. Brilliant Classics. $59.95. 


CD 7693907 YOUNG AMERICA. Brings together the choral works of Gordon Getty on 17 tracks. Includes John Adams: Alphonse; Mary; My Uncle's House; War Interlude; Kathleen Mullen: By the Fireside; and more. Citadel. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

CD 481424X SHAPING THE CENTURY, VOL. 1, 1900-1949. Some 26 CDs showcase the works of composers from the first 5 decades of the 20th century. Includes Debussy: La Mer; Strauss: Salome; Mahler Symphony No.9; Orff: Carmina Burana; Shostakovich Symphony No.5; Bartok: Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta; Copland Billy the Kid; El Salon Mexico; Prokofiev Piano Sonatas 6-8; and more. Decca Music Group. $99.95.

CD 7900791 THE BRUCE ROWLAND COLLECTION, VOLUME 1. Rowland's music is noted for its expansive orchestral melodies and use of solo piano as a primary instrument in the orchestra. Collects 21 tracks including April; Hero to a Nation; Cattle Drive; It Doesn't Have to be Forever; Taming Paint; By the Fireside; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95.

CD 1984004 JOHNNY GADELMSIAN: This is America. Violinist and producer Johnny Gadelsman commissioned this new work to relive the time we've spent living through 2020/2021. Collects 33 tracks including Saha be Wyck of Kizza: Amhel; Sheng by Chacra Courtin; With Love from J by Marika Hughes; and more. Three CDs. In a Circle Records. Pub. at $39.99. $19.95.

DVD 7924496 TANNHAUSER. Widescreen. A German production of an opera based on the same title by Richard Wagner. In German with English subtitles. 85 minutes. Phoenix. $5.95.

DVD 7853025 MARILYN HORBNE--SINGS FAMOUS ARIAS: Silverline Classics. Fullscreen. The Orchestra della Svizra Italiana, conducted by Martin Katz, backs the fabulous mezzo-soprano Marilyn Horne singing Haydn's and Beethoven's arias from Carmen by Georges Bizet as well as selections from Luigi Cherubini, Divozille Willibald Gluck, Ambrose Thomas, Giacomo Meyerbeer, Camille Saint-Saëns and Giacchino Rossini. 108 minutes. Nutech Digital. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95.


DVD 7806701 MOZART: Don Giovanni. Widescreen. Calixto Bieito's famously controversial 2002 production of Mozart's great opera sets the action in the late twentieth century and brings to life an ancient story brilliantly retold. Bertrand de Billy conducts an energetic cast with the L'Orchestra Academy, Italian language with English subtitles. 156 minutes on two DVDs. Arthaus Musik. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95.

Blu-ray 792447X SERGEI PROKOFIEV: The Love for Three Oranges. Widescreen. Prokofiev's enchantingly surreal masterpiece is turned into a spectacular triumph of total theatre with this production from the Amsterdam MuziekTheater. Included in the performance is the Rotterdam Philharmonic Orchestra and the Chorus of De Nederlandse Opera. Sung in French with English subtitles. 144 minutes. Opus Arte. $9.95.

More Music

CD 3655983 DESTINATION LUST: The World of Love, Sex and Violence. It's no surprise that sex, violence, and unbridled lust are at the heart of countless classic recordings, and in this 32 track CD is a cornucopia of sexy melodies and lusty lyrics--rendered by a phalanx of busty actresses, hip blues and R&B stalwarts, and grinding bands; including That Makes It, Change It; I Want a Lip; Teach Me Tiger; and more. Adults only. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $11.99. $8.95.

Vinyl Records

★ Vinyl 7865496 HERE COMES RICKY NELSON: 1957-1962 Hits Collection. This double-sided vinyl celebrates Ricky Nelson's remarkable legacy. As the quintessential teen idol, Nelson was one of the most important rockers of the '50s and '60s. Collects 12 tracks including I'm Walkin'; A Teenager's Romance; Never Be Anyone Else But You; Let's Have Our Love Made in Heaven; Let's Get It On; Wanda; One for My Baby; I'll Make It All up To You; Tickle Me; River and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $26.99. $19.95.

★ Vinyl 7934343 JERRY LEE LEWIS: This double-sided vinyl presents the musical chameleon's unrelenting pursuit of fame that led him to explore a wide range of styles and, after every different avenue he explored, he left behind a string of hits. Songs include Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Things; Dream Lover; Baby Face; Lazy River; and more. Acrobat. 12"x12". Pub. at $26.99. $19.95.

★ Vinyl 792288X BOBBY DARIN: Dream Lover. This double-sided vinyl offers Darin's musical chameleon's unrelenting pursuit of fame that led him to explore a wide range of styles and, after every different avenue he explored, he left behind a string of hits. Songs include Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Things; Dream Lover; Baby Face; Lazy River; and more. Acrobat. 12"x12". Pub. at $26.99. $19.95.
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Vinyl Records

★ **VINYL 7900066** THE EVERLY BROTHERS: *Hits Collection, 1957-1962*. With heavenly harmonies rooted in country music, the Everly Brothers were at the forefront of the rock 'n' roll revolution. This double-sided vinyl collection 18 dreamy tracks including *Bye Bye Love; All I Have to Do Is Dream; Cathy's Clown; So Sad; Walk Right Back;* and more. Acrobat. 12"x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7932988** CARL PERKINS: *Dixie Fried 1955-1962*. This double-sided vinyl presents australian style that paid him a true pioneer in the evolution of rock 'n' roll who penned memorable numbers. Songs include Movie Magg, Blue Suede Shoes, Honey Don't, Your True Love, Matchbox, Pointed Toe and the Blues, Dixie Fried and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 804239X** HANK WILLIAMS: Hey Good Lookin'. A true pioneer of the genre, Hank Williams's classic honky tonk blues has influenced countless generations of artists while tales of both his excess and success have become the stuff of legend. This double-sided vinyl presents 16 tracks including Lovesick Blues, Wedding Bells, Hey, Good Lookin', Honky Tonk Blues and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 795641X** 16 CHRISTMAS CLASSICS. Enter a winter wonderland and get ready to rock around the Christmas tree with this double-sided vinyl. Collects 16 songs, including Santa Claus is Coming to Town, *Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas* by Judy Garland, Jingle Bell Rock by Bobby Helms, Frosty the Snowman and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7866178** THE BEST OF MUDDY WATERS 1948 TO 1956. This double-sided vinyl presents some of Muddy Waters best songs from the years and demonstrates not only his unique style but also the development of Chicago blues. The sound and technique he displays became the template which many of the genre's best performers have attempted to emulate. Collects 10 tracks including Feel Like Going Home, Long Distance Call, Still a Fool; I'm Ready; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7935803** A CHARLIE BROWN THANKSGIVING: Vince Guaraldi. Recorded on August 20, 22 and September 4, 1973 at Wally Heider Recording Studios in San Francisco. This double-sided vinyl collects 21 tracks including Charlie Brown Blues, Thanksgiving Theme, Peppermint Patty, Little Birdie, Linus and Lucy and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Concord. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $31.99  $23.95

★ **VINYL 7866208** LINK WRAY: Rumble (1956-62). This double-sided vinyl collection highlights how Link Wray's uncompromising attitude proved too meaningful for mainstream, thus elevated him to guitar hero status. His style captured the imagination of youngsters on both sides of the Atlantic. Collects 18 tracks including I See Baby and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7959087** EDDIE MONEY: The Covers. A double-sided vinyl. In 2009, Eddie Money recorded eight cover songs that appeared on a pair of EPs, including Drops of Jupiter, She'll Be Waiting in the Bathroom Window, It's a Long Way to the Top (If You Wanna Rock 'N' Roll), Reach Out I'll Be There, Gimme Some Lovin’, Roadhouse Blues, When I Come Around and Ticket to Ride. Liberation Hall. 12¼x12½". Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

★ **VINYL 7924690** THE COASTERS: *What About Us, 1954-1961*. Embracing doo-wop, R&B, and rock 'n' roll, they were the first Black collective to establish a credible foothold on the 1950s pop charts. This double-sided vinyl collects 16 tracks including Smokey Joe’s Cafe; Down in Memphis; Young Blood; Ain’t No Man Called Me; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $25.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7877283** THE BEST OF BIG MAMA THORNTON 1951 TO 1958. This double-sided vinyl features 16 epic tracks including her titu le on the Leiber & Stoller No. 1 Hound Dog. Songs include Partnership Blues; I'm All Fed Up, Hound Dog, Why Man; Ain't No Fool Either; I Smed a Rat; My Man Called Me; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 8044388** MARK FARNER: Rock 'n' Roll Soul Live 1989. This performance was recorded on August 19th, 1989, at Cal State Dominguez Hills in Carson, California as part of the Woodstock 20 Years After festival. This double-sided vinyl collects nine tracks including Are You Ready; Rock 'n' Roll Soul; Heartbreaker; and more. Liberation Hall. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

★ **VINYL 7959079** CHET ATKINS: The Country Gentleman. This double-sided vinyl showcases the profound impact his influence had on country music and how just about everything “The Country Gentleman” touched during the late 1950s and early 1960s turned into gold. Collects 17 tracks including Canned Heat; Mr. Sandman; Silver Bell; Teenieverse; Main Street Breakdown; Country Gentleman and more. Liberation Hall. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7875185** DUANE EDDY: With the Guitar Man (1958-1962). This double-sided vinyl features some of his greatest songs from a five-year period and highlights just how integral Eddy was for the development of rock music with his instantly recognizable twang influencing generations of guitarists. Collects 20 tracks including Moomin' N' Groovin; Forty Miles of Bad Road; Because They're Young; Theme from Dixie; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7886194** HANK SNOW: Let Me Go Lover (1950-1962). This double-sided vinyl celebrates one of the most revered and successful country artists. An accomplished songwriter with a fine vocal, his influence transcended genres and his timeless traveling captured the imagination of everyone. Collects 16 tracks including I'm Moving On; The Golden Rocket; The Gold Rush Is Over; Miller's Cave; Tangled and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 787409X** THE CAPTIVATING VOICE OF MARLENE DIETRICH. This double-sided vinyl collection showcases a variety of her repertoire and her versatility as a remarkable vocalist. Includes 15 tracks including Falling in Love Again; Naughty Lola; Jonny; You Little So and So; See What the Boys in the Back Room Will Have; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

★ **VINYL 7886186** DION & THE BELMONTS: The Hits & More (1958-62). This double-sided vinyl includes the iconic classics that have appeared in countless movies and television shows over the past 50 years making for an evocative showcase which highlights Dion DiMucci’s exceptional talents. Collects 17 tracks including I Wonder Why; No One Knows Where; Ruby Baby, and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼". Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/928
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**VINYL 7895674 THE CARTER FAMILY: **Music from the Foggy Mountain Top. The Carter Family would shape future generations of their earthy mix of traditional folk, bluegrass and southern gospel. This double-sided vinyl presents some of their finest work and celebrates their undeniable influence and importance. Collects 14 tracks include The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; Diamonds in the Rough; Worried Man Blues; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99

$19.95

**VINYL 7939927 THE VERY BEST OF JOHNNY MATHIS.** Experience Mathis’s timeless vocal magic on this essential double-sided vinyl featuring 16 of his greatest iconic hits. Songs include Chances Are, It’s Not For Me To Say, The Twelfth or Never, When Sunny Gets Blue; The World, A Certain Smile, Wild Is the Wind; and more. Dynamic. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**VINYL 7981317 THE LOUVIN BROTHERS: **Blood Harmony. This 16-track, double-sided vinyl collection provides a great introduction to the prodigious talent of one of the greatest of all British performers and it features, amongst all others, Unchained Melody, It Must Have Been an Angel, I Surrender, I’ll Take You Back. Bear Family. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $20.95

**VINYL 7900112 WEBB PIERCE: **17 Honky Tonk Songs, 1952-1959. This double-sided vinyl collection covers a large period of her career, spanning before she chose to devote herself to religion around the 1950s. Collects 17 tracks including Fraternity, Bottom; Night Life; Roll Em; And You Know Baby, Harmony Grits; Blue Skies; Mary’s Idea; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**VINYL 7866151 PSYCHO SUITE: **The Intended Full Original Score. This double-sided vinyl presents the performances by the National Symphony Orchestra strings and is conducted by the composer himself, Bernard Hermann, as the music was originally intended. An intense listen, this 1975 recording perfectly captures the spine-tingling suspense Alfred Hitchcock so gloriously conveyed on the big screen. Collects 14 tracks. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $33.99 $25.95

**VINYL 7959060 CHARLIE PARKER: **The Long Lost Bird Live Afro-Cubop Recordings! This 18-track, double-sided vinyl set covers a period of nine years, roughly 1945 to 1954 and his performances with notable musicians including Dizzy Gillespie, Woody Herman, Machito, and more. Songs include Dizzy Atmosphere, A Night in Tunisia; Night and Day; My Funny Valentine; Groovin’ High; Mambo Conchito; and more. RockBeatRecords. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $49.97 $37.95

**VINYL 7839286 DAVE BRUBECK TRIO: **Live in Vienna 1967. This vinyl LP is a rare, hot-performance by Dave and his famous rhythm section–Joe Morello, on drums, and Gene Wright on bass. Alto saxophonist, Paul Desmond, missed the plane to Vienna, and the remaining trio took the stage despite being one man down. Collects six tracks including St. Louis Blues; One Moment Worth Years; Swanee River; La Paloma Azul; Someday My Baby’s Gone; and more. Derry Music. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $32.99 $24.95

**VINYL 7990852 BOSSA NOVA AT CARNegie HALL.** This double-sided vinyl was recorded in New York City on the night of November 21, 1962 of all-star Brazilian musicians, performing at Carnegie Hall. Collects 15 songs including One Note Samba; If It Does Not Do; Like Someone In Love; and more. Liberation Hall. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**VINYL 7949338 THE LEGEND OF ICE T.** This 22-track, three double-sided vinyl celebrates hip-hop pioneer Ice T, who is the embodiment of L.A. hip-hop as well as being an acclaimed actor. Songs include Feds in My Rearview; That’s How I’m Livin’; Hit the Fan; They Want Me Back In; Addicted to Danger; Soul on Ice; and more. RuffNation. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $45.99 $34.95

**VINYL 7920844 FLYING HIGH WITH VINCE MALOY: **The Complete Recordings. This double-sided vinyl collects 12 rockability tracks recorded for six different record labels including Hubba Hubba Ding Ding; Soda Pop (Tait version); Dr. Jazz All Night; In Deed I Do; Do Your Best; Wine Bop; Pop; Crazy About You; I Don’t Know Why; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

**VINYL 1911945 TUSBY HAYES QUARTET: **What Is This Thing Called Love? This is the first vinyl LP release from the Acrobat label, and it features, unreleased “live” recording from 1969 by one of the greatest of all British performers. This LP features two extended pieces, one on each side of the LP tracks include, For Members Only and Sentimental, Boogie Woogie; Jubilee At Five; and more. Acrobat. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

**VINYL 7881134 JIVE AT FIVE WITH COUNT BASIE & HIS ORCHESTRA: **The Collection 1937 to 1939. This double-sided vinyl features some of his first recordings under his own name and captures him at work during a pivotal period in his career. Collects 14 tracks including Penes from Heaven; Good Morning Blues; Every Tub; Blue and Lonesome; and more. Gold Label. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95 $27.95

**VINYL 792819X SANTA SWINGS...THE WINDUP: A Shellac Hall of Shelfie Dust.** This double-sided vinyl is Art Deco for your ears and authentic Christmas Swing. Collects 14 tracks, including What Will Santa Claus Say (When He Finds Everybody) and more. Christmas Songs. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $27.95 $20.95

**VINYL 791282X PAT BOONE: **Country Jubilee. Celebrating 70 years in show business, these two double-sided vinyls collect 25 tracks. Songs include Tennessee Saturday Night; Wolverton Mountain; Alabama; Take These Chairs From My Heart; and more. Columbia. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95

**VINYL 7885857 NILS LOFGREN: **Mountains. This vinyl collection includes Ain’t The Truth Enough; Only Ticket Out; Back In Your Arms; Won’t You Come Home; No More (For Charlie Watts); Nothing’s Easy (For Amy); Dream Killer; and more. Cattle Track Road Records. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $30.99 $24.95
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To allow the lowest prices, we do no billing and do not accept credit cards. However, the same items may be obtained online from www.HamiltonBook.com using MasterCard, VISA, or PayPal.